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What’s New
The SAS Table Server is the newest addition to the suite of SAS servers. This new
data server provides scalable, threaded, multi-user, and standards-based data access
technology in order to process and seamlessly integrate data from multiple data sources.
The SAS Table Server provides the following key benefits:
3 both user scalability and processing scalability to improve performance.
3 threaded data access technology that enhances enterprise intelligence and
analytical processes. Threaded data access extends the strengths of legacy SAS
data access technology by supporting the technology needs of enterprise-class
software.
3 multi-user services that enable multiple clients to access the same data
concurrently.
3 access to multiple types of data, which removes the need for a client to connect to
one server for some data and to another server for other data. The SAS Table
Server supports SAS files and several third-party relational databases including
DB2, MySQL, Oracle, ODBC databases, and Teradata.
3 a standards-based interface for Structured Query Language (SQL), which defines
the data access language for the server. An application creates, requests, and
manipulates data with SQL statements. SQL can be submitted by using Table
Server SQL (TSSQL), which supports the ANSI SQL:1999 syntax, or by using the
SQL dialect that is implemented by a third-party database.
3 federated queries that reference multiple tables from different data sources,
thereby joining disparate data.
3 security services that ensure that both the server and its data are protected
against unauthorized access. The SAS Table Server supports authentication along
with configurable single sign-on, authorization processes, and other security
features such as the encryption that is supported on SAS servers.
The SAS Table Server provides the following interfaces in order to connect to the
server:
3 For remote clients, the SAS Table Server supports industry standard application
programming interfaces (APIs). The server supports APIs for JDBC (Java
Database Connectivity), ODBC (Open Database Connectivity), and OLE DB.
3 The SAS Table Server provides SAS language interfaces that enable connection
from a Base SAS session. Rather than process data through legacy SAS data
access services, a SAS application can use the SAS Table Server data access

x

What’s New

technology. The SAS language interfaces include a LIBNAME engine named
SASTS, the TSSQL procedure to submit TSSQL statements, and the TSPL
procedure to submit Table Server Programming Language (TSPL) statements.
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Using This Guide
About the SAS Table Server Administrator’s Guide
Intended Audience 4
See Also 4
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About the SAS Table Server Administrator’s Guide
This guide provides the following conceptual, administrative, and reference
information for the SAS Table Server:

3 Part 1 covers basic information about this document and about installing the
software.

3 Part 2 introduces the SAS Table Server (its basic functionality, services,
components, and interfaces) and data source support.
3 Part 3 explains how to administer the SAS Table Server through metadata, which
involves creating and maintaining the metadata definitions that configure the SAS
Table Server and its data sources. (The step-by-step instructions for the tasks that
create and maintain the metadata definitions are documented in the Help for the
Table Server Manager on SAS Management Console.)
This part also explains how to use SAS Management Console to monitor,
validate, and operate the server.

3 Part 4 covers the security features for the SAS Table Server, which ensure that the
server and its data are protected. Explanations for securing data with the
metadata-based authorization permissions are provided. (The step-by-step
instructions for the tasks that set the permissions on the metadata definitions are
documented in the Help for the Table Server Manager on SAS Management
Console.)
3 Part 5 covers administrative tasks that are performed after the initial installation
and configuration of the SAS Table Server. For example, reference information is
provided about the configuration files, the start-up script, and logging and tracing.
3 Part 6 contains reference information for each supported data source such as
details about database functionality, supported data types, and compatibility
across SAS software.

4

Intended Audience
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Intended Audience
This document is intended for the following users:

3 Server administrators who use and maintain servers. They install and configure
servers with a focus on security policy implementation and performance. They
analyze and maintain data, define metadata, and rely on metadata for reporting.
They start a server, manage its session, and evaluate its performance. Server
administrators generate and monitor logs and reports, monitor users, define
metadata as needed, and perform backups. The server administrators also make a
server accessible to clients.

3 Database administrators who administer individual SAS Table Server data
sources. They administer the data by designing or providing access to the
databases and by setting up the data source metadata.

3 Application developers who write the client applications need an understanding of
the data that the server supports and connection information in order to access the
data supported by the server.

See Also
For the SAS Table Server, the following additional documentation is available:
SAS Table Server Manager Plug-In: Help
provides step-by-step instructions and window reference for the Table Server
Manager functionality. The Table Server Manager, which is a plug-in on SAS
Management Console, enables the administrator to create and maintain metadata
definitions for the SAS Table Server and its data sources in order to administer
and secure data access.
SAS Language Interfaces to Table Server
explains how to use the SAS language interfaces to the SAS Table Server that you
can submit in a Base SAS session in order to connect to the data access services.
The SAS language interfaces include the LIBNAME engine that is provided by the
SAS Table Server and the TSSQL and TSPL procedures.
SAS Table Server: TSSQL Language Reference
provides conceptual information about the TSSQL language and detailed reference
information for the major language elements, which include formats, functions,
expressions, operators, predicates, statements, and table options.
SAS Table Server: TSPL Language Reference
provides conceptual information about the TSPL language and detailed reference
information for the major language elements, which include formats, functions,
hash and hash iterator package methods, system methods, statements, and table
options.
The SAS Table Server documentation refers you to the following documents as well:
SAS Intelligence Platform: Installation and Configuration Guide
explains how to install and initially configure the SAS Intelligence Platform.
SAS Intelligence Platform: System Administration Guide
covers administrative tasks that apply to the SAS Intelligence Platform as a
whole, including starting and stopping servers, monitoring servers, setting server
logging options, performing backups, administering the SAS Metadata Server,
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Accessibility Features of the SAS Table Server

administering metadata repositories, and promoting business intelligence
metadata and content.
SAS Intelligence Platform: Security Administration Guide
helps you understand and use the security features of the SAS Intelligence
Platform.
SAS Logging: Configuration and Programming Reference
explains the SAS logging facility, which is a configurable framework for collecting,
categorizing, and filtering events that are generated by SAS processes and for
writing the events to a variety of output devices.

Accessibility Features of the SAS Table Server
This product has not been tested for compliance with U.S. Section 508 standards. If
you have specific questions about the accessibility of SAS products, send them to
accessibility@sas.com or call SAS Technical Support.
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About the Software Installation and Conﬁguration
The software for the SAS Table Server is available as a separately licensed product.
It is also available with the SAS Enterprise BI Server, which is a software offering for
the SAS Intelligence Platform.
To use the SAS Table Server as a separate product, you simply install the software.
To install and configure the SAS Table Server in a metadata-managed environment, you
must use the SAS Deployment Wizard, which is explained in the SAS Intelligence
Platform: Installation and Configuration Guide.
This document assumes that you have successfully installed and configured the SAS
Table Server as part of the overall installation and configuration of the SAS Intelligence
Platform by using the SAS Deployment Wizard. After the initial installation and
deployment process, your environment includes these components:

3 SAS Management Console, which is a Java application that provides a single point
of control for administering your SAS servers and for managing metadata objects
that are used throughout the SAS Intelligence Platform.

3 SAS Metadata Server, which serves metadata from one or more SAS Metadata
Repositories to all client applications in your environment.

3 SAS Application Server components that have been installed and configured in
your environment to run SAS processes, such as the SAS Workspace Server.

3 Other SAS servers that might have been installed in your environment, including
the SAS Table Server.

3 Ports that are used by each server to listen for incoming requests.
3 Initial SAS users, groups, and roles that have been defined, both on your host
operating systems and as SAS identity metadata definitions in the metadata
server.

3 A configuration directory that stores configuration files, logs, and scripts. The
structure and contents of the directory vary depending on the operating
environment, which products are installed, and so on. For information about the
configuration directory for SAS Intelligence Platform, see the SAS Intelligence
Platform: System Administration Guide.

8

Packaging and Distribution
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Here is an example of the Lev1 subdirectory that is under the configuration
directory for a single-machine Windows implementation that includes the SAS
Table Server:

The SASTS subdirectory contains the Content and the TableServer folders.
Content

is the default content location, which is the physical location of
the data for the SAS Table Server. In addition, this location
indicates the directory for resolving any relative pathnames for
the SAS Table Server content such as file DSN, trace log, and
schema directories.

TableServer

contains the main configuration files and scripts that control
the operation of the SAS Table Server as well as the SAS
Logging facility files. For information about these files, see
Chapter 15, “Configuration Files and Scripts,” on page 101.

Packaging and Distribution
SAS Table Server
The SAS Table Server data access services are included when you install Base SAS.
The installation process makes the data access services available to specific SAS
language interfaces to the SAS Table Server. These language interfaces enable a Base
SAS user to use the SAS Table Server.
The REMTS driver (software that enables a SAS client to connect to the server) and
the table drivers (software that interacts with a data source in order to read and write
to proprietary file formats) for SAS data sets and SPD data sets are included when you
install Base SAS. The remote table drivers for DB2, MySQL, Oracle, ODBC, and
Teradata are licensed separately and are installed separately.

Software Installation and Configuration

4

Client-Side Drivers

Client-Side Drivers
The SAS Table Server client-side drivers, which include JDBC, OLE DB, and ODBC,
do not require a special SAS license. Therefore, they can be installed on any supported
hardware platform regardless of a site’s SAS licensing structure.
To install the client-side drivers, use the SAS Deployment Wizard from a SAS
Software Depot.
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What Is the SAS Table Server?
The SAS Table Server is a data server that provides scalable, threaded, multi-user,
and standards-based data access technology in order to process and seamlessly
integrate data from multiple data sources. The server acts as a hub that provides
clients with data by accessing, managing, and sharing SAS data as well as several
third-party relational databases.
A client connects to the SAS Table Server and submits requests in the form of
Structured Query Language (SQL) statements. SQL is the data access language for the
server. The server manages the requests and delivers the results to the client. A client
can submit a simple request that accesses a specific table. A client can also submit a
federated query that references multiple tables from different data sources, thereby
joining disparate data.
By supporting industry standards and providing the power of SAS functionality, the
SAS Table Server is designed to support business intelligence solutions. The server
provides a single SQL language interface that is data source-independent to clients of
distributed enterprise data.

14
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The following figure illustrates using the SAS Table Server as a single point of access
to provide multiple client applications with data from different sources:

Figure 3.1

SAS Table Server Supporting Business Intelligence Solutions
Client
Applications

SAS
Table Server

ODBC Compliant
DB2
Oracle

Third-Party
Relational
DBMSs
SAS Data

Services Provided by the SAS Table Server
Data Access Technology
The data access technology that is provided by the SAS Table Server consists of a set
of run-time components that provide a scalable, threaded, multi-user, and
standards-based way to process and seamlessly integrate data from multiple data
sources. The components provide the data access services that are required by business
intelligence and analytical processes.
The SAS Table Server data access services extend the strengths of legacy SAS data
access technology, which is provided with Base SAS software, by supporting the
technology needs of SAS solutions and SAS products and by fulfilling the requirements
of enterprise-class software.
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Threaded Services
Threads are an integral part of a high-performance, scalable system, and they are
one of the main features of the SAS Table Server data access technology. Most threaded
functionality can be further boosted in an environment in which multiple processors
work in parallel. However, performance boosts can also be obtained with
multi-threaded processes on a single processor machine.
A threaded service is a method of processing that divides a large job into several
smaller jobs that can be executed in parallel. Threaded services control and execute
requests by using multiple threads to increase data throughput. A thread is a single
path of execution of a process in a single CPU. A thread can also be thought of as a
basic unit of program execution in a thread-enabled operating environment. In a
symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) environment, which uses multiple CPUs, multiple
threads can be spawned and processed simultaneously. Regardless of whether there is
one CPU or many, each thread is an independent flow of control that is scheduled by
the operating system.
The SAS Table Server provides threaded services that execute multiple user requests
in parallel. Here are examples:

3 Each connection to the SAS Table Server is managed on a separate thread, which
enables multiple users to execute requests in parallel and reduces the probability
of a user request being blocked while other user requests are processed.

3 Complex requests (or large individual requests) are separated into units of work
that are then executed in parallel. For example, filtering operations that require
scanning large tables can be processed in parallel, and operations such as sorting
can be processed by dividing the result set into subsets, sorting each subset in
parallel, and then merging the sorted subsets into the final result set.

3 Threading is also used to return result sets on multiple threads. For example, a
client can submit a TSSQL query and request that the result set be returned in
mutually exclusive partitions. Each partition is returned on a separate thread.
The management of the threads is shared between the table driver (which creates
the threads) and the client (which cleans up the threads).
In addition to threaded services, some data sources provide threaded I/O, which
further enhance performance. See “Threaded I/O Processing” on page 29.

Multi-User Services
Multi-user services enable multiple clients to access the same data concurrently. The
SAS Table Server enables two or more clients to write to the same table at the same
time without destroying or losing updates, which is referred to as concurrent update
access.
The SAS Table Server uses Integrated Object Model (IOM) technology. IOM
technology is a set of object-based interfaces to features or services. The technology
enables application developers to use industry-standard programming languages,
programming tools, and communication protocols to develop client programs that access
these services on IOM servers. IOM technology is provided with Base SAS software.
A multi-user environment automatically ensures data protection during concurrent
updates. The data sources support concurrency by locking the data that is being
updated and releasing the lock when updates are complete. This prevents loss of data
or loss of updates that are due to simultaneous updates.
For more information, see “Locking” on page 27.
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Performance
The SAS Table Server integrates both user scalability and processing scalability to
provide increased performance. That is, the SAS Table Server supports the following
performance capabilities:
3 In a multi-user environment, the server automatically scales to the number of
concurrent users.
3 The server provides rapid access to large amounts of data.
3 The server is available under many 64-bit operating environments, which enables
the server to scale in-memory processes.
3 The server provides application-based, high-performance data reading by
supporting a variety of cursor types, multi-row fetch capabilities, and positioned
update of result sets.
To monitor performance, the SAS Table Server supports Application Response
Measurement (ARM). ARM is an application programming interface that was developed
by an industry partnership and is used to monitor the availability and performance of
transactions within and across diverse applications. ARM enables enterprise
management tools to extend directly to applications in order to measure application
availability, performance, usage, and transaction response time. For information about
ARM, see the SAS Interface to Application Response Measurement (ARM): Reference.

Data Storage Support
The SAS Table Server provides access to several types of data, which removes the
need for an application to connect to one server for some data and another server for
other data. The SAS Table Server supports these data sources:
3 SAS data sets
3 SPD data sets (preproduction support)
3 third-party relational databases, which include DB2, MySQL, Oracle, ODBC
databases (such as dBASE, Microsoft Access, Paradox, and Microsoft SQL Server),
and Teradata.
By supporting several data sources, the SAS Table Server gives you the flexibility to
configure data storage based on specific needs. You choose the type of data storage that
is most appropriate for an application’s particular needs based on functionality that is
provided by each data source. Here are examples:
3 If the application needs row-level locking and transaction support, use DB2 or
Oracle.
3 If the application does not need transaction support, then use SPD data sets for
maximum performance, especially for large amounts of data.
3 For data types such as BIGINT and VARCHAR, use data sources such as SPD
data sets, DB2, or Oracle.
3 Of course, for the most effective and efficient storage for use with SAS analytical
and business intelligence software, use SAS data sets or SPD data sets.
For more information about the supported data sources and the functionality they
provide, see Chapter 4, “SAS Table Server Data Sources,” on page 23.

Standards-Based Interface for SQL
The SAS Table Server provides a standards-based interface for the SQL, which
defines the data access model for the server. That is, an application creates, requests,
and manipulates data by submitting SQL statements.
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An application submits SQL as follows:

3 An application can submit SQL statements by using Table Server SQL (TSSQL),
which is the SAS implementation of SQL that is used by the SAS Table Server.
See “TSSQL” on page 19.
In addition to TSSQL, an application can submit Table Server Programming
Language (TSPL) statements. TSPL is a proprietary programming language that
is appropriate for advanced data manipulation and data modeling applications.
See “TSPL” on page 19.

3 An application that connects to the SAS Table Server by using one of the
client-side drivers (JDBC, ODBC, OLE DB) can submit the SQL that is
implemented by a third-party database. By omitting the DRIVER=TSSQL syntax
in the connection string, the application requests that the submitted SQL is
passed to the database and not processed as TSSQL. This is much like the PROC
SQL Pass-Through Facility, which enables you to send database-specific SQL
statements directly to a data source such as Oracle.

3 Using the SAS Table Server LIBNAME engine to connect to the SAS Table Server,
a SAS application can submit SQL procedure statements to process data sources
by using the data access services.

3 Using the TSSQL and TSPL procedures, a SAS application can submit TSSQL and
TSPL statements to process data sources by using the data access services.

Industry Standard Application Programming Interfaces for Clients
dThe SAS Table Server supports industry standard application programming
interfaces (APIs) for remote clients. The server supports these APIs:
JDBC (Java
Database
Connectivity)

connects programs that are written in Java to the data in popular
databases. The API enables you to encode access request statements
in SQL that are then passed to the program that manages the
database. The program returns the results through a similar
interface. Because Java interpreters are available for all major
client platforms, a platform-independent database application can be
written.

ODBC (Open
Database
Connectivity)

is a standard that provides a common interface for accessing
databases. By using ODBC statements in a program, you can access
data in a number of different databases, including Microsoft Access,
dBase, DB2, Oracle, and Excel. ODBC is designed for maximum
interoperability, which is the ability of a single application to access
different databases by means of the same source code. Many
software applications that run in a Windows environment are
compliant with this standard and can access data that is created by
other software.

OLE DB

provides access to data that is in a database table, an e-mail file, a
text file, or another type of file. The Microsoft API accesses both
relational and non-relational data. OLE DB interfaces can provide
much of the same functionality that is provided by database
management systems.

For information about the client-side drivers that are provided for the supported
APIs, see “Client-Side Drivers” on page 20.
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Security
The SAS Table Server security services ensure that both the server and its data are
protected against unauthorized access. The SAS Table Server supports authentication
with configurable single sign-on, authorization processes, and other security features
such as the encryption that is supported on SAS servers. In addition, the SAS Table
Server provides the ability to control access to SAS data sets and SPD data sets that
are placed under exclusive control of the server.
For more information, see Chapter 13, “Understand the SAS Table Server Security,”
on page 85.

Components Provided by the SAS Table Server
About Components Provided by the SAS Table Server
The SAS Table Server consists of a set of components that provide the functionality
that is required by business intelligence and analytic processing. For example, the SAS
Table Server provides several types of drivers and two interfaces that you use to
connect to the server. The following topics describe each component.

Table Drivers
A table driver is software that interacts with a data source in order to read and write
to proprietary file formats. Each data source that is supported by the SAS Table Server
has a table driver that talks to the data source in its own language in order to resolve
data access requests and to manage the physical file or database table. For example, to
process a SAS data set, an application uses the BASE table driver, and to process an
Oracle table, an application uses the Oracle table driver.
The table driver connects to and disconnects from the data source, submits SQL
statements to the data source for execution, and sends data to and retrieves data from
the data source. That is, a table driver receives an SQL expression as input and returns
a result as output. Each table driver supports the database functionality of the
underlying data source.
Table drivers provide much of the same functionality as the SAS LIBNAME engines,
which enable SAS to access files that are in a particular format. For example, the
BASE engine accesses SAS data sets, the SPD Engine accesses SPD data sets, and the
SAS/ACCESS engines access third-party databases. For the SAS Table Server, the
BASE driver accesses SAS data sets, the SPD driver accesses SPD data sets, and the
relational database table drivers access third-party databases.
For more information about data sources and the table drivers, see Chapter 4, “SAS
Table Server Data Sources,” on page 23.

Language Drivers
Overview: Language Drivers
The language drivers implement the SAS Table Server languages by processing a
request and sending the parsed query to the appropriate table driver that satisfies the
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request and returns the result. The multi-threaded languages provide a powerful way
to create and query data.

TSSQL
TSSQL is the SAS implementation of SQL that the SAS Table Server uses to access
relational data. TSSQL is designed to be ANSI SQL:1999 core compliant with some
extensions.
For applications, TSSQL provides a common SQL syntax across all data sources.
That is, TSSQL is a vendor-neutral SQL dialect that accesses data from various data
sources without having to submit queries in the SQL dialect that is native to the data
source. In addition, a single TSSQL query can target data in several data sources and
can return a single result set. When possible, TSSQL queries are optimized with
multi-threaded algorithms to resolve large-scale operations.
For additional capabilities, applications can reference a TSPL program from a
TSSQL statement. See “TSPL” on page 19.
The TSSQL language driver parses TSSQL requests, and then sends the parsed
query to the appropriate table driver to determine whether the functionality can be
handled by the data source.

3 For the relational database table drivers, if the data source supports the
functionality, then the TSSQL request is translated to the data source’s native
SQL dialect. By enabling as much functionality as possible to be handled by the
data source, performance is enhanced. However, if a data source does not support
the requested functionality, then the TSSQL language driver attempts to
compensate by completing the balance of the operation.

3 For the BASE and SPD table drivers, the parsed TSSQL request is interpreted “as
is” because TSSQL is the native SQL dialect for both data sources.
For complete TSSQL statement reference, see the SAS Table Server: TSSQL
Language Reference.

TSPL
TSPL is a SAS proprietary programming language that is appropriate for advanced
data manipulation and data modeling applications. The TSPL driver is multi-threaded
so that it takes advantage of parallel algorithms to increase the throughput of complex
operations.
TSPL supports the ability to create, bulk load, and manipulate tables, and also to
create and execute stored routines. TSPL simplifies writing programs that take
advantage of parallel algorithms to increase the throughput of complex operations.
TSPL supports the powerful capabilities of the SAS DATA step that make the DATA
step so valuable to programmers:

3
3
3
3
3
3

implicit loop
DROP, KEEP, and RENAME statements
SET, MERGE, MODIFY, and BY statements
SAS formats and informats
common functions such as SUBSTR, INDEX, and PUT
IF-THEN-ELSE operations
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In addition, applications can reference a TSPL program from a TSSQL statement.
See “TSSQL” on page 19.
For complete TSPL statement reference, see the SAS Table Server: TSPL Language
Reference.

Client-Side Drivers
To connect to the SAS Table Server in order to access data, a remote client
application must use the client-side driver that is provided for the API.
A client-side driver is software that implements an industry standard API such as
JDBC, ODBC, or OLE DB. Think of a client-side driver as an adapter that connects a
client application to the SAS Table Server. For example, the JDBC client-side driver
connects to the server in order to access, manipulate, and update data sources from
applications that are JDBC compliant.
Here is a list of the client-side drivers:
JDBC

implements the industry standard JDBC API. The JDBC driver
enables the development of Java applications that let users access
data through a direct connection to the SAS Table Server. For more
information, see the SAS Drivers for JDBC: Cookbook.

ODBC

implements the industry standard ODBC API. It enables ODBC
compliant access to the SAS Table Server. Currently, the ODBC
driver supports only clients on Windows platforms. For more
information, see the SAS Drivers for ODBC: User’s Guide.

OLE DB

implements the industry standard OLE DB API. The OLE DB
provider is an implementation of the OLE DB standard that makes
data available through the OLE DB interfaces to an application. For
more information, see the SAS Providers for OLE DB: Cookbook.

SAS Table Server Interfaces
Industry Standard APIs
For remote clients, the SAS Table Server provides client-side drivers for supported
industry standard APIs. The SAS Table Server provides a standards-based interface for
JDBC, ODBC, and OLE DB APIs. See “Client-Side Drivers” on page 20.

Base SAS Language Interfaces
The SAS Table Server provides Base SAS language interfaces that enable connection
from a SAS session to the data access services that are provided by the SAS Table
Server. Rather than process data by means of legacy SAS data access services, you can
use the SAS Table Server, which provides scalable, threaded, multi-user, and
standards-based data access technology in order to process and seamlessly integrate
data from multiple data sources. The SAS language interfaces to the SAS Table Server
include the SAS Table Server LIBNAME engine, the TSSQL procedure, and the TSPL
procedure.
The REMTS driver enables a SAS client to connect to the SAS Table Server. The
driver acts as a conduit between the SAS client and a data source that is configured for
the SAS Table Server. The REMTS driver does not operate directly on local files like a
table driver but rather communicates with the server. Each SAS client uses a private
copy of the driver to communicate with the server.
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The SAS Table Server uses one or more table drivers to operate directly on SAS files
or external database tables that clients access through the server. The server routes
requests from the REMTS driver to the appropriate table driver.
The following diagram illustrates applications that connect to the SAS Table Server.
Legacy Base SAS applications connect to the server by using the LIBNAME engine.
PROC TSSQL and PROC TSPL applications connect directly to the server. A remote
client application (for example, a JDBC client) connects to the SAS Table Server by
using a standard API interface.

Figure 3.2 Interfaces to the SAS Table Server
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What Is a Data Source?
The term data source refers to the type of data and its origin (that is, whether the
data source is local or external to the server).
The SAS Table Server supports disparate data sources by providing software in the
form of table drivers, which access the physical data that an application processes.
There are two types of table drivers:

3 SAS proprietary table drivers provide access to SAS proprietary file formats, such
as SAS data sets and SPD data sets (preproduction). These drivers are in-process
table drivers that access local SAS data in the server process. SAS proprietary
table drivers are installed with Base SAS software.

3 Remote table drivers provide access to third-party relational databases, such as
DB2, MySQL, ODBC databases, Oracle, and Teradata, by connecting to a remote
server process. Remote table drivers are installed with the applicable SAS/
ACCESS license.
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The following figure illustrates a table server delivering SAS data and DB2 data to a
client:

Figure 4.1
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What Are the Supported Data Sources?
SAS Data Set
The SAS data set is the Base SAS proprietary file format for SAS software, which
contains data values that are organized as a table of observations (rows) and variables
(columns). The supported file format is the same as SAS data sets that are created by
the BASE engine for Version 7 and later. A supported SAS data set uses the extension
.sas7bdat.
The BASE table driver provides read and update access to legacy SAS data sets. In
addition, the driver creates SAS data sets that can be accessed by both the SAS Table
Server and Base SAS software. The driver supports standard Base SAS storage
functionality such as indexing, general integrity constraints, and SAS formats and
informats. The driver also supports much of the TSSQL and TSPL functionality. For
details about supported functionality and compatibility guidelines, see Chapter 19,
“SAS Data Set Reference,” on page 129.
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SPD Data Set (Preproduction)
The SPD data set provides performance for very large amounts of data. The data
source provides threaded I/O processing, by using multiple CPUs, to read data and
deliver it rapidly to applications. Very large files can be processed, because the data can
span volumes, but yet it is referenced as a single file. The data in the files is also
partitioned, which allows the data to be read in multiple threads per CPU.
The SPD data set delivers data to applications rapidly because it organizes the data
into a streamlined file format where the data is separate from the metadata. In
addition, the files are partitioned enabling the use of multiple CPUs to perform parallel
I/O functions.
The SPD table driver supports two file formats.

3 The SPDC file format is the compatibility file format that is used by legacy SPD
data sets. The SPDC format is supported both by the SPD table driver in the SAS
Table Server as well as the SPD Engine.

3 The SPDD file format is a new file format that provides additional functionality
that is not supported by the SPD Engine. The SPDD format is supported only by
the SPD table driver in the SAS Table Server.
The SPD table driver provides these functions:

3 read and update access to legacy SPD data sets.
3 the ability to create SPD data sets that can be accessed by both the SAS Table
Server and Base SAS software.

3 the ability to create SPD data sets that have a new file format, which provides
enhanced functionality that includes additional SQL data types and a proprietary
identity column that stores a unique, system-generated integer, which is used for
locating a row. The new file format, however, can be accessed only by the SAS
Table Server, not Base SAS.
The driver supports much of the SPD Engine functionality such as hybrid indexing,
parallel WHERE clause processing, threaded I/O processing, and SAS formats and
informats. The driver also supports much of the TSSQL and TSPL capabilities. For
details about functionality and compatibility guidelines, see Chapter 20, “SPD Data Set
Reference (Preproduction),” on page 143.

Third-Party Relational Databases
The SAS Table Server can access data in several third-party relational databases,
including DB2, MySQL, ODBC databases, Oracle, and Teradata.
The relational database table drivers read, update, and create tables for those
third-party relational databases on behalf of the SAS Table Server client. Each driver
supports most of the TSSQL and TSPL functionality. For the client applications that
use the client-side drivers, the table drivers support native database functionality by
using the SQL dialect that is implemented by the third-party databases. For details
about supported functionality and compatibility guidelines, see the specific data source
reference:
Chapter 21, “DB2 for UNIX and PC Hosts Reference,” on page 169
Chapter 22, “MySQL Reference,” on page 179
Chapter 23, “ODBC Reference,” on page 187
Chapter 24, “Oracle Reference,” on page 195
Chapter 25, “Teradata Reference,” on page 203
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Database Functionality Supported by Data Sources
Overview: Database Functionality
Because the SAS Table Server supports several data sources, a broad range of
database functionality that is unique to each data source is provided. For example,
while a particular data source provides transaction support, a different data source
might not provide transactions but supports indexes and integrity constraints.
You must understand database functionality and how its implementation affects
processing, performance, and integrity of your data in order to determine which data
sources are most appropriate for different types of applications. Because database
functionality is unique to each data source, you cannot make assumptions about the
data source to be accessed. For example, an application cannot request a locking level
just because that locking level is more efficient. An application must respond to the
attributes of a table driver.
Database functionality is applied through the table driver when the application
submits requests, which can be in the form of TSSQL statements, TSPL statements, or
the SQL statements that are the implementation of the data source.
The following topics describe database functionality. For information about the
database functionality that is supported by each data source, see the database
functionality support topic for each data source in the data source reference.

Bookmarks
Bookmarks are stored locations that are used for quick retrieval. A bookmark
identifies a row of data in a result set so that an application can quickly return to the
row, which performs speed reads, updates, and delete operations. In addition,
bookmarks are used for scrollable cursor functionality in data sources that do not
support scrollable cursors. For information about scrollable cursors, see “Cursor
Support” on page 121.
Bookmark functionality is implemented differently for each data source. The stored
value might be a row number or a disk address. However, not all data sources support
bookmarks.

Bulk Operations
A bulk operation is the ability to rapidly and efficiently add, delete, or update large
amounts of data through one operation. For example, a bulk copy operation copies large
amounts of data, and a bulk load operation adds large amounts of data into a data
source.
Typically, methods to do bulk operations are specific to a particular database. The
SAS Table Server uses the data source’s highest performance bulk operations. For
example, requesting a bulk add operation for an Oracle table causes the Oracle Bulk
Loader to be invoked.
Bulk operations are requested by using TSSQL statements as well as by using the
SAS Table Server LIBNAME engine and the specific table driver. For example, an
application could submit an ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) job that sends APPEND
and COPY procedure statements to the LIBNAME engine, which then provides
instructions to the appropriate data source in order to bulk load data to created tables.
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Cursor Support
A cursor establishes or keeps track of the position in a result set and provides
scrolling capabilities to traverse it. For example, when a table is opened, the cursor
points to the first row in the file. Various commands then move the cursor forward,
backward, to the top of the file, to the bottom of the file, and so on.
A scrollable cursor enables you to back up and revisit a row, start at the end of the
file and work backward, skip some rows, or go directly to a specific row. A non-scrollable
cursor, such as a forward-only cursor, moves forward only through the result set.
The decision about what cursor functionality is needed is determined by the level of
performance and the application’s data access requirements. For more information, see
“Cursor Support” on page 121.

Indexes
An index is a component of a database that contains information about the physical
location of data that is stored in a file. An index establishes key order on the data so
that operations that access data in a particular order perform better. For example,
rather than search the entire file, an application can use an index to locate the data
quickly and efficiently. Indexing columns that are frequently used by an application,
especially for large files, greatly increases the speed of queries.
Because databases implement different types of indexes, data sources that are
supported by the SAS Table Server provide different types of indexes.

Integrity Constraints
Integrity constraints ensure the accuracy and consistency of data in a relational
database. Integrity constraints prevent incorrect insertion, modification, or destruction
of data in a database.
Because databases implement different types of integrity constraints, data sources
that are supported by the SAS Table Server provide different types of integrity
constraints such as general and referential integrity constraints.

Locking
Locking is the process by which a database protects data from simultaneous updates
in a multi-user environment.
Locking levels prevent applications from reading data that is being changed by other
applications and prevents multiple users from changing the same data at the same
time. Locking is an essential part of every system that allows data to be updated by
multiple users or applications.
Locking behavior can be controlled in an application or by using appropriate
LIBNAME statement or data set options with the SAS Table Server LIBNAME engine.
These are the various locking levels that are supported by the SAS Table Server data
sources:
file-level locking

controls concurrent access at the file level. File-level locking enables
read access to multiple users but restricts all other access to the file
when a query requests update access. When an application opens a
file for update, it is locked until the application releases the lock. All
other applications must wait until the lock is released to continue
processing.
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row-level
locking

controls concurrent access at the row level. Row-level locking
enables concurrent read access and update access to the file by
multiple users but prevents concurrent update access to the same
row. There are two types of row-level locking:

3 Optimistic locking assumes that few or no update requests will
be made by other applications, and therefore provides less
intensive checking for simultaneous updates.

3 Pessimistic locking assumes that many updates might be
requested for a particular row and therefore provides
additional functionality that ensures that no updates were
made simultaneously.
column-level
(values) locking

controls concurrent access at the column level. Column-level locking
enables concurrent read access and update access to the file by
multiple users but prevents concurrent update access to the same
column.

read locking

enables read access to multiple users but restricts all other access.
That is, the data cannot be altered. A read lock is the fastest type of
lock, because the server does not maintain a lock on the data.

The SAS Table Server data sources provide different levels of locking. For example,
some data sources such as SAS data sets and SPD data sets provide file-level locking,
while other data sources, such as the third-party databases DB2 and Oracle, provide
row-level locking.
Selecting the appropriate locking level can greatly improve an application’s
performance.
For information about the locking levels that are provided by each data source, see
the database functionality support topic for each data source in the data source
reference.

Stored Routines
Stored routines are similar to procedures that are written in SQL. The SAS Table
Server provides support for stored routines by using the TSPL CREATE and
ENDPACKAGE statements. Stored TSPL routines make it easy for applications to
perform the same computations or other tasks consistently and help ensure that any
business rules that are involved in the tasks are correctly enforced by providing a single
point of control for the task.
Another advantage of stored routines is higher performance. For example, TSPL
statements in a stored routine are compiled only once, and then stored in a location
that is accessible by applications. In contrast, if an application submits all of the TSPL
statements from the client, then they would be sent over the network and compiled by
the server each time the application runs.
After they are created and stored, TSPL routines are executed from another TSPL
program, or they can be executed from a TSSQL program by using a SELECT
statement, a WHERE clause, or other SQL expression. See the SAS Table Server:
TSPL Language Reference for details.
In addition, most supported third-party relational databases also support SQL stored
procedures that were created in the native mode.
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Threaded I/O Processing
I/O (input/output) processing is the ability to read a segment of data from a storage
device (such as disk) and transfer the data to memory or, conversely, to transfer the data
from memory and write it to the storage device. Threaded I/O processing fetches data
in multiple threads to process a query such as a SELECT statement. Fetching data by
using multiple threads provides an application an efficient method of retrieving data,
which boosts performance for applications that might process the data faster than the
data can be fetched. This is a bottleneck condition that is referred to as being I/O bound.
I/O requests to the following data sources can be processed in threads:
3 SPD data sets (preproduction support)
3 DB2
3 ODBC databases
When applications combine the parallel processing services that are provided by the
SAS Table Server languages with a data source that provides threaded I/O, the
partnership further enhances performance.

Transaction Support
Transaction support is functionality by which data is protected by ensuring that
updates are either fully applied or rolled back to the pre-transaction state in the event
of an interrupted operation.
A transaction is an atomic unit of work. That is, a transaction either completely
succeeds or has no effect. After a logical, consistent set of changes has occurred, a
transaction is ended either by committing the changes, which makes them permanent,
or canceling the changes, which returns the values changed by a transaction to their
original state.
A commit is an operation that makes updates permanent. When a connection to a
database is established, auto-commit is set to on by default, which means that each
individual SQL statement is treated as a transaction. As soon as the statement is
executed, if no return code is detected, the transaction is automatically committed. If
update problems are detected, the application initiates a rollback of the transaction.
Note: To allow a transaction to be made up of multiple SQL statements, the
application must turn off auto-commit, execute and commit the collection of statements,
and then turn auto-commit back on (which reactivates the default of one SQL
statement per transaction). 4
A rollback is the process that reverses the current transaction out of the database,
returning the data to its former state. A rollback is performed when processing a
transaction fails at some point, and it is necessary to start over.
Transaction support involves the ability to commit updates or rollback updates and
then reapply them, often from a transaction log, to recover from a database crash. The
rollback and roll forward (reapplication of transactions) automatically occur when the
database is restarted.
Some applications have a requirement to treat groups of updates to a particular data
source as a single unit. That is, either the entire group of updates is applied to the data
or none of them is applied. Applications can test for errors and execute specific commit
and rollback operations as needed. TSSQL supports both COMMIT and ROLLBACK
statements.
Not all data sources provide transaction management. For example, transaction
management is not available for SAS data sets or SPD data sets. However, transaction
support is available for third-party relational databases like DB2 and Oracle. Many of
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the third-party relational databases also provide transaction support in their native
SQL dialect.
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Overview: Data Types
What Are the Data Types?
A data type, which is an attribute of every column in a table, specifies what type of
data the column stores. The data type is the characteristic of a piece of data that says,
for example, it is a character string, an integer, a floating-point number, or a date or
time. The data type also tells the operating system how much physical storage to set
aside for the column.
The following table lists the set of data types that are supported by the SAS Table
Server for the underlying data sources. Note that not all data types are available for
storage on each data source. For a list of data types that are available to store data for
a particular data source, see “Define Data Types for a Column” on page 34.
Table 5.1 SAS Table Server Data Types
Data Type

Description

Storage Size

BIGINT

stores a large signed, exact whole number, with a precision of 19 digits.
The range of integers is –9,223,372,036,854,775,808 to
9,223,372,036,854,775,807. Integer data types do not store decimal
values; fractional portions are discarded.

8 bytes

CHAR(n)

stores a fixed-length character string, where n is the maximum number of
characters to store. The maximum number of characters is required to
store each value regardless of the actual size of the value. If char(10) is
specified and the character string is only five characters long, the value is
right padded with spaces.

n bytes
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Data Type

Description

Storage Size

DATE

stores a calendar date. A date literal is specified in the format
yyyyy-mm-dd: a four-digit or five-digit year (0001 to 32767), a two-digit
month (01 to 12), and a two-digit day (01 to 31). For example, the date
September 24, 1975 is specified as 1975-09-24.

8 bytes

The SAS Table Server complies with ANSI SQL:1999 standards regarding
dates. However, not all data sources support the full range of dates. For
example, dates between 0001-01-01 and 1582-12-31 are not valid dates
for a SAS data set or an SPD data set in the SPDC file format.
DOUBLE

stores a signed, approximate, double-precision, floating-point number.
Allows numbers of large magnitude and permits computations that
require many digits of precision to the right of the decimal point.

8 bytes

FLOAT(p)

stores a signed, approximate, single-precision or double-precision,
floating-point number. The user-specified precision determines whether
the data type stores a single-precision or double-precision number. If the
specified precision is equal to or greater than 25, the value is stored as a
double-precision number, which is a DOUBLE. If the specified precision is
less than 25, the value is stored as a single-precision number, which is a
REAL. For example, float(10) specifies to store up to ten digits, which
results in a REAL data type.

4 or 8 bytes

IDENTITY

stores a unique, system-generated integer that is used by an application
for locating a row in an SPD data set. An identity column provides an
application with a sequential, ascending identifier.

8 bytes

INTEGER

stores a regular size signed, exact whole number, with a precision of ten
digits. The range of integers is –2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647. Integer
data types do not store decimal values; fractional portions are discarded.

4 bytes

NCHAR(n)

stores a fixed-length character string like CHAR but uses a Unicode
national character set, where n is the maximum number of multibyte
characters to store. Depending on the platform, Unicode characters use
either two or four bytes per character and support all international
characters.

n bytes

NVARCHAR(n)

stores a varying-length character string like VARCHAR but uses a
Unicode national character set, where n is the maximum number of
multibyte characters to store. Depending on the platform, Unicode
characters use either two or four bytes per character and can support all
international characters.

n bytes

REAL

stores a signed, approximate, single-precision, floating-point number.

4 bytes

SMALLINT

stores a small signed, exact whole number, with a precision of five digits.
The range of integers is –32,768 to 32,767. Integer data types do not
store decimal values; fractional portions are discarded.

2 bytes

TIME(p)

stores a time value. A time literal is specified in the format
hh:mm:ss[.nnnnnnnnn]; a two-digit hour 00 to 23, a two-digit minute 00
to 59, and a two-digit second 00 to 61 (supports leap seconds), with an
optional fraction value. For example, the time 6:30 a.m. is specified as
06:30:00. When supported by a data source, the p parameter specifies
the seconds precision, which is an optional fraction value that is up to
nine digits long.

8 bytes
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Data Type

Description

Storage Size

TIMESTAMP(p)

stores both date and time values. A timestamp literal is specified in the
format yyyy-mm-dd:hh:mm:ss[.nnnnnnnnn]: a four-digit year 0001 to
9999, a two-digit month 01 to 12, a two-digit day 01 to 31, a two-digit
hour 00 to 23, a two-digit minute 00 to 59, and a two-digit second 00 to
61 (supports leap seconds), with an optional fraction value. For example,
the date and time September 24, 1975 6:30 a.m. is specified as
1975-09-24:06:30:00. When supported by a data source, the p
parameter specifies the seconds precision, which is an optional fraction
value that is up to nine digits long.

8 bytes

TINYINT

stores a very small signed, exact whole number, with a precision of three
digits. The range of integers is –128 to 127. Integer data types do not
store decimal values; fractional portions are discarded.

1 byte

VARBINARY(n)

stores varying-length binary data, where n is the maximum number of
bytes to store. The maximum number of bytes is not required to store
each value. If varbinary(10) is specified and the binary string uses
only five bytes, only five bytes are stored in the column.

VARCHAR(n)

stores a varying-length character string, where n is the maximum number
of characters to store. The maximum number of characters is not required
to store each value. If varchar(10) is specified and the character string
is only five characters long, only five characters are stored in the column.
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Numeric Data Types
Numeric data types store numbers (for example, quantities and currency values).
The choice of a numeric data type depends on the type of number that is being stored
and on how the number will be used.
Characteristics to consider when choosing a numeric data type include the following:

3 whether you want to use exact numeric data types or approximate numeric data
types. Exact numeric data types such as the integer data types represent a value
exactly. Approximate numeric data types, such as REAL, DOUBLE, and FLOAT,
do not store the exact values that are specified for many numbers. For many
applications, the tiny difference between the specified value and the stored
approximation is not noticeable unless exact numeric behavior is required.

3 whether you want to store whole numbers or decimal numbers. Note that for
integer data types, if a decimal value is inserted, the fractional portion is
discarded. For example, if 2.7 is inserted, the stored value is 2.

3 how to store numbers with decimal points. Floating-point format is a number in
which the decimal point is not fixed. A floating-point data type is used for longer
decimal values and for quickly calculating a large range of numbers.
For the floating-point data types, if you enter an integer that is too large, an
error occurs. Enter the value using floating-point notation.

3 a data type’s precision. The precision for a data type specifies the total number of
digits that a number can contain. The more digits, the higher the precision for the
value. If a value is out of range, an error occurs. For example, for the BIGINT data
type, an error occurs for a value that is larger than 9,223,372,036,854,775,807.
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To avoid errors or incorrect results, you must consider the results when
performing operations on numeric values, particularly for the integer data types.
For example, for the INTEGER data type, which has a precision of 10 digits, if you
multiply two large integers (say, 33432*79879) and the result is larger than
2,147,483,647, an overflow error occurs. If you expect a result that is larger than
the data type’s precision, you can assign the result as a larger data type such as
DOUBLE or BIGINT, or you can enter the expression as a double constant (say,
33432.0*79879.0), not an integer, in order to force the expression to be evaluated
as a double precision, floating-point number.

Character Data Types
The SAS Table Server provides several character data types that store character
string (text) data. Character data types can contain alphabetic characters, numeric
digits 0 through 9, and other special characters. Although a character string can
include numbers, these numbers cannot be used in calculations.
Each character data type provides a parameter for specifying the maximum number
of characters.
The CHAR and VARCHAR data types, by default, use the character set that is
determined by the SAS Table Server. The NCHAR and NVARCHAR data types uses a
Unicode character set.

Date and Time Data Types
The SAS Table Server supports several data types for the specific purpose of storing
dates and times. The date and time ranges are data source specific.

Deﬁne Data Types for a Column
When defining a data type, you must use the SQL data type keywords for either the
data types supported by the SAS Table Server languages or the data types that are
supported by the target database SQL language.

3 If you submit either TSSQL or TSPL statements, use the SAS Table Server data
type keywords. For information about how to define data types for a column by
using TSSQL or TSPL, see the SAS Table Server: TSSQL Language Reference.

3 If you submit the native SQL dialect that is implemented by a third-party
database, use the data type names for the target database. For information about
how to define data types by using the SQL language for a specific data source, see
the database documentation.
When defining data types by using the SAS Table Server languages, keep in mind
that for data to be stored, the data type must be available for data storage in that data
source. Although the SAS Table Server provides support for several data types, the
data types that can be defined for a particular table depend on the data source, because
each data source does not necessarily support all of the SAS Table Server data types. In
addition, data sources support variations of the standard SQL data types. That is, a
specific data type that you specify might default to a different data type and might also
have different attributes in the underlying data source. This occurs when a data source
does not natively support a specific data type, but data values of a similar data type can
be converted without data loss. For example, to support the INTEGER data type, a SAS
data set defaults the data type definition to SAS numeric, which is a DOUBLE. For the
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ODBC driver, if an application requests an ODBC data type such as SMALLINT, but
the underlying database does not support that data type, the requested type is mapped
to a supported type such as NUMBER for Oracle (which does not support SMALLINT).
The following table lists the SAS Table Server data types that are available for
storing data in a data source. For details about data source implementation for each
data type such as data source-dependent attributes, see the appropriate data source
reference for data types.

X

recognized as defined or defaults to a corresponding data type with
data source-dependent attributes.



not available for data storage in that data source. If you attempt to
define a column of this data type for the data source, an error occurs.

Table 5.2 Data Source Implementation of Data Types
SAS Table Server
Data Type

BASE

SPD:
SPDD

SPD:
SPDC

DB2:
UNIX
and PC

MYSQL

ORACLE

ODBC

TERA

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X





IDENTITY















INTEGER

X

X

X

X

















X
X
X



NVARCHAR(n)

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X





TINYINT

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

VARBINARY(n)







VARCHAR(n)

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

NCHAR(n)

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

FLOAT(p)

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

BIGINT
CHAR(n)
DATE
DOUBLE

REAL
SMALLINT
TIME(p)
TIMESTAMP(p)



X
X



X



X



Translate SQL and Client API Data Types
SQL data types and client API data types are not identical, which means that data
must be translated between an application and a data source. Each API provides
methods to translate data, as summarized in the following table .
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Table 5.3 API Data Type Mapping
SAS Table
Server Data
Type Returned

JDBC Data Type

ODBC Data Type

OLE DB Data Type

BIGINT

BIGINT

SQL_BIGINT

DBTYPE_I8

CHAR

CHAR

SQL_CHAR

DBTYPE_STR

DATE

DATE

SQL_TYPE_DATE

DBTYPE_DBDATE

DOUBLE

DOUBLE

SQL_DOUBLE

DBTYPE_R8

FLOAT

FLOAT

SQL_FLOAT

DBTYPE_R8

INTEGER

INTEGER

SQL_INTEGER

DBTYPE_I4

NCHAR

CHAR

SQL_NCHAR

DBTYPE_STR

NVARCHAR

VARCHAR

SQL_NVARCHAR

DBTYPE_STR

REAL

REAL

SQL_REAL

DBTYPE_R4

SMALLINT

SMALLINT

SQL_SMALLINT

DBTYPE_I2

TIME

TIME

SQL_TYPE_TIME

DBTYPE_DBTIME

TIMESTAMP

TIMESTAMP

SQL_TYPE_TIMESTAMP

DBTYPE_DBTIMESTAMP

TINYINT

TINYINT

SQL_TINYINT

DBTYPE_I1

VARBINARY

VARBINARY

SQL_VARBINARY

DBTYPE_BYTES

VARCHAR

VARCHAR

SQL_VARCHAR

DBTYPE_STR
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About Schemas and Catalogs
The terms schema and catalog are defined as ANSI SQL standards and refer to the
organization of data in a relational database. That is, data is contained in tables, tables
are grouped into schemas, and schemas are grouped into catalogs.
The SAS Table Server supports the ANSI SQL standards for organizing data by
implementing schemas and catalogs as identifiers that provide a means to qualify
names. That is, catalog and schema names can be used in SQL statements to qualify
table references. For example, when querying a database that supports both schemas
and catalogs, you can specify a three-level identifier in the form of
catalog.schema.table-name.

Organize Data with a Schema
A schema is a data container object that groups logically related objects such as
tables and views and other objects that are supported by a data source such as stored
procedures. The schema provides a unique namespace that is used along with a catalog
to qualify names. Typically, a schema groups objects that share similar attributes.
For SAS data sets and SPD data sets, a schema identifies the physical location such
as a UNIX directory or a Windows folder that contains a collection of tables. That is, for
SAS data, the relationship between a schema and its files is similar to that of an
operating system file directory and the files that are contained within that directory.
For SAS data, a schema is approximately equivalent to a SAS library.
The schema name can be defined as a metadata object and stored in a metadata
repository. The schema definition is created on SAS Management Console by using the
Table Server Manager.

Organize Data with a Catalog
A catalog is a named collection of logically related schemas. The catalog is the
first-level (top) grouping mechanism in a data organization hierarchy that qualifies
schemas. At least one schema is required for each catalog.
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Even though a catalog is an ANSI SQL standard, not all data sources support the
catalog object. For example, DB2, MySQL, and Oracle do not support catalogs. For data
sources that do not support catalogs, the SAS Table Server enables you to define a
logical catalog name to use as an SQL identifier.
The catalog name can be defined as a metadata object and stored in a metadata
repository. The catalog definition is created on SAS Management Console by using the
Table Server Manager.
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Overview: Data Source Connection
To access data, an application must submit a connection string, which defines how to
connect to the data. A connection string identifies the query language syntax that the
application submits as well as the information that is required to connect to a data
source or data sources. Examples of such information include the table driver name, the
physical location of the data, and for some data sources, access information such as the
network information that is used to access the data server, and user ID and password.
In general, a connection string consists of a series of keyword/value pairs, separated
by semicolons, and surrounded by double quotation marks. The equal sign (=) connects
each keyword and its value. That is, "keyword1=value; keyword2=value".
The following connection string examples access the same data that is hosted on the
SAS Table Server, but the connection strings are submitted by different interfaces. All
examples use TSSQL as the query language syntax, access a SAS data set, and specify
a catalog that is named BASE.

3 From a remote client application, a connection string is submitted by the
client-side driver by using a connection property. The following is Java application
code that submits a connection string:
properties.put "constring","driver=tssql;
conopts=(driver=base;catalog=base;
schema=(name=one; primarypath=’c:\SASdata’))";

For information about the connection string options for a client-side driver, see
“Connection String Options for Client-Side Drivers” on page 124.

3 From a Base SAS session, a connection string is submitted by the SAS Table
Server LIBNAME engine as options in the LIBNAME statement. The following is
a LIBNAME statement that submits a connection string:
libname myfiles sasts
connect_string="driver=tssql;
conopts=(driver=base;catalog=base;
schema=(name=one; primarypath=’c:\SASdata’))";

For information about the connection string options in the LIBNAME
statement, see SAS Language Interfaces to Table Server.
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3 From a Base SAS session, a connection string is submitted by the TSSQL and
TSPL procedures as options in the PROC statement. For example, the following is
PROC TSSQL code that submits a connection string, and then queries a SAS data
set:
proc tssql
conn="driver=base;
catalog=base;
schema=(name=one; primarypath=’c:\SASdata’)";
select * from base.table1;
quit;

For information about the connection string options for the PROC TSSQL and
TSPL statement, see SAS Language Interfaces to Table Server.

Submit a Connection String
Arbitrary Connection String
One way to submit a connection string is with an arbitrary connection string. An
arbitrary connection string includes all of the information that is required to connect to
a data source or data sources, such as the table driver name, physical location of the
data, and any necessary authentication information that is required to retrieve data
such as user ID and password. The connection strings in the examples in “Overview:
Data Source Connection” on page 39 illustrate submitting an arbitrary connection
string.
In a metadata-managed environment, a user must be assigned a connection string
privilege in order to submit an arbitrary connection string. See “Assign Connection
String Privileges” on page 56.

Data Source Name (DSN)
Another way to submit a connection string is by means of referencing a data source
name (DSN). A DSN is a symbolic name that encapsulates the information that is
contained in a connection string. The DSN contains the table driver name, the physical
location of the data, plus any necessary authentication information that is required to
retrieve data, such as the credentials for each user.
When a connection string references a DSN, it is a shortcut method of connecting to
data. That is, rather than specifying all data source connection arguments in the
connection string, you can store the properties in a DSN, and then reference the DSN in
the connection string. When you reference a DSN, you do not need to repeat all of the
data source connection properties each time you want to access data. In addition, by
requiring users to reference a DSN, an administrator can set authorization enforcement
on data access and make the DSN available only to authorized users.
A DSN can be a DSN definition, a grouping DSN definition, or a file DSN:
DSN definition

a metadata object that encapsulates all of the information that is
necessary to connect to a particular data source, configures the
authorization that is enforced for data access, and identifies the SQL
dialect that the application submits to the data source. The DSN
definition is created on SAS Management Console by using the
Table Server Manager. For more information about DSN definitions,
see “Data Access Configuration” on page 63.
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To access a SAS data set, the following code connects to the SAS
Table Server and references a DSN definition:

libname lib2 sasts
server="a1234.us.company.com" protocol=bridge port=2171
user="myid" pwd=mypwd
dsn=mybasedsn;

grouping DSN
definition

a metadata object that combines two or more existing DSN
definitions into a grouping DSN in order to connect to multiple data
sources. The grouping DSN definition is created on SAS
Management Console by using the Table Server Manager. For more
information about grouping DSN definitions, see “Data Access
Configuration” on page 63.

file DSN

an XML document that contains connection properties for one or
more data sources. You can manually define a file DSN by using
specific XML elements, or you can create a file DSN by specifying a
connection string option that specifies the XML document to which
the connection string properties are saved. For more information
about file DSNs, see Chapter 17, “File DSNs,” on page 115.
To access a SAS data set, the following code connects to the data
access services and references a file DSN:
libname base sasts
connect_string="filedsn=c:\mydsn\basedsn.xml";
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Understand Administering with Metadata
When the SAS Table Server is deployed in a metadata-managed environment,
metadata is used to implement a logical view of data. The metadata stores the details
that are necessary to access and secure the data. The table server administrator
creates and maintains metadata definitions that configure the SAS Table Server and its
data sources. To create and maintain metadata definitions, the administrator uses the
SAS Metadata Server and SAS Management Console.
SAS Metadata
Server

a multi-user server that enables users to read metadata from or
write metadata to one or more metadata repositories. The metadata
server uses IOM technology to communicate with clients and with
other servers.

SAS
Management
Console

provides an interface to administer metadata. SAS Management
Console is a Java application that provides a single point of control
for SAS administrative tasks. The application provides a flexible
administrative environment through the use of plug-ins that are
installed on the SAS Management Console directory to provide a
specific administrative function.

Configuration of the SAS Table Server and its data sources is performed on SAS
Management Console by using the Server Manager, Table Server Manager, and User
Manager plug-ins, as shown in the following display:
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Display 8.1 SAS Management Console

The plug-ins that are used to configure the SAS Table Server and its data sources
provide the following functionality:
Server Manager

manages server definitions and defines and edits information about
server locations and connections. The Server Manager plug-in also
provides the ability to connect to a running server, stop, pause, and
resume the server, adjust performance properties, view the activity
of client sessions, and obtain information about the server’s use.

Table Server
Manager

manages the metadata definitions for the SAS Table Server and its
data sources, such as schema, catalog, and DSN definitions. The
Table Server Manager enables the administrator to create and edit
the metadata definitions that provide the necessary information for
storage and retrieval of data as well as securing data access.

User Manager

manages definitions for users and groups of users. Each user and
group that accesses secure resources on the metadata server must
be represented by an identity on the server.

About the Metadata Deﬁnitions
There are several types of metadata definitions that configure the SAS Table Server
and its data sources. The table server administrator creates and maintains the
following metadata definitions:
user and group
definitions

identify the users and enable the server to track and manage client
requests. User and group definitions are created on the User
Manager.

SAS server
definitions

configure instances of a SAS server that are used to run a SAS
session by defining properties such as the host and port number and
customized properties such as network encryption. Server
definitions are created on the Server Manager.
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directory
definitions

define the physical location for a trace log or file DSN directory so
that the administrator can secure access to the physical location by
setting permissions on the definitions. Directory definitions are
created on the Table Server Manager.

catalog and
schema
definitions

represent SQL catalogs and schemas, which are container objects. A
schema groups logically related objects such as tables and views. A
catalog is a named collection of logically related schemas. Catalog
and schema definitions are created on the Table Server Manager.

database server
definitions

define the properties of a server that contains data from a program
other than SAS. For the third-party relational databases to be
accessed by the SAS Table Server, you must create definitions for
the database servers. Database server definitions are created on the
Server Manager.

table and
column
definitions

enable the administrator to set SAS authorization permissions at
the table, column, and row-level. Table and column definitions are
created on the Table Server Manager or with the METALIB
procedure.

DSN definitions

encapsulate all of the information that is necessary to connect to a
particular data source, configures the authorization that is enforced
for data access, and identifies the SQL dialect that the application
submits to the data source. The DSN definition can be referenced in
a connection string instead of by specifying individual detailed
connection string options. DSN definitions are created on the Table
Server Manager.

grouping DSN
definitions

combine two or more existing DSN definitions in order to connect to
multiple data sources and to access data from disparate data sources.
Grouping DSN definitions are created on the Table Server Manager.
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User and Group Deﬁnition Administration
User and group metadata definitions identify the SAS Table Server users and enable
the server to track and manage client requests.
It is recommended that an individual SAS identity be created for each person who
uses the SAS environment in order to make access distinctions in the metadata layer. If
generic access is sufficient for some users, those users can share the PUBLIC group
identity. To give someone an individual SAS identity, create a metadata user definition
that includes a copy of the individual’s external account ID. It is also recommended that
group identities be created to simplify security management. For example, it is more
efficient to set permissions for groups than for individual users.
A SAS administrator who is familiar with the client applications typically creates the
user and group accounts. For information about setting up users and groups, see the
SAS Intelligence Platform: Installation and Configuration Guide.

SAS Table Server Administrator Accounts
About SAS Table Server Administrator Accounts
The SAS Deployment Wizard automatically creates user and group accounts for
administering the SAS Table Server. The user accounts are defined as both external
user accounts (host accounts) and internal user accounts (metadata definitions). You
can use those accounts to administer the SAS Table Server, or you can create your own
user and group accounts.
These are the SAS Table Server administrator user and group accounts:
SAS
Administrator

an internal user account that is an unrestricted user who has
privileges that are associated with the metadata. The user ID is
sasadm@saspw.
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SAS Trusted
User

an internal user account that can impersonate other users on
connections to the metadata server. The user ID is sastrust@saspw.

SAS Spawned
Server

an external user account that is the process owner for servers such
as the SAS Table Server. The user ID is sassrv.

Table Server
Administrators
(TSADMINS)

a special group of administrators for the SAS Table Server. This
group enables a member of the group to perform administrative
tasks. The members can also administer all data sources that are
associated with the server. By default, the SAS Administrator and
SAS Trusted User user identities are members of the Table Server
Administrators group.

Administrator Group
The instance of the SAS Table Server that is configured at your site specifies the
Table Server Administrators (TSADMINS) group as the administrator group that is
responsible for its administration.
When you create a SAS server definition for the SAS Table Server, you must select
an administrator group identity. It is recommended that you select the Table Server
Administrators (TSADMINS) group. If you select a different administrator group, the
user identity SAS Trusted User must be a member of the selected administrator group.

SAS Table Server Administrator
Use the SAS Administrator user identity to administer the metadata for the SAS
Table Server. Because SAS Administrator is defined as an unrestricted user, you can
use the account to access any metadata in the repository except for passwords.
Although you can use SAS Administrator to administer the SAS Table Server, you
might want to create your own administrator user account to administer the server. If
you create your own administrator user account, you must make the identity a member
of the administrator group. For instructions about how to add administrators, see the
SAS Intelligence Platform: Security Administration Guide.
It is not recommended that you use SAS Trusted User to administer the SAS Table
Server.

Workspace Server
Some functionality on the Table Server Manager requires a workspace server. A
workspace server requires an external user account so that the workspace server
process can be invoked. The external user account can be the SAS Spawned Server or
an appropriately privileged user. You can create an internal user account that is owned
by the table server administrator, or the administrator can respond to an interactive
prompt for the credentials.
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Overview: SAS Table Server Metadata Deﬁnition Administration
The initial installation and configuration of the SAS Table Server includes a SAS
server definition for the SAS Table Server as well as metadata definitions that
represent data sources and DSN definitions.
The following display shows the Table Server Manager on SAS Management Console.
In the display the SAS server definition for the SAS Table Server is named SASTS Logical Table Server.
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Use the Server Manager and the Table Server Manager on SAS Management Console
to administer the SAS Table Server metadata definitions. You do the following tasks:

3 configure a server definition
3 configure the server’s data sources
3 configure data access

SAS Table Server Conﬁguration
About the SAS Table Server Conﬁguration
A SAS server definition for the SAS Table Server configures an instance of the server
that is used to run a SAS session. The definition defines properties such as the host
and port number and defines customized properties such as network encryption.
You create a SAS server definition for the SAS Table Server on the Server Manager
plug-in on SAS Management Console. The New Server wizard guides you through the
steps to define the server properties. After you have a server definition, you use the
Table Server Manager to further configure the definition.
To configure an instance of the SAS Table Server, you perform the following
administrative tasks:

3
3
3
3
3

create a SAS server definition for the SAS Table Server
edit a SAS server definition for the SAS Table Server
identify additional table service users
convert a table server definition to a table service definition
assign connection string privileges to an identity so that the user or group can
submit an arbitrary connection string

3 create and edit directory definitions for trace log and file DSN directories in order
to secure access to the directory’s physical locations

3 refresh a SAS Table Server configuration
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Create a SAS Server Deﬁnition for the SAS Table Server
When you create a SAS server definition for the SAS Table Server, you must
configure several properties that are unique to the SAS Table Server. You create a SAS
server definition on the Server Manager.

3 You must specify the server type, which can be either a table server or a table
service:
table server

specifies that the definition is an instance of the SAS Table
Server that provides scalable, threaded, high-performance, and
standards-based data access services in a separate process. A
table server definition can be used by remote client
applications, the SAS Table Server LIBNAME engine, and the
TSSQL and TSPL procedures.

table service

specifies that the definition is an instance of the SAS Table
Server that provides the data access services as an in-process
service without connecting to a separate table server process. A
table service can be used by the SAS Table Server LIBNAME
engine and the TSSQL and TSPL procedures when SAS
authorization is needed for local data access or remote
database access.
When you create a table service definition, you must identify
at least one user who is authorized to use the table service. A
table service definition requires that you explicitly identify
authorized users, which ensures that only those users can
access metadata.

3 You must specify the content location, which is the physical location of the data
that belongs to the SAS Table Server. In addition, this location indicates the
directory for resolving any relative pathnames for the SAS Table Server content
such as file DSN directories, trace log directories, and schema directories.
The following best practices are recommended for the content location
configuration:

3 For a table server definition, it is recommended that you use operating system
security in order to deny host level permission to the content location to all SAS
files for all table server users. If you do not do so, other operating system
processes might obtain unauthorized access to the SAS Table Server content.
For information about how to secure directory access, see your operating system
documentation.

3 For a table service definition, it is required that a user have host level
permission to the SAS files.

3 It is recommended that you store data on the same computer as the server.
3 You must specify an administrator group identity that is responsible for
administration. Only members of this group are allowed to administer the table
server or table service and its data sources. The SAS Table Server requires that
the user identity SAS Trusted User be a member of the selected administrator
group. When the table server connects to the metadata server in order to access
configuration metadata, the connection must be made by using the SAS Trusted
User account, because authorization enforcement that is done on data access
operations requires impersonating the client.
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It is recommended that you select the Table Server Administrators
(TSADMINS) group, which is a special group of administrators for SAS Table
Server. This group enables a member of the group to perform administrative
tasks. By default, the user accounts SAS Trusted User and SAS Administrator are
members of the Table Server Administrators group.
The following display shows the window that lists default information about the
software version. Here you specify the properties that are unique to the SAS Table
Server such as the server type, the content location, and the administrator group
identity.

When the New Server wizard is finished, expand the Server Manager to see the entry
for the SAS server definition that you created. The entry, which displays the name that
you specified, represents a logical server. Expand the logical server entry to see the
physical server definition. The logical server is a container for the physical server
definition. For the SAS Table Server, a logical server can contain only one physical
server. (For other SAS servers, the logical server can contain multiple physical servers.)
The two entries are displayed hierarchically in the Server Manager plug-in as shown
below, where SASTS - Logical Table Server is the logical server entry and SASTS Table Server is the physical server definition. The logical table server definition is
automatically displayed as an entry on the Table Server Manager.
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For step-by-step instructions about how to create a SAS server definition for the SAS
Table Server, see the Help for the Table Server Manager on SAS Management Console.

Edit a Table Server or Table Service Deﬁnition
You edit a table server or table service definition on the Server Manager or the Table
Server Manager.

3 Use the Server Manager to modify any attribute that is specified by means of the
New Server wizard. To edit a table server or table service definition on the Server
Manager, you select Properties on the physical server entry.
To modify attributes such as the definition’s name, or to add or modify
connections, you must use the Server Manager.
3 Use the Table Server Manager to modify attributes that are specific to a table
server or table service definition. For example, use the Table Server Manager to
identify additional table service users, convert a table server definition to a table
service definition, assign connection string privileges, and set permissions on the
definition.
Note: Changing the content location can affect relative pathname specifications
and can cause the physical location of data and the metadata definitions that
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represent the physical data to be out of sync. Before you change the content
location, the server must be stopped. 4
For step-by-step instructions about how to edit a table server or table service
definition, see the Help for the Table Server Manager on SAS Management Console.

Assign Connection String Privileges
When administering the SAS Table Server through metadata, a user cannot submit
an arbitrary connection string unless you assign connection string privileges. To enable
a user to access data by submitting an arbitrary connection string, you assign
connection string privileges to the appropriate identity. If a user does not have
connection string privileges, the user must connect with either a DSN definition or a
file DSN in order to access data.
Because an arbitrary connection string can specify any location on the server and
because SAS authorization cannot be enforced, only authorized users should be enabled
to access data by submitting an arbitrary connection string. When a user accesses data
by submitting an arbitrary connection string, some requests (such as SQL Data
Definition Language operations) can cause mismatches between the physical tables and
columns and their metadata definitions that are used for authorization checks. For
example, when an arbitrary connection string user submits a DROP TABLE statement,
table and column metadata definitions are not automatically deleted.
The administrator group identity is automatically assigned connection string
privileges. If a user is a member of the administrator group, then the user is
automatically assigned connection string privileges.
You assign connection string privileges on the table server or table service definition
on the Table Server Manager by using the Configuration folder. The following display
shows the Connection String Users tab on the Configuration Properties window
where you select the identities to which you want to assign connection string privileges:

For step-by-step instructions about how to assign connection string privileges, see the
Help for the Table Server Manager on SAS Management Console.
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Convert a Table Server Deﬁnition to a Table Service Deﬁnition
A table service definition is used by the SAS Table Server LIBNAME engine and the
TSSQL and TSPL procedures when SAS authorization is needed for local data access or
remote database access. The engine and procedures use a table service definition in
order to connect to the data access services without connecting to a separate table
server process. The services connect to the physical data by using DSN definitions that
are configured for SAS authorization.
You can create a table service definition when you create a SAS server definition for
the SAS Table Server, or you can convert an existing table server definition to a table
service definition. To convert a table server definition, use the Server Manager and the
entry that represents the physical server definition.
When you convert a table server definition to a table service definition, you must
identify at least one user who is authorized to use the table service. For a table service
definition, you must explicitly identify authorized users to ensure that only those users
can access the service.
The following display shows the Options tab on the Properties window where you
can request to convert the table server definition to a table service definition:

For step-by-step instructions about how to convert a table server definition to a table
service definition, see the Help for the Table Server Manager on SAS Management
Console.

Create Trace Log and File DSN Directory Deﬁnitions
A trace log directory is the physical location where tracing transaction records are
saved by the SAS Table Server. A file DSN directory is the physical location where file
DSNs are saved and read by the SAS Table Server. You can create directory definitions
to secure access to the physical location by setting permissions on the definitions. SAS
Table Server supports one root trace log directory and multiple subdirectories.
Subdirectories enable you to group trace logs or file DSNs if necessary.
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For more information about the trace log, see “Trace Log” on page 110. For more
information about file DSNs, see Chapter 17, “File DSNs,” on page 115.
For step-by-step instructions about how to create directory definitions for trace logs or
for file DSNs, see the Help for the Table Server Manager on SAS Management Console.

Refresh a SAS Table Server Conﬁguration
In rare situations, you might need to refresh a SAS Table Server definition because
of content changes or metadata updates that are not reflected in the configuration. For
example, if the METALIB procedure is submitted outside the Table Server Manager,
the SAS Table Server configuration no longer matches the updated metadata definition.
Also, if the server is paused and if content changes are made, the SAS Table Server
configuration no longer matches the content when the server is resumed.
The SAS Table Server must be running before it can be refreshed. This functionality
is available only for a table server definition; it is not needed for a table service.
To refresh a SAS Table Server configuration, use the Table Server Manager and the
table server definition.
For step-by-step instructions about how to refresh a SAS Table Server configuration,
see the Help for the Table Server Manager on SAS Management Console.

Data Source Conﬁguration
About Data Source Conﬁguration
To configure the data sources for the SAS Table Server, use the Table Server
Manager to identify the data sources to the table server or table service definition. You
configure by creating metadata definitions that represent the data source. The
information that is stored in the definitions describes how the data is organized, where
it exists, and how to connect to the data.
To configure the data sources for the SAS Table Server, you perform the following
administrative tasks:
3 identify data sources to the table server or table service, which includes creating
catalog and schema definitions
3 identify data source administrators
3 create table and column definitions so that you can set SAS authorization
permissions at the table, column, and row level

Identify SAS Data Sets and SPD Data Sets
To identify SAS data sets or SPD data sets to a table server or table service
definition, you must create catalog and schema definitions on the Table Server
Manager. A catalog contains logically related schemas. A schema contains tables and
specifies the physical location of the underlying SAS files. The catalog and schema
names can be used in SQL statements to qualify table references.
When you create catalog and schema definitions, you can specify options that control
access to the table. For example, for a SAS data set, you can specify that the table
access is Read only or is treated as a scratch file, control compression of rows, and
specify the locking level. For an explanation of the options, see “Data Source
Connection Arguments for SAS Data Sets” on page 131 and “Data Source Connection
Arguments for SPD Data Sets” on page 147.
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The following display shows the SQL Data folder on which you create catalog and
schema definitions:

For step-by-step instructions about how to identify SAS data sets and SPD data sets,
see the Help for the Table Server Manager on SAS Management Console.
Note:

SAS Table Server support for an SPD data set is preproduction.

4

Identify Database Servers
To identify database servers (which includes DB2, MySQL, ODBC databases, Oracle,
and Teradata) to a table server or table service definition, you must create metadata
definitions that represent the database server. To identify a database server, follow
these steps on SAS Management Console:
1 On the Server Manager, create the database server definition. The process of

creating a database server definition is slightly different for each type of database
server. However, the basic information that is required includes a server name,
the machine name on which the server runs, and the location of the data. The
New Server wizard guides you through the steps.
2 Associate the database server definition with the table server or table service

definition. On the Table Server Manager, use the Database Servers folder.
3 If the database supports catalogs and schemas and if the container objects exist

for the database, create catalog and schema definitions to represent the database
objects. A database might support both catalogs and schemas, schemas only, or
neither catalogs nor schemas. For example, DB2, MySQL, and Oracle support
schemas only, and the SQL Server supports both catalogs and schemas. The Table
Server Manager enables you to create the appropriate definitions, based on the
capabilities of the database.
Note: If neither catalogs nor schemas are supported on the database, the SQL
Data folder represents the container object for the tables.

4

4 (Optional) Configure user mapping for the database server. User mapping provides

single sign-on access to a database server, enabling the table server or table service
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to connect to the database on behalf of the user. To configure user mapping, you
define login map entries that map a table server identity or identities to a database
login. When a user connects to the table server or table service, the server or
service uses the database login for that identity to connect to the database.
Database logins are created on the User Manager and contain credentials (user
ID and password) for an external database account. The identities that you specify
for a login map entry must have been previously defined on the User Manager.
A DSN definition that connects to the database server determines how the
associated database credentials are selected. The SAS Table Server locates a
database login by searching either personal or group logins or login map entries.
Before the SAS Table Server can search login map entries, you must ensure that
the DSN definition specifies Mapped.
For step-by-step instructions about how to identify database servers, see the
Help for the Table Server Manager on SAS Management Console.

Identify Data Source Administrators
The table server administrator can identify a data source administrator for a specific
data source. The data source administrator can create catalog and schema definitions,
create DSN definitions, and set authorization permissions on metadata definitions for
the specific data source. The data source administrator cannot administer the table
server or table service configuration outside the specific data source.
As a best practice, it is recommended that you create a group identity for each data
source administrator. Then, you can assign individual user identities to the data source
administrators group.
To identify a data source administrator, use the Table Server Manager to select a
data source administrator group. The administrator identity must be a member of the
selected group. The following display shows the initial Administrator tab on the
Configuration Properties window for the appropriate data source where you select the
data source administrator group:
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For step-by-step instructions about how to identify a data source administrator, see
the Help for the Table Server Manager on SAS Management Console.

Create Table and Column Deﬁnitions
Overview: Create Table and Column Deﬁnitions
The SAS Table Server does not require table and column metadata definitions to
access data. However, if you want to explicitly set permissions at the table, column, and
row level, you must have table and column definitions.
By default, access to the physical tables is determined by the permissions on the
parent container. For example, access to a table is determined by its parent schema
definition (if a schema is supported by the data source) or on the SQL Data folder. If
you create table and column metadata definitions, you can restrict user access to tables
and columns. For example, to prevent a user from reading a certain table, you can deny
Select permission on the table definition. To prevent a user from reading certain
columns in a table, you can deny Select permission on the column definitions. The user
sees only the columns on which he has been granted Select permission.
To create table and column definitions, you can submit the METALIB procedure from
a SAS session, or you can use the Table Server Manager on SAS Management Console,
which provides several methods for creating and maintaining table and column
definitions.

Use the METALIB Procedure
The METALIB procedure for the SAS Table Server creates and updates metadata
definitions that represent a data source (catalogs, schemas, tables, and columns). The
procedure examines the data source and compares the physical data to any existing
metadata. You submit PROC METALIB from a SAS session. For details about the
procedure, see Chapter 12, “METALIB Procedure for the SAS Table Server,” on page 73.

Create Table and Column Deﬁnitions Automatically by Enabling Metadata
Synchronization
To automatically create table and column definitions, you use the Table Server
Manager to configure a table server or table service definition to synchronize metadata.
When a table server or table service definition is configured to synchronize metadata,
table and column definitions are automatically created or modified when TSSQL
statements that create or alter tables are submitted. For example, if metadata
synchronization is enabled for both table and column metadata, submitting the
CREATE TABLE statement creates table and column metadata definitions.
Metadata synchronization is available only when the user connects to the data with a
DSN definition that is configured for SAS authorization.
You can control metadata synchronization at different levels.

3 To synchronize metadata for the entire data source, set metadata synchronization
on the data source’s SQL Data folder.

3 To synchronize metadata at the catalog or schema level, set metadata
synchronization on the catalog or schema definition. Metadata synchronization is
inherited by contained metadata objects. For example, setting metadata
synchronization on a catalog definition also sets synchronization on all contained
schema definitions, unless the schema definition has a setting that overrides the
catalog’s settings.
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For step-by-step instructions about how to enable metadata synchronization in order
to create table and column definitions automatically, see the Help for the Table Server
Manager on SAS Management Console.

Create Table and Column Deﬁnitions by Registering SQL Data Deﬁnitions
To create table and column definitions, you use the Table Server Manager to register
SQL data definitions. The request to register SQL data definitions updates table,
column, or both table and column metadata definitions to match the tables at a physical
location. The request creates table and column definitions, modifies existing table and
column definitions, and deletes definitions for tables and columns that no longer exist.
To register SQL data definitions, you first set the metadata control settings, which
create table metadata, column metadata, or both. Then, you access the Register SQL
Data window at the appropriate level, which can be either for the entire data source or
at the catalog or schema level. The following display shows the Register SQL Data
window for a SAS data set schema:

The Table Server Manager submits a SAS program that includes the METALIB
procedure to a workspace server. When the request is completed, a SAS log appears
from SAS Management Console and displays the results from the SAS program.
The following best practices apply to registering SQL data definitions:

3 The workspace server must be configured and available to the table server
administrator user account.

3 The workspace server must be invoked with an external user account, which can
be either the SAS Spawned Server account or an appropriately privileged user.

3 The connection to the metadata server must be with the table server
administrator user account.
3 The table server or table service definition must grant Select privilege to the table
server administrator on all data to be registered. This is the default setting.
3 The workspace server can be running on any machine.
For step-by-step instructions about how to create table and column definitions by
registering SQL data definitions, see the Help for the Table Server Manager on SAS
Management Console.

Create Table and Column Deﬁnitions Manually
You use the Table Server Manager to manually create table definitions for existing
tables and column definitions for existing columns.
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For step-by-step instructions about how to create table and column definitions
manually, see the Help for the Table Server Manager on SAS Management Console.

Data Access Conﬁguration
About Data Access Conﬁguration
To configure data access in metadata, you perform the following administrative tasks:

3 create DSN definitions to access and secure data
3 control access to SAS files by enabling security coupling
3 set SAS metadata-based permissions

Create DSN Deﬁnitions
Overview: Create DSN Deﬁnitions
To access data, an application must submit a connection string, which defines how to
connect to the data. See Chapter 7, “Data Source Connection,” on page 39 for details.
In a metadata-managed environment, the recommended method to access data is by
submitting a DSN definition.
A DSN definition encapsulates all of the information that is necessary to connect to a
particular data source, configures the authorization that is enforced for data access, and
identifies the SQL dialect that the application submits to the data source. The DSN
definition can be referenced in a connection string instead of specifying individual
detailed connection string options.
A DSN definition is the only method to access data that supports SAS authorization.
Connecting to a data source by submitting an arbitrary connection string or by using a
file DSN does not support SAS authorization.
The following topics describe the contents of a DSN definition. For step-by-step
instructions about how to create DSN definitions, see the Help for the Table Server
Manager on SAS Management Console.

Data Source Connection
The DSN definition contains the table driver name and references the database,
catalog, or schema definition that contains the details for the data source connection,
such as the physical location of the data, or the machine name and port for a database
server.
For database servers, a DSN definition can also reference a database login in order to
connect to the database server. A database login contains information about an external
account, which in turn includes the credentials (user ID and password). When a user
connects to the table server, the table server uses the database login for that identity in
order to connect to the database. The table server locates a database login by searching
either personal or group logins or login map entries.
Each DSN definition defines a connection to a single data source. You can combine
two or more existing DSN definitions into a grouping DSN definition in order to connect
to multiple data sources.
When a DSN definition is resolved during a connection, the data access options that
are specified on the referenced SQL data definition are retrieved. If the DSN definition
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includes options, the DSN definition settings override the SQL data definition settings.
The order of precedence for data access options is as follows:
1 DSN definition
2 schema definition
3 catalog definition
4 SQL Data folder

Note: You must create the metadata definitions that identify the data sources before
you create DSN definitions. 4

Authorization Conﬁguration
The authorization that is enforced for data access can be either data source security
or SAS authorization. The available authorization level depends on the data source.
SAS data sets and SPD data sets support SAS authorization; third-party databases
support data source security or SAS authorization.

3 Data source security specifies that authorization is enforced by the database (for
example, the security that is available for a third-party database such as Oracle).
The SAS Table Server establishes the connection to the database but makes no
attempt to enforce authorization for data that is available through the connection.
The database provides its own security.

3 SAS authorization specifies that authorization is enforced by the table server or
table service by using the metadata authorization layer of the metadata server.
For third-party databases, SAS authorization is in addition to the database’s
security. For example, with SAS authorization, you can create a database login
(which contains the credentials for an external database account). The login has
less restrictive permissions to make it available for multiple table server users.
You can then set the table server permissions to be more restrictive for individual
users.
The DSN definition also defines the SQL namespace that is accessible when it is
connected. For example, consider a DSN definition that references a particular
schema. A query to an object that is in a different schema is not allowed for that
connection. A DSN definition that references the entire data source does not
impose SQL namespace restrictions.
Connections that are made by using a grouping DSN definition enforce the
authorization that is configured for each member DSN definition. That is, if a grouping
DSN combines two DSN definitions — one that is configured for data source security
and another that is configured for SAS authorization — the authorization for each DSN
definition is enforced. You cannot override the authorization that is configured for an
individual DSN definition in the grouping DSN.

Query Language Dialect
When you configure the authorization, you also identify the SQL dialect that the
application submits to the data source. For SAS authorization, TSSQL is automatically
selected. For data source security, you can either specify TSSQL or the data source’s
native SQL dialect. If you do not select TSSQL, the SAS Table Server expects SQL
statement syntax in the data source’s SQL dialect.
The following display shows the Available Sources window that has a MySQL server
definition that has been selected as the source for the DSN definition. In addition, SAS
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authorization has been selected as the authorization level to be enforced. TSSQL is
automatically selected for SAS authorization.

Enable Security Coupling
Security coupling controls access to SAS files that are identified to the SAS Table
Server. When security coupling is enabled for a SAS data set or an SPD data set, the
file can be accessed only through a connection to the SAS Table Server.
Both a table server and a table service benefit from security coupling.

3 A properly configured table server does not need security coupling to control access
to SAS files, because the recommended table server configuration denies host level
permission to all SAS files for all table server users. However, if encryption is
enabled for SAS data sets to further secure the data, security coupling can be used
to provide the encryption password.

3 A table service configuration requires that a user have host level permission to the
SAS files, which means that a user can access the data directly, such as with the
BASE engine. Security coupling is intended to prevent unauthorized access to the
SAS file from SAS interfaces outside the SAS Table Server LIBNAME engine. The
level of security is reduced because of the local file content and the operating
system privileges.
Security coupling is enabled on the Table Server Manager by defining a security
access key, which is a password that locks the SAS file to a table server or table service
definition. When security coupling is enabled, a request to access the SAS file must
include the security access key. You include the security access key by specifying either
the SCKEY= data source connection string argument or a DSN definition that
references the SQL data definition that contains the security access key.
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The following displays shows the Security Coupling tab on the Properties window:

When you define a security access key, you can update the physical SAS file with the
password. To update the SAS file, the Table Server Manager submits a SAS program to
a workspace server. The following best practices apply to updating the physical SAS file:

3 It is recommended that you back up all SAS files before you update the security
access key, so that you can restore your files.

3 The workspace server must be configured and available to the table server
administrator user account.

3 The workspace server must be invoked with an external user account, which can
be either the SAS Spawned Server account or an appropriately privileged user.

3 The workspace server must be running on the same machine as the SAS Table
Server so that the files can be updated by the SAS process.

3 It is recommended that the SAS Table Server not be running so that files are not
locked to the SAS Table Server process.
For step-by-step instructions about how to enable security coupling, see the Help for
the Table Server Manager on SAS Management Console. For more information about
the SCKEY= data source connection string argument, see “Data Source Connection
Arguments for SAS Data Sets” on page 131 or “Data Source Connection Arguments for
SPD Data Sets” on page 147.

Set SAS Metadata-Based Permissions
SAS authorization is enforced by the SAS Table Server by using the metadata
authorization layer of the metadata server. The metadata authorization consists of
privileges that grant or deny permissions to users on resources.
For information about setting the metadata-based permissions, see Chapter 14,
“Secure Data Access with SAS Metadata-Based Permissions,” on page 89.
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About SAS Management Console’s Server Features
The Server Manager plug-in on SAS Management Console provides several features
so that the table server administrator can manage a running SAS Table Server. The
table server administrator can perform the following tasks:

3
3
3
3

monitor the activity of the server
validate a server configuration
operate a server
change the row array size

Monitor the SAS Table Server
About Server Monitoring
The table server administrator can use the Server Manager to monitor the activity of
the SAS Table Server. As administrator, you can view the following types of information:
3 currently connected clients
3 sessions that are active, inactive, or terminated
3 server options and properties
3 performance counters
3 loggers and associated logging levels
3 logging messages, at the level you specify
This information is displayed on tabs on SAS Management Console. You can also use
the server management features to dynamically change logging levels and some server
properties.
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The following display shows the type of activities that you can monitor on the Server
Manager for a running SAS Table Server:

Set Server Monitoring Options
To set options for the server monitoring features of SAS Management Console, follow
these steps:
1 Log on to SAS Management Console as a user with the appropriate credentials.
2 On the Plug-ins tab, right-click Server Manager and select Options. The

Options dialog box appears.
3 On the Sessions tab, select one of the following options. The setting determines

what sessions are listed on the Sessions tab when you are monitoring the SAS
Table Server on SAS Management Console.
Active and Inactive

to display only active and inactive sessions in the sessions list. When
sessions terminate, they are removed from the list.
Active, Inactive and Ended

to display active, inactive, and terminated sessions in the sessions list. To
remove terminated sessions from the list, right-click the server node and
select Refresh.
4 On the Logging tab, specify the following options. The settings determine what

events are displayed on the Log tab when you are monitoring the SAS Table
Server on SAS Management Console.
Message Level

to display messages only if they are at a specific logging level. The available
levels are Off, Error, Warning, Information, Debug, or Trace.
Interaction: You can specify either a Message Level or a Threshold Level,

but you cannot specify both.
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Threshold Level

to display messages only if they are at or above a specific logging level. The
available levels, from lowest to highest, are Off, Error, Warning, Information,
Debug, and Trace.
Interaction: You can specify either a Threshold Level or a Message Level,

but you cannot specify both.
Start Time

to start displaying logging messages at a specific date and time. Click the date
and time icon and make a selection. The default is the current date and time.
End Time

to stop displaying logging messages at a specific date and time. Click the
date and time icon and make a selection. If you do not make a selection,
logging messages continue to appear until you change the options.

Monitor the SAS Table Server Activity
To monitor the activity of a running SAS Table Server, follow these steps:
1 Log on to SAS Management Console as a user with the appropriate credentials.
2 On the Plug-ins tab, expand the Server Manager.
3 Expand the node for the logical server that you want to monitor.

The node for the physical server is displayed. If you select the physical server,
the Connections tab in the right pane displays the available connections, as well
as the port and the host machine for each connection.
4 Right-click the physical server and select Connect.
5 After you are connected, you can select a server monitoring tab in the right pane:

Clients tab

lists the clients that are or have been connected to the selected SAS Table
Server. The tab displays each client’s user ID, host machine, and entry time.
Sessions tab

lists the sessions that are active and inactive on the selected SAS Table
Server. Depending on the server monitoring options that have been set for
the sessions, terminated sessions might also be listed.
Options tab

displays the name, description, and value for performance counters and
information fields, and displays server configuration properties for the
selected SAS Table Server. The performance counters provide statistics about
activity that has occurred since the server was last started. The information
fields provide static information about the server configuration or about the
current server session.
To display properties, right-click the option, and select Properties. To
change the option properties, right-click the option, and select Edit. For
example, you can change the default rowset (result set) size on the
App.Server.DefaultRowSetBufSize option.
For information about performance counters and information fields, see the
SAS Intelligence Platform: System Administration Guide.
Loggers tab

lists the logging services that are in use for the selected SAS Table Server.
For each logger that is associated with the server, this tab shows the logging
level that is in effect. If Inherited appears in the third column, then the
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logging level is not set explicitly for the logger. Instead, the level is inherited
from a parent logger. If you want to see which logging level is in effect
through inheritance, right-click the entry and select Properties.
The logging levels that are in effect at start-up are based on the SAS
logging facility configuration file. For more information, see “SAS Logging
Facility” on page 107.
Log tab

displays events for the selected SAS Table Server. The events that are logged
are based on the SAS logging facility configuration file and the server
monitoring options for logging. To display events, use the server monitoring
options for logging to specify a message level or threshold level filter, and a
starting and ending time.

Validate the SAS Table Server
To determine whether the SAS Table Server is configured correctly, the table server
administrator can validate the server. This feature submits a SAS program to the
server in order to determine whether it can process the code.
1 Log on to SAS Management Console as a user with the appropriate credentials.
2 On the Plug-ins tab, expand the Server Manager.
3 Expand the node for the logical server that you want to validate. The node for the

physical server is displayed
4 Right-click the physical server and select Validate.
5 SAS Management Console sends a small SAS program to the server for execution.

If the program executes correctly, the following message is displayed:
Validation Successful!

If the program does not execute correctly, an error message is displayed. For
assistance in resolving the problem, see “Troubleshooting Your SAS 9.2
Installation and Configuration” in SAS Intelligence Platform: Installation and
Configuration Guide.

Operate the SAS Table Server
The table server administrator can use SAS Management Console to operate the SAS
Table Server. For example, you can stop, pause, resume, quiesce, or refresh the server.
To operate the SAS Table Server, you must have Administer permission to the metadata
definition for the server.
Follow these steps:
1 Log on to SAS Management Console as a user with the appropriate credentials.
2 On the Plug-ins tab, expand the Server Manager.
3 Expand the node for the logical server that you want to operate. The node for the

physical server is displayed.
4 Right-click the physical server, and select Connect.
5 After you are connected, you can right-click the physical server and select any of

the following actions:
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Refresh

updates the SAS Management Console display with current information
about the SAS Table Server.
Add Connection

adds a network connection to the SAS Table Server.
Disconnect

discontinues your current connection to the SAS Table Server.
Stop

stops the SAS Table Server process, including any active client requests.
Note: To start the server after stopping it, you must use a start-up script.
If you want to resume processing without using a script, use Pause instead. 4
Pause

causes the SAS Table Server to finish processing all active client requests and
to stop accepting new requests.
Resume

resumes the SAS Table Server process when it is in the paused state. The
server resumes accepting client requests.
Quiesce

stops the SAS Table Server process after the server has finished processing
all active client requests.
Note: To start the server after quiescing it, you must use a start-up script.
If you want to resume processing without using a script, use Pause instead. 4

Change the SAS Table Server Default Rowset Buffer Size
The rowset is the number of rows that are returned from the SAS Table Server to a
client application. Client applications can specify how many rows to return (this
specification is sometimes referred to as the fetch size), but often clients rely on the
default setting. The SAS Table Server does not set a default rowset, but enables you to
control the amount of memory that is set aside for the rowset. This is referred to as the
rowset buffer size. If you control the memory, you can better control the system
resources.
The setting that controls the rowset buffer size is
App.Server.DefaultRowsetBufsize. The default is used when the client application
does not specify the number of rows to be returned. The number of rows is dynamically
calculated by the SAS Table Server. The server divides the default rowset buffer size by
the row width (NumRows = DefaultRowSetBufSize / RowWidth).
Changing the default rowset buffer size can optimize performance and memory usage.
You can adjust the default rowset buffer size to get the best performance from the server
in situations where the client application does not explicitly set the number of rows to
return. For example, when you provide a larger rowset buffer size, the number of rows
that are returned increases. However, if you set the default rowset buffer size too large,
you waste memory on the server side and might be bringing lots of data to the client
that is not used. The best setting depends on many factors, but 16K is a good starting
value, and it is the value that is used when the SAS Table Server is first started.
To change the default rowset buffer size for the SAS Table Server, follow these steps:
1 Log on to SAS Management Console as a user with the appropriate credentials.
2 On the Plug-ins tab, expand the Server Manager.
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3 Expand the node for the logical server that you want to monitor.

The node for the physical server is displayed. If you select the physical server,
the Connections tab in the right pane displays the available connections, as well
as the port and the host machine for each connection.
4 Right-click the physical server and select Connect.
5 After you are connected, select the Options tab in the right pane. The tab

displays the name, description, and value for performance counters, information
fields, and server configuration properties for the selected SAS Table Server.
6 Right-click the App.Server.DefaultRowSetBufSize option, and select Edit.

Specify the value in the form of n, nK, nM, or nG, where n specifies the number in
multiples of bytes, kilobytes, megabytes, or gigabytes. For example, a value of 3M
specifies 3 megabytes of memory to hold the rowset.
7 Click OK.
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Overview: METALIB Procedure for the SAS Table Server
The METALIB procedure for the SAS Table Server creates and updates metadata
definitions that represent a data source. The supported data sources include SAS data
sets, SPD data sets, and third-party relational databases, which can be DB2, MySQL,
ODBC databases, Oracle, and Teradata. The metadata definitions that are created and
updated include tables and columns for all supported data sources and also include
catalogs and schemas for third-party databases. The procedure is a batch interface for
the Register SQL Data functionality that is provided on the Table Server Manager on
SAS Management Console.
PROC METALIB examines the specified data source and compares the physical data
with any existing metadata. The procedure creates definitions, modifies existing ones,
and deletes definitions for tables and columns that no longer exist. For example, if a
matching table definition does not exist, one is created. If a matching table definition
exists, it is updated to match the physical table.
You submit PROC METALIB from a Base SAS session. The syntax identifies an
instance of the SAS Table Server, which can be a table server or a table service, and
identifies the data source. To submit PROC METALIB, you must connect to the
metadata server as either an unrestricted user, the table server administrator, or a data
source administrator.
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Syntax: METALIB Procedure for the SAS Table Server
PROC METALIB;
OMR <=>
(SERVID = <">specification<">
TSID = <">specification< ">
<metadata-server-connection-arguments> );
<CONNECT <=> <">connection-string<">;>
<EXCLUDE <=> (catalog.schema.table <catalog.schema.table-n>);>
| <SELECT (catalog.schema.table <catalog.schema.table-n>);>
<UPDATE_RULE <=> (<DELETE> <NOADD> <NODELDUP> <NOUPDATE>);>
<NOEXEC;>

PROC METALIB Statement for the SAS Table Server
PROC METALIB;

OMR Statement
Identiﬁes the data source and the table server or table service. (Optional) Speciﬁes arguments to
connect to the metadata server.
OMR <=>
(SERVID = <">specification<">
TSID = <">specification<">
<metadata-server-connection-arguments> );

Arguments
SERVID=<">specification<">

identifies the data source by specifying a DataSourceName object (DSN definition), a
ServerComponent object for a database server, or a ServiceComponent object for SAS
data. It is recommended that you use a DSN definition.
Interaction: IF SERVID= specifies a DSN definition, and it is associated with a

table service, no other arguments are required.
Interaction: If SERVID= specifies a DSN definition, and it is associated with a

table server, the TSID= argument is required to identify the table server.
Interaction: If SERVID= specifies a ServerComponent object for a database server,

and the object is associated with more than one table server or table service, then
the TSID= argument is required to identify the table server or table service.
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Interaction: If SERVID= specifies a ServerComponent object for a database server

or a ServiceComponent object for SAS data, the CONNECT= statement is required
to identify the table server or table service.
Example 1 on page 80 and Example 2 on page 81.

See:

The SERVID= specification can be one of the following:
identifier
specifies the 17-character metadata identifier of the object. An example is
servid="A5J8B5QF.AZ000DW1".
name
specifies the value in the object’s Name= attribute. An example is
servid="MYBASEDSN".
oma-uri
specifies an object with a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), by using the standard
format from SAS Open Metadata Architecture. The following URI formats are
supported:
omsobj:type/id
specifies the object type followed by the 17–character metadata object identifier.
An example is servid="omsobj:DataSourceName/A5J8B5QF.AY003TCH".
omsobj:type?@attribute=’value’
specifies the object type followed by a search string. An example is
servid="DataSourceName?@Name=’MYBASEDSN’".
Requirement: For the URI format that uses a search string, you must enclose

the attribute value in single quotation marks, and you must enclose the
complete SERVID= value in double quotation marks.
TSID=<">specification<">

identifies an instance of the SAS Table Server, which can be a table server or a table
service. Specify the table server or table service with its LogicalServer object,
ServerComponent object, or specify it by using an IOM URI.
Interaction: If SERVID= specifies a ServerComponent object for a database server,

and if it is associated with more than one table server or table service, then the
TSID= argument is required.
Interaction: If SERVID= specifies a DSN definition, and if it is associated with a

table server, then the TSID= argument is required.
Tip:

Because it can contain a password, the TSID= value is not written to the SAS

log.
See:

Example 1 on page 80 and Example 2 on page 81.

The TSID= specification can be one of the following:
identifier
specifies the 17-character metadata identifier of the object. An example is
tsid="A5J8B5QF.AZ000DW1".
name
specifies the value in the object’s Name= attribute. An example is servid="My
Table Server".
iom-uri
specifies the connection information to a running table server by using an IOM
URI. An example is tsid="IOM://
a1234.us.company.com:2171;bridge;user=sasadm@saspw,pass=mypwd"
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Restriction: You can use an IOM URI specification only with a DSN definition

that is specified in the SERVID= argument or with a connection string that is
specified in the CONNECT statement.
Restriction: You cannot specify an IOM URI for a table service.

oma-uri
specifies an object with a URI, by using the standard format from SAS Open
Metadata Architecture. TSID= supports the same URI formats as SERVID=. Here
are examples:
tsid="omsobj:LogicalServer/A5J8B5QF.AZ000DW1"
tsid="LogicalServer?@Name=’SASTS - Logical Table Server’"
metadata-server-connection-arguments

establish communication with the metadata server. If you omit these arguments, the
values from the SAS system options are used, or the values can be specified
interactively. For a list of the metadata server connection arguments, see the
METALIB procedure in SAS Language Interfaces to Metadata.

CONNECT Statement
Speciﬁes a connection string in order to connect to the table server or table service and to access
data.
Alias:

NOPROMPT

If SERVID= specifies a ServerComponent object for a database server or a
ServiceComponent object for SAS data, the CONNECT statement is required.

Interaction:

< CONNECT <=> <">connection-string< ">;>

Argument
<">connection-string<">

specifies a connection string in order to connect to the table server or table service
and to access data. To connect to a data source, the connection string must be an
arbitrary connection string, which includes all of the information required to connect
to a data source or data sources, or the connection string must reference a file DSN.
See:

Example 2 on page 81.
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EXCLUDE or SELECT Statement
(Optional) Excludes or selects a table, or a list of tables, for processing.
EXCLUDE<=>(catalog.schema.table <...catalog.schema.table-n> |
SELECT<=>(catalog.schema.table <catalog.schema.table-n>

Argument

<">catalog.schema.table<">

is a one-, two-, or three-level identifier. A one-level identifier references a table. A
two-level identifier is a schema-qualified table name. A three-level identifier is a
catalog- and schema-qualified table name.
If you specify a list of tables, separate the tables with blank spaces. In addition,
the CONNECT statement must specify a connection that can access all the tables
that you want to update.
If the data source does not support catalogs, then specify a two-part name without
a catalog. If the data source does not support schemas or catalogs, then specify a
one-part name.
Quotation marks are optional. However, you must enclose in quotation marks any
names that contain special or mixed-case characters. PROC METALIB converts all
unquoted names to uppercase characters. Within a quoted name, you must quote
individual name components that contain a literal period character (.), and you must
escape embedded quotation marks (use two consecutive quotation marks instead of
one).
Here is an example of special and mixed-case characters. Because of the dot
within the table name component, it is quoted and properly escaped:
select("SALESDB.""MySchema"".""Sales NA.1Q""");

The following example illustrates the mixed-case requirement. In the following
code, the components do not require quotation marks, because none contain an
embedded period:
select("DEPT.STATS.TX");

You can use an ODBC search pattern within or instead of a name component.
When a percent sign is used as an ODBC search pattern character, it does not
require quotation marks. If a table name component contains a literal character that
is also an ODBC search pattern character, then that character must be escaped with
a backslash. Here are the ODBC search characters:

3 An underscore (_) represents any single character.
3 A percent sign (%) represents any sequence of zero or more characters.
3 A backslash (\) is an escape character, which must precede any underscore,
percent sign, or backslash whenever they are used as literal characters.
Here is an example that shows ODBC search pattern characters. The following
code specifies all tables within the CATALOG_BASE catalog. Notice the backslash
(\). If the backslash were omitted, the underscore would match any single character.
select("CATALOG1\_BASE.%.%");
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UPDATE_RULE Statement
Overrides one or both of the default add and update actions and speciﬁes delete actions.
UPDATE_RULE <=> (<DELETE> < NOADD> <NODELDUP> <NOUPDATE>);

Arguments
For information about the syntax, see SAS Language Interfaces to Metadata.

NOEXEC Statement
(Optional) Prevents the indicated metadata changes from being applied.
NOEXEC;
The SAS log contains warnings about any tables that have metadata but that no
longer exist for the data source.

Concepts: METALIB Procedure for the SAS Table Server
Understand the Metadata Objects
PROC METALIB syntax requires that you specify metadata objects to identify an
instance of the SAS Table Server, which can be a table server or a table service, and
identify the data source. The following list describes the metadata objects that you
specify:
DataSourceName is the metadata object type that models a data source name (DSN).
The DSN definition encapsulates all of the information that is
necessary in order to connect to a particular data source, configures
the authorization that is enforced for data access, and identifies the
SQL dialect that the application submits to the data source.
LogicalServer

is the metadata object type that models a SAS IOM server, such as
the SAS Table Server. This object represents the logical server
definition, which is a container for the physical server definition.
For the SAS Table Server, a logical server can contain only one
physical server.

ServerComponent is the metadata object type that models either the physical server
definition for a table server or table service or the external data
source for a third-party database server such as a MySQL Server or
Oracle.
ServiceComponent is the metadata object type that models SAS files such as SAS data
sets and SPD data sets.
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Note: Use the METABROWSE command to display a low-level view of the metadata
objects that are available to you. 4

Understand an Instance of the SAS Table Server
An instance of the SAS Table Server is a SAS server definition that is defined as
either a table server or table service:
table server

is an instance of the SAS Table Server that provides the data access
services in a separate process.

table service

is an instance of the SAS Table Server that provides the data access
services as an in-process service without connecting to a separate
table server process.

The table server or table service definition has one LogicalServer object and one
ServerComponent object that are associated with the top-level LogicalServer object.
These two objects are displayed hierarchically in the Server Manager plug-in as shown
below, where SASTS - Logical Table Server is the LogicalServer object and SASTS
- Table Server is the ServerComponent object:
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Results: METALIB Procedure for the SAS Table Server
PROC METALIB writes information to the SAS log. Here is an example:
NOTE: Copyright (c) 2002-2008 by SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA.
NOTE: SAS (r) Proprietary Software 9.2 (TS2B0)
Licensed to SAS Institute Inc., Site 1.
NOTE: This session is executing on the XP_PRO platform.
NOTE: SAS initialization used:
real time
cpu time

29.18 seconds
1.04 seconds

NOTE: Unable to open SASUSER.PROFILE. WORK.PROFILE will be opened instead.
NOTE: All profile changes will be lost at the end of the session.
1
proc metalib;
2
omr (servid="MYBASEDSN"
3
tsid=XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX);
4

run;

NOTE:
NOTE:
NOTE:
NOTE:
NOTE:
NOTE:
NOTE:
NOTE:
NOTE:
NOTE:
NOTE:

A total of 1 catalogs were analyzed for server "A5A22URR.BE000001".
A total of 1 schemas were analyzed for server "A5A22URR.BE000001".
A total of 52 tables were analyzed for server "A5A22URR.BE000001".
Metadata for 0 catalogs was added.
Metadata for 0 schemas was added.
Metadata for 0 tables was updated.
Metadata for 51 tables was added.
Metadata for 0 tables matched the data sources.
1 other tables were not processed due to error or UPDATE_RULE.
The SAS System stopped processing this step because of errors.
PROCEDURE METALIB used (Total process time):
real time
1:59.15
cpu time
1.62 seconds

Examples: METALIB Procedure for the SAS Table Server

Example 1: Identify the Data Source by Using a DSN Deﬁnition
Procedure features:

SERVID=, TSID=
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This example illustrates submitting PROC METALIB with the recommended method
to identify a data source. The example specifies a DSN definition in the SERVID=
argument.
The example illustrates updating metadata for a table service and a table server.
These actions require the TSID= argument to connect to the table server.

DSN definition specified on SERVID=
/* table service */
proc metalib;
omr (servid="MYBASEDSN" ;
run;

/* table server */
proc metalib;
omr (servid="MYBASEDSN"
tsid="IOM://a1234.us.company.com:2171;bridge;user=sasadm@saspw,pass=mypwd") ;
run;

Example 2: Identify the Table Server and the Data Source with a Connection
String
Procedure features:

TSID=, CONNECT

This example illustrates submitting PROC METALIB without specifying a DSN
definition, which requires more information and a connection string.
The first example updates metadata for a table service. The SERVID= argument
specifies an Oracle database server, the TSID= argument specifies the table service, and
the CONNECT statement specifies a connection string to connect to the data source.
The second example updates metadata for a table server. The SERVID= argument
specifies an Oracle database server, the TSID= argument specifies the table server, and
the CONNECT statement specifies a connection string to connect to the table server
and to the data source.
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No DSN definition on SERVID=
/* table service */
proc metalib;
omr (servid="A5J8B5QF.AZ000DW1" /* Oracle server metadata identifier */
tsid="A5J8B5QF.AX000001" /* Table service logical server identifier */ ;
connect="driver=ORACLE;catalog=’ORA’; ..."
run;

/* table server */
proc metalib;
omr servid="A5J8B5QF.AZ000DW1" /* Oracle server metadata identifier */
tsid="A5J8B5QF.AX000001" /* Table server logical server identifier */ ;
connect="server=a1234.us.company.com; port=2171;protocol=bridge;...;
conopts=(driver=ORACLE; catalog=’ORA’; ...)"
run;
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SAS Table Server Security Features
Properly configured security for the SAS Table Server ensures that both the server
and its data are secure. Data is protected against unauthorized access, and can be
guaranteed secure transmission lines for transferring data. The security features are
flexible with respect to the types and amount of security, and both security setup and
maintenance are easily managed.
The SAS Table Server supports the following security features:

3 Authentication is the process of verifying the identity of a person or process.
3 Single sign-on is authentication that enables users to access a variety of resources
without being repeatedly prompted for their user IDs and passwords. Single
sign-on is supported for the SAS Table Server as well as to third-party database
servers.
3 Authorization is the process that determines which users have which permissions
to which resources. The SAS Table Server supports the SAS metadata-based
authorization as well as data source security.
3 Encryption is the act or process of converting data to a form that only the intended
recipient can read or use.
3 Security coupling controls access to SAS files that are identified to the SAS Table
Server.
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Authentication
Authentication is the process of verifying the identity of a person or process. In SAS
Intelligence Platform, authentication to the SAS Table Server is supported by the SAS
Intelligence Platform authentication to data servers.
First, when a user launches a SAS client, authentication to the metadata server
includes a verification phase, which ensures that the user is who he or she claims to be,
and a SAS identity phase, which resolves the authenticated user ID to a particular SAS
identity.
Then, when a user who already has a connection to the metadata server requests
access to the SAS Table Server, the authentication process is either transparent
through SAS token authentication for metadata-aware connections or through
credential-based authentication for hosts.
For details about authentication in the SAS Intelligence Platform, see the SAS
Intelligence Platform: Security Administration Guide.

Single Sign-On
Single sign-on enables users to access a variety of resources without being repeatedly
prompted for their user IDs and passwords. Single sign-on can enable a user to access
SAS servers that run on different platforms without interactively providing the user’s
ID and password for each platform.
For SAS token authentication, the metadata server generates SAS identity tokens to
provide single sign-on to the SAS Table Server. For information about single sign-on
from SAS token authentication for SAS Intelligence Platform, see the SAS Intelligence
Platform: Security Administration Guide.
In addition, the SAS Table Server supports single sign-on access to a database server
when the table server administrator configures user mapping for the database server.
User mapping enables the SAS Table Server to connect to the database on behalf of the
user. For more information about configuring user mapping, see “Identify Database
Servers” on page 59.

Authorization
Overview: Authorization
Authorization determines which users have which permissions to which resources.
The SAS Table Server supports both the SAS metadata-based authorization and also
the security that is available for a data source.
SAS
authorization

is the authorization process that uses the metadata authorization
layer that is provided by the metadata server. The outcome of the
authorization process is a decision that either permits or denies a
specific action on a specific resource, based on the requesting user’s
identity and group memberships.

data source
security

is the authorization process that is provided by the data source. The
security that is available for a third-party database such as Oracle
is an example of data source security. The SAS Table Server
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establishes the connection to the database but makes no attempt to
secure the data that is available through the connection.
A DSN definition configures the authorization that is enforced for data access. The
available authorization process depends on the data source. SAS data sets and SPD data
sets support SAS authorization; third-party databases enforce data source security and
can be additionally configured for SAS authorization. For information about configuring
the authorization on a DSN definition, see “Data Access Configuration” on page 63.

SAS Authorization
SAS authorization is enforced by the SAS Table Server by using the metadata
authorization layer of the metadata server. Metadata authorization consists of
privileges that grant or deny permission to users based on their resources.
Permissions control the type of access that a user has to a resource. Permissions
define what the user can do with the resource. Some permissions control access to
metadata (such as ReadMetadata or WriteMetadata). Other permissions control access
to the data that the metadata represents (SQL data privileges such as Select, Create
Table, and Insert that determine what the user can do with the data). Permissions are
set on the metadata definitions that configure the SAS Table Server and its data sources.
SAS authorization is available only for connections that are made by using a DSN
definition. In addition, the table server administrator, and in some cases the data
source administrator, sets the permissions on the metadata definitions. For information
about setting permissions, see Chapter 14, “Secure Data Access with SAS
Metadata-Based Permissions,” on page 89.

Data Source Security
Relational databases provide authorization that limits the operations that can be
performed on their data. The SAS Table Server respects authorizations that are defined
and enforced on a third-party database and allows connections to be configured to use a
database’s security exclusively.
The type of authorization that is enforced depends on the data source. For example,
third-party database servers such as Oracle and DB2 have specific database security.
When an administrator configures a DSN definition to use data source security, it
means that the authorization is enforced by the database. The SAS Table Server
establishes the connection to the database but makes no attempt to secure the data
that is available through the connection.
Data source security is the only security that is available when a client accesses data
by using a file DSN or submits an arbitrary connection string.

Encryption
Encryption is the act or process of converting data to a form that only the intended
recipient can read or use. Encryption transforms intelligible data (plaintext) into an
unintelligible form (ciphertext) by means of a mathematical process. The ciphertext is
translated back to plaintext when the appropriate key that is necessary for decrypting
(unlocking) the ciphertext is applied.
If the SAS Table Server is installed and configured with the SAS Intelligence
Platform, encryption for the SAS Table Server is configured automatically. When the
metadata server is installed, an encryption level (how much network traffic is
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encrypted) and an encryption algorithm (how network traffic is encrypted) are set. The
installation applies the settings for the metadata server to all SAS servers. For details
about encryption configuration in the SAS Intelligence Platform, see the SAS
Intelligence Platform: Security Administration Guide.
If you create a SAS server definition for the SAS Table Server, you can configure
encryption for the table server or table service definition by specifying an encryption
algorithm and an encryption level. In addition, the encryption algorithm must be
specified in the NETENCRYPTALGORITHM= system option when the SAS Table
Server is started. For instructions, see the Help topic about creating a SAS Server
Definition for the SAS Table Server on the Table Server Manager on SAS Management
Console.

Security Coupling
Security coupling controls access to SAS files that are identified to the SAS Table
Server. When security coupling is enabled for a SAS data set or for an SPD data set,
the file can be accessed only through a connection to the SAS Table Server. For more
information about security coupling, see “Enable Security Coupling” on page 65.
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Overview: Secure Data Access with SAS Metadata-Based Permissions
SAS authorization is enforced by the SAS Table Server by using the metadata
authorization layer of the metadata server. Metadata authorization consists of
privileges that grant or deny permission to users based on their resources.
Permissions control the type of access that a user has to a resource. Permissions
define what the user can do with the resource. Some permissions control access to
metadata (such as ReadMetadata or WriteMetadata). Other permissions control access
to the data that the metadata represents (for example, SQL data privileges such as
Select, Create Table, and Insert that determine what the user can do with the data).
Permissions are set on the metadata definitions that configure the SAS Table Server
and its data sources.
To secure data access with SAS authorization, use the Table Server Manager on SAS
Management Console as follows:
1 Create the metadata definitions that configure the SAS Table Server and its data

sources. See “SAS Table Server Configuration” on page 52 and “Data Source
Configuration” on page 58.
2 Create DSN definitions that enforce SAS authorization. See “Create DSN

Definitions” on page 63.
3 Set the appropriate permissions on the metadata definitions.

The following topics provide explanations for securing data with the metadata-based
authorization permissions. (The step-by-step instructions for the tasks that set the
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permissions on the metadata definitions are documented in the Help for the Table
Server Manager on SAS Management Console.)
For information about using SAS metadata-layer permissions, see the SAS
Intelligence Platform: Security Administration Guide.

About the SAS Table Server Permissions
For the SAS Table Server, there are two categories of authorization permissions:

3 metadata permissions
3 data permissions
Metadata permissions control user actions with a metadata object that defines the
SAS Table Server. The following table describes the actions that are controlled by each
metadata permission.
Table 14.1

Metadata Permissions

Permission

Actions Controlled

ReadMetadata

Controls the ability to read a metadata definition. The permission is
used mainly to secure access to DSN definitions.

WriteMetadata

Controls the ability to create, modify, and delete a metadata
definition. The Table Server Manager uses WriteMetadata to secure
metadata to the table server administrator only.

CheckInMetadata

Controls the ability to check in and check out items in a
change-managed environment.

Data permissions are supported on the definitions for the server, catalogs, schemas,
tables, and columns, as well as on the SQL Data folders. Data permissions are not
supported on DSN definitions. The data permissions determine the appropriate
privilege for an action that can be performed on the data. The following table describes
the actions that are controlled by each data permission.
Table 14.2

Data Permissions

Permission

Actions Controlled

Read

Controls the ability to reference a file DSN (by using the FILEDSN=
option). The permission is set on the directory definition.

Write

Controls the ability to create a file DSN (by using the SAVEFILE= or
SAVEFILEX= option) or a trace log (by using the TRACEFILE=
option or the DRIVER_TRACEFILE= option). The permission is set
on the directory definition.

Administer

Controls the ability to operate (monitor, stop, pause, resume, refresh,
or quiesce) the server.

Select

Controls the ability to retrieve data with the SELECT statement.
The permission is set on the server, catalog, schema, table, and
column definitions.

Insert

Controls the ability to add data with the INSERT statement or
analogous method call. The permission is set on the server, catalog,
schema, table, and column definitions.
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Permission

Actions Controlled

Update

Controls the ability to modify data with the UPDATE statement or
analogous method call. The permission is set on the server, catalog,
schema, and table definitions.

Delete

Controls the ability to delete data with the DELETE statement or
analogous method call. The permission is set on the server, catalog,
schema, and table definitions.

References

Controls the ability to create a foreign key reference to an existing
table. The permission is set on the server, catalog, schema, table, and
column definitions, as well as on the SQL Data folders.

Create Table

Controls the ability to create new tables or views with the CREATE
TABLE or CREATE VIEW statement. The permission is set on the
server, catalog, and schema definitions.

Drop Table

Controls the ability to remove tables or views with the DROP TABLE
or DROP VIEW statement. The permission is set on the server,
catalog, schema, and table definitions.

Alter Table

Controls the ability to add or drop columns in a table or create or
drop indexes with the ALTER TABLE statement. The permission is
set on the server, catalog, schema, and table definitions.
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Default Permission Settings
When the SAS server definition for the SAS Table Server is created, the Table Server
Manager provides default permission settings for the server definition.
The Table Server Manager automatically secures the metadata based on the selected
administrator group. The ReadMetadata, WriteMetadata, and Administer permissions
are granted to the appropriate metadata definitions so that only the table server
administrator can update the SAS Table Server configuration. When a data source
administrator is defined, appropriate permissions are also set to enable administration
on the specific data source.
The Table Server Manager automatically sets the permissions so that the table
server administrator has the proper permissions on all associated metadata and that
only the administrator can access the server’s private metadata.
The Table Server Manager also sets the permissions so that all users and groups,
except for the table server administrator, are initially denied access to data. The table
server administrator grants permission to access data to users and groups on the SAS
Table Server definition, SQL Data folders, SQL data definitions (catalog, schema, table,
and column definitions), and DSN definitions.
In general, it is recommended that you not modify metadata permissions on the
definitions that configure the SAS Table Server. However, the table server
administrator must grant ReadMetadata permission on DSN definitions so that a user
can use the DSN definition to connect to data.

Inherited Permission Settings
To reduce the number of permissions that the administrator must set, SAS
authorization supports permission inheritance. Permission inheritance means that the
settings on one metadata definition can affect the settings on other metadata
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definitions. Inheritance generally follows the folder hierarchy and data structures.
Each folder conveys its permissions to the items that the folder contains.
According to the SAS Table Server configuration, the permissions for metadata
definitions are inherited as follows:

1 SQL Data folders inherit from the parent table server or table service definition.
2 Catalog definitions, if they are supported by the data source, inherit from the SQL

Data folder.
3 Schema definitions, if they are supported by the data source, inherit from their

parent catalog definition, if they are supported by the data source, or from the SQL
Data folder.
4 Table definitions, if created, inherit from their parent schema definition, if they
are supported by the data source, or from the SQL Data folder.
5 Column definitions, if created, inherit from their parent table definition.

Set Permissions on Metadata Deﬁnitions
Table Server and Table Service Deﬁnitions
Permissions on a table server or table service definition control who can use the
server or service, who can modify the metadata (and through inheritance, the
associated data sources), and who can set permissions on the resources.
The Table Server Manager automatically sets the permissions for the table server
administrator so that the administrator has the proper permission on all associated
metadata and that only the administrator can access the server’s private metadata. It
is recommended that customer sites not modify these settings.
The Table Server Manager also sets the permissions so that all users and groups,
except for the table server administrator, are initially denied access to data. The table
server administrator can grant permission to access data to a user and group on the
table server or table service definition, DSN definitions, and SQL data definitions
(catalog, schema, table, and column definitions). If access to data is granted on the
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table server or table service definition, the user or group has the same permission on all
data, unless it is denied by a lower level metadata definition.
The following display shows the Authorization tab on the Properties window for a
table server definition. To set permissions on the definition, select an identity and then
modify the permissions by selecting either Grant or Deny.

For step-by-step instructions about how to set permissions on table server and table
service definitions, see the Help for the Table Server Manager on SAS Management
Console.

DSN Deﬁnitions
When a DSN definition is created, by default, only the table server administrator or
a data source administrator can access the definition. Unlike the SQL Data folders and
SQL data definitions for a data source, accessing a DSN definition is protected
exclusively with the ReadMetadata permission. If the ReadMetadata permission is not
granted to an identity, the user cannot connect to the data source by referencing the
DSN definition. If ReadMetadata permission is granted to an identity, then the user
can connect to the data source by using the DSN definition.
The WriteMetadata permission, which is reserved for use by the table server
administrator and a data source administrator, protects a DSN definition from
modification.
If a DSN definition is configured for data source security, the only metadata
authorization that is enforced is whether the user has permission to access the DSN
definition. If the user has ReadMetadata permission on the DSN definition, then the
user can connect to the data. Additional authorization might be enforced by the data
source itself, as is the case with security for a third-party database.
If a DSN definition is configured for SAS authorization, the user must have
ReadMetadata permission on the DSN definition and data permissions that support the
actions the user wants to perform on the data source. As with data source security,
additional authorization might be enforced by the data source itself, as is the case with
security for a third-party database.
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The following display shows the Authorization tab on the Properties window for
the DSN definition. To enable a user to access the DSN definition, an administrator
selects an identity, and then grants the user ReadMetadata permission.

For step-by-step instructions about how to set permissions on DSN definitions, see
the Help for the Table Server Manager on SAS Management Console.

SQL Data Deﬁnitions
Data permissions on SQL data definitions, which include catalog, schema, table, and
column definitions, control access to the underlying data. In addition, you can control
access to the underlying data by setting data permissions on the SQL Data folders. For
example, the following permissions control access to data:

3 To enable a user to read the tables that are contained in a schema, grant the user

3
3
3
3

Select permission on the SQL Data folder or on the catalog or schema definition. To
prevent the user from reading a certain table that is contained in a schema, deny
Select permission on the specific table definition. To grant the user access to a
certain column in a table, grant Select permission on the specific column definition.
To prevent a user from reading tables in a schema, deny the user Select
permission on the SQL Data folder or on the catalog or schema definition.
To enable a user to add tables to a schema, grant the user Create Table permission
on the SQL Data folder or on the schema definition.
To prevent a user from creating tables in a schema, deny the user Create Table
permission on the SQL Data folder or on the catalog or schema definition.
To prevent a user from reading certain columns in a table, deny Select permissions
on the column definitions. The user sees only the columns on which he has direct
or inherited Select permission.

An SQL data definition inherits the permissions for its parent container. For
example, tables and columns inherit permissions from the parent schema.
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The following display shows the Authorization tab on the Properties window for a
schema definition. The selected identity is granted all data permissions.

For step-by-step instructions about how to set permissions on SQL data definitions,
see the Help for the Table Server Manager on SAS Management Console.

Directory Deﬁnitions
Permissions on file DSN and trace log directory definitions control who can access
the physical location of the directory where the file DSNs or trace logs are saved and
read by the SAS Table Server. For example, the following permissions control access to
directory definitions:

3 To enable a user to reference a file DSN (by using the FILEDSN= option) in a
connection string, grant the user Read permission on the file DSN directory
definition.
3 To enable a user to create a file DSN (by using the SAVEFILE= or SAVEFILEX=
option), grant the user Write permission on the file DSN directory definition.
3 To enable a user to create a trace log (by using the TRACEFILE= or
DRIVER_TRACEFILE= option), grant the user Write permission on the trace log
directory definition.
Note:

Create Table and Delete permissions are not supported in this release.

4

The following display shows the Authorization tab on the Properties window for a
file DSN directory definition. The selected identity is granted Read permission but
denied Write permission.
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For step-by-step instructions about how to set permissions on directory definitions,
see the Help for the Table Server Manager on SAS Management Console.

SAS Table Server Row-Level Permissions
Understand the SAS Table Server Row-Level Permissions
Row-level permissions subset data within a table so that the requesting user can
access only the data that meets specified filtering conditions. For example, a table that
contains salary information can be protected by row-level permissions that enable each
requestor to see only his own salary or his salary plus the salaries of any employees
that report to him.
The SAS Table Server row-level permissions are defined on a table definition. The
conditions are specified in the form of a TSSQL WHERE clause. For example, if a
condition specifies Empid =’123456’, when the user queries the data by using a
SELECT statement, the WHERE clause is applied to the query and filters the result set
to only those rows that the user is allowed to see.
Because row-level permissions are implemented for retrieving data only with the
SELECT statement, setting row-level permissions effectively makes the data read only.

How to Implement the SAS Table Server Row-Level Permissions
To implement row-level permissions, there must be a table definition that represents
the physical table. On the table definition, the administrator must first explicitly grant
Select permission to a user, and then define the conditions in the form of a TSSQL
WHERE clause without the WHERE keyword.
You can define a static condition for each user such as name=’joe’, which is not
recommended, or you can define a dynamic condition that uses an identity-driven
property. An identity-driven property inserts the correct, user-specific value into the
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WHERE expression each time access is requested. See “About Identity-Driven
Properties” on page 97.
For information about creating table definitions, see “Create Table and Column
Definitions” on page 61. For step-by-step instructions about how to set row-level
permissions, see the Help for the Table Server Manager on SAS Management Console.

About Identity-Driven Properties
An identity-driven property is a characteristic (such as name, user ID, or external
identity) that can be used as the value against which target data is compared. Each
user’s values for those characteristics are stored in the metadata. When the WHERE
clause is executed, the identity-driven property substitutes a user-specific value into the
expression.
For example, the row-level permission condition
empid=’SUB::SAS.ExternalIdentity’ is resolved and executed as where
empinfo.empid=’123456’.
There are several supported identity-driven properties, which include the following.
For a description of the identity-driven properties, see the topic “Identity-Driven
Properties” in SAS Intelligence Platform: Security Administration Guide.

3
3
3
3
3
3

SAS.Userid
SAS.ExternalIdentity
SAS.IdentityGroups
SAS.PersonName
SAS.IdentityGroupName
SAS.IdentityName

Although the supported identity-driven property names are the same, the syntax for
the SAS Table Server implementation is different from the BI row-level permissions
implementation. For the SAS Table Server, the following rules apply for defining a
row-level permission condition by using an identity-driven property:

3 Do not include the keyword WHERE.
3 The syntax SUB:: is required in front of the property instead of & (ampersand).
3 If the variable is a character variable, you must insert single quotation marks
around the value. Numeric variables do not require single quotation marks.
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About the Conﬁguration Files and Scripts
Configuration files and scripts control the way that the SAS Table Server operates.
These files are stored in the TableServer folder that is contained in the SASTS
subdirectory in the configuration directory. For information about the initial
installation and configuration for the SAS Table Server, see “About the Software
Installation and Configuration” on page 7.
Here is a list of the configuration files and scripts:
autoexec.sas
an autoexec file that contains SAS statements that are executed automatically
when the SAS Table Server is invoked.
autoexec_usermods.sas
a user-specific autoexec file that contains SAS statements to customize the SAS
Table Server session. The autoexec file can contain any SAS statements, which
includes SAS system options.
logconfig.xml
specifies the SAS logging facility configuration for the SAS Table Server.
sasv9.cfg
the primary configuration file for the server. The file contains specific options that
are needed for the SAS Table Server such as server start-up options. These
options take effect each time you invoke the server. Do not modify this file.
sasv9_usermods.cfg
user modifications to a server configuration. The file contains SAS system options
that can be used to customize the SAS Table Server.
TableServer.bat or .sh
a script that is used to stop, start, pause, and resume the SAS Table Server. The
file is appropriate for the operating environment.
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SAS Logging Facility Conﬁguration File
The SAS logging facility is a flexible, configurable framework you use for collecting,
categorizing, and filtering events that are generated by SAS processes and writing
events to a variety of output devices. The logconfig.xml configuration file controls the
destination, contents, and formats of the SAS logging facility log for the SAS Table
Server. The configuration file specifies options for loggers, appenders, levels, filters, and
the layout of log messages.
SAS supplies a default XML configuration file, which you can customize. For
information about the SAS logging facility, see Chapter 16, “SAS Table Server Logging
and Tracing,” on page 107.

Conﬁguration Files
Configuration files store SAS system options that are used to establish the SAS Table
Server environment. SAS system options determine how the server initializes its
interfaces with hardware and the operating environment, how it reads and writes data,
how output appears, and other global functions. When you invoke the SAS Table
Server, the settings that are specified in the configuration files are in effect.
There are two configuration files:
sasv9.cfg
the primary configuration file for the server. The file contains specific options that
are needed for the SAS Table Server such as server start-up options. These
options take effect each time you invoke the server. Do not modify this file.
sasv9_usermods.cfg
a user-specific configuration file that contains user modifications to the server
configuration. The file contains SAS system options to customize the SAS Table
Server.

Operating Environment Information: See the SAS documentation for your operating
environment for more information about the configuration file. 4

SAS Table Server Invocation Options
About the SAS Table Server Invocation Options
The invocation options for the SAS Table Server are specified in the sasv9.cfg file
that is located in the TableServer folder, which is contained in the SASTS subdirectory
in the configuration directory.
During installation, this file is populated with the options that are appropriate for
your site. Some of the values are based on information that the installer entered in
response to SAS Deployment Wizard prompts. If you want to specify different values for
these options, or if you want to specify additional options, then enter your updates and
additions in sasv9_usermods.cfg, which is located in the same location as sasv9.cfg.
You must restart the server in order for the changes to take effect.
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Here are a few example start-up commands:
3 The following start-up command starts the SAS Table Server where My Table
Server is the name of the logical definition that is stored in metadata. The
metadata SAS system options connect to the metadata server as the SAS Trusted
User:

sas -metaserver=a1234.us.company.com -metaport=8561 metaprotocol=bridge
-metauser=sastrust@saspw -metapass=xxxxx
-objectserver -objectserverparms "server=’My Table Server’
protocol=bridge port=2171 classfactory=E803E04B-AAF0-4C74-86A6-F7008AA702DC"

3 The following start-up command uses the metaprofile.xml file and a metadata
server user profile to connect to the metadata server rather than the metadata
SAS system options. In addition, the LOG= system option specifies the location for
the SAS log:

sas -metaprofile="metaprofile.xml" -metaconnect=’SAS Metadata Server’
-log "table_server.log" -objectserver
-objectserverparms "server=’My Table Server’
protocol=bridge port=2171 classfactory=E803E04B-AAF0-4C74-86A6-F7008AA702DC"

Invocation Options
SAS-command
invokes SAS. Specify the pathname of the non-interactive SAS executable at your
site. The SAS command is required.
OBJECTSERVER
launches the SAS session as an IOM server. OBJECTSERVER is required. You
can specify OBJECTSERVER either in a start-up command or in a configuration
file. For details, see the OBJECTSERVER system option in the SAS Intelligence
Platform: Application Server Administration Guide.
OBJECTSERVERPARMS
specifies start-up parameters for an IOM server within a quoted string. You can
specify OBJECTSERVERPARMS either in a start-up command or in a
configuration file. For details, see the OBJECTSERVERPARMS system option in
SAS Intelligence Platform: Application Server Administration Guide. Here are
some of the parameters in a quoted string:
CLASSFACTORY=class-identifier
specifies the 36-character class ID number that specifies the type of IOM
server to instantiate. The value E803E04B-AAF0-4C74-86A6-F7008AA702D
identifies the SAS Table Server.
CLIENTENCRYPTIONLEVEL=NONE | CREDENTIALS | EVERYTHING
specifies the degree of encryption that the SAS Table Server uses when
making outbound calls. Specify this argument along with the
NETENCRYPTALGORITHM= SAS system option. This argument is
available only for the bridge protocol.
NONE
uses no encryption. Clients transmit user IDs and passwords as plain
text.
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CREDENTIALS
encrypts only user IDs and passwords. This is the default.
EVERYTHING
encrypts all client/server communications.
PORT=number
specifies a valid TCP/IP port number that the SAS Table Server is listening
to for connections. The port number must be a unique number from 0 to 64K.
The default is 2171.
PROTOCOL=BRIDGE
identifies the type of network connection that clients use in order to connect
to the SAS Table Server.
BRIDGE
specifies that communications between the client and server use the
IOM Bridge protocol. The host uses TCP/IP as its communication
protocol. Use this option if the client will connect to the SAS Table
Server by using a SAS client-side driver.
SERVER=’logical-table-server-name’ | ’omsobj:LogicalServer/object-ID’
You can use the SERVER= option to retrieve many of the
OBJECTSERVERPARMS option values, including PORT, PROTOCOL, and
CLASSFACTORY from the metadata repository.
’logical-table-server-name’
specifies the name of a logical definition to use to locate configuration
information in the metadata repository. Enclose the name in single
quotation marks.
’omsobj:LogicalServer/object-ID’
specifies the generated object definition ID for the logical definition to
use to locate configuration information in a metadata repository. Enclose
the ID in single quotation marks.
To determine the object ID, on SAS Management Console, select the
logical server definition. Then select File and finally Properties from
the menu bar. Use the value that is shown in the ID field as the value
for the object ID.
SAS-system-options
specifies SAS system options to customize the SAS Table Server session. You can
specify SAS system options before or after the OBJECTSERVER and
OBJECTSERVERPARMS arguments.
Common SAS system options that you might need include
AUTHPROVIDERDOMAIN= to configure different authentication, options to
control SAS Table Server logging, NETENCRYPTALGORITHM= to specify
encryption algorithms, and metadata options to provide metadata server
connection information.
See the following documents for information about SAS system options:

3 SAS Language Reference: Dictionary
3 SAS documentation for your operating environment
3 SAS Language Interfaces to Metadata
3 SAS Logging: Configuration and Programming Reference
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Metaproﬁle.xml File
The metaprofile.xml file is an optional configuration file that you can create to
store the information that is used by the SAS Table Server in order to connect to the
metadata server. The SAS Table Server must connect to the metadata server by using
the SAS Trusted User user account in order for the SAS Table Server to impersonate its
clients and perform authorization checks.
For the SAS Table Server, the metadata server connection information can be
specified either in the SAS Table Server start-up command or in a metaprofile.xml
file. The default configuration from the SAS Deployment Wizard specifies metadata SAS
system options in the SAS Table Server start-up command to specify the information so
that the SAS Table Server connects to the metadata server as a SAS Trusted User.
If you create a metaprofile.xml file, you must specify the file in the SAS Table
Server start-up command by using the METAPROFILE= and METACONNECT= SAS
system options. For information about the metadata system options, see SAS Language
Interfaces to Metadata.
Here is an example of the XML elements that you can save to a file that is named
metaprofile.xml in the TableServer folder. Replace the shaded items with your
site-specific information:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<Redirect>
<LogicalServer Name="SAS Metadata Server"
ClassIdentifier="2887E7D7-4780-11D4-879F-00C04F38F0DB">
<UsingComponents>
<ServerComponent Name="SAS Metadata Server"
ClassIdentifier="0217E202-B560-11DB-AD91-001083FF6836" >
<SourceConnections>
<TCPIPConnection Name="trusted" ApplicationProtocol="BRIDGE"
CommunicationProtocol="TCP" Hostname="computer"
Port="8561">
<Domain>
<AuthenticationDomain Name="DefaultAuth">
<Logins>
<Login Name="sastrust" Userid="machine\sastrust"
Password="xxx" />
</Logins>
</AuthenticationDomain>
</Domain>
<Properties>
<Property Name="Repository" PropertyName="Repository"
DefaultValue="Foundation" />
</Properties>
</TCPIPConnection>
</SourceConnections>
</ServerComponent>
</UsingComponents>
</LogicalServer>
/Redirect>
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Two XML elements contain attributes that require site-specific values:
Hostname="computer"
specifies either the host name or IP (Internet Protocol) address of the computer
that hosts the metadata server. For example,
Hostname="a1234.us.company.com" or Hostname="123.45.67.890" is the host
name in this example.
Userid="machine\sastrust"
specifies a domain-qualified version of the trusted user ID that matches the one in
the trustedUsers.txt file in the USERID= attribute. Also, specify the password
that is associated with the user account in the PASSWORD= attribute. It is
recommended that you use an encoded password. To specify an encoded password,
use the PWENCODE procedure to disguise the text string, and then enter the
encoded password in the PASSWORD= option. See the PWENCODE procedure in
the Base SAS Procedures Guide.
Do not modify the other XML elements. These elements contain fixed values that
identify the metadata server.
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SAS Logging Facility
About the SAS Logging Facility
The initial SAS Table Server installation and configuration includes the SAS logging
facility. The logging facility is a flexible, configurable framework for collecting,
categorizing, and filtering events that are generated by SAS processes and for writing
events to a variety of output devices.
To configure the SAS logging facility, the SAS Table Server provides a default logging
configuration file named logconfig.xml that controls the destination, contents, and
format of the log. The configuration file specifies options for the logging facility
components, which include loggers, appenders, levels, filters, and the layout of log
messages. The LOGCONFIGLOC= system option, which is included in the sasv9.cfg
configuration file by default, specifies the path and filename of the default logging
configuration file.
For more information about the SAS Table Server configuration files, see Chapter 15,
“Configuration Files and Scripts,” on page 101. For more information about the SAS
logging facility, see the SAS Logging: Configuration and Programming Reference.
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Initial Logging Conﬁguration for the SAS Table Server
The default SAS logging facility configuration for the SAS Table Server includes a
definition for the RollingFileAppender. The appender routes events to a rolling log file.
The rolling log file is configured as follows:

3 A new log is created when the date changes and when a new server process is
started.

3 Events are written by using a layout that includes the current date, current time,
logging level, process ID, the user identity that is associated with the event, and a
message.

3 The rolling log files are named TableServer_current-date_process-id.log.
3 The rolling log files are placed in the TableServer\Logs subdirectory in the
configuration directory.

3 When a new rolling log file is created, a heading is written to the file. The heading
identifies the server’s host machine, operating system, operating system release
number, SAS release number, and server start-up command.
The following table lists the loggers that reference the RollingFileAppender:
Table 16.1

Logger Names and Corresponding Levels

Logger Name

Logging Level

Admin

ERROR

App

INFO

Audit

INFO

IOM

INFO

The logging configuration file also includes an IOMSystemAppender definition. This
appender routes events to the Log tab for the Server Manager on SAS Management
Console and displays them by using the same layout that is used for the rolling files.

Modifying the Server Logging Conﬁguration
You can modify the SAS logging facility configuration for the SAS Table Server by
modifying the logconfig.xml file. Before modifying the file, be sure to make a backup
copy. Here are some examples of changes that you might want to make:

3 configure RollingFileAppender to use a different log filename, to roll over log files
more or less frequently, or to roll over log files based on file size rather than date

3 specify additional appenders
3 use filters to limit the events that are written to an appender
3 configure a different message layout for an appender
To modify the LOGCONFIGLOC= system option to specify a different path or
filename, place the option in the sasv9_usermods.cfg configuration file or in the SAS
Table Server start-up command.
For additional options and detailed configuration instructions, see the SAS Logging:
Configuration and Programming Reference.
You can also adjust logging dynamically by using the Server Manager on SAS
Management Console. See “Set Server Monitoring Options” on page 68.
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SAS Log
About the SAS Log
In addition to the SAS logging facility, the SAS Table Server supports the traditional
SAS log. The SAS log displays a list of information, warning, and error messages that
describe server events and errors. Check SAS log entries to see the status of the SAS
Table Server and to see whether a request was successful.
By default, the SAS Table Server does not configure a SAS log. To configure a SAS
log, you include SAS system options to specify a log filename and log formatting in
either the SAS Table Server start-up command or in the sasv9_usermods.cfg
configuration file.
Here is an example of a start-up command that includes the LOG= system option
and the log formatting options. The default setting of the APPLEVEL=1 system option
logs server start and stop errors as well as information messages about the session.
sas -metaprofile="metaprofile.xml" -metaconnect=’SAS Metadata Server’
-log "table_server.log" -logparm "rollover=auto open=rep write=immediate"
-linesize max -pagesize max
-objectserver -objectserverparms "server=’My Table Server’ protocol=bridge port=2171
classfactory=E803E04B-AAF0-4C74-86A6-F7008AA702DC"

Conﬁgure the SAS Log
The SAS system options to configure a SAS log are as follows:
APPLEVEL=0 | 1 | 2
specifies an integer value that controls IOM server logging. By default, the value
is 1.
0
disables IOM server logging.
1
logs server start and stop error messages, including the invoking user ID,
port number on which the server was started, IP address of the server host,
encryption level, encryption algorithm, and error messages. Additionally, this
value logs information messages about the session, environment connection,
and statement creation and destruction. This is the default.
2
includes the events that are logged by APPLEVEL=1 and additionally logs
debug messages about connection, environment, and statement creation and
destruction errors, including task and thread exceptions, memory allocation
errors, I/O errors, application logic errors, and authentication errors. It is
recommended that you not set this value unless you are instructed to do so
by SAS Technical Support.
LOG=
enables logging and specifies the pathname to the SAS log file. For details about
the LOG= system option, see the SAS companion for your operating environment.
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LOGPARM=
specifies when the SAS log is opened, closed, and, in conjunction with the LOG=
system option, how it is named. It is recommended that you specify the quoted
string "WRITE=IMMEDIATE"; otherwise, the server buffers log entries in
memory. If your server is running continuously, you should also specify
ROLLOVER=AUTO and OPEN=REPLACEOLD, and you should specify a special
log filename to partition the log into daily reports. For details about the
LOGPARM= system option, see the SAS Language Reference: Dictionary.
PAGESIZE=
sets the number of lines that compose a page of SAS output. A setting of MAX is
recommended to minimize the occurrence of SAS log page headings and carriage
controls. For details about the PAGESIZE= system option, see the SAS Language
Reference: Dictionary.
LINESIZE=
sets the number of characters per line size for the SAS log. A setting of MAX is
recommended to minimize log entry wrap-around. For details about the
LINESIZE= system option, see the SAS Language Reference: Dictionary.

Trace Log
About the Trace Log
By tracing each internal API routine that is called by the application, a trace log
records transactions that can be used for debugging connection and processing issues.
For example, you can request information that traces the TSSQL statements that are
submitted to a data source.
Note: By default, tracing is not activated. It is recommended that you not activate
tracing unless you are instructed to do so by SAS Technical Support. 4
Tracing can be activated by using the following methods:

3
3
3
3

connection string options
server start-up options
data source connection arguments
SAS system options

When you activate tracing, you also specify the physical location where the
transaction records are saved. Because the SAS Table Server supports one root file
trace log directory and multiple subdirectories, you can group trace logs if necessary.

Activate Tracing with Connection String Options
To activate tracing, a client application can submit the following connection string
options:
TRACEFILE=’pathname’
enables tracing for the connection and specifies the physical location of the data
for the trace log. The content location for the SAS Table Server resolves a relative
pathname. For example, tracefile=’\Mytrace.log’.
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TRACEFLAGS=integer
specifies an integer value that controls the trace information:
1
logs the parameter data.
2
logs the column data that is sent to the driver.
4
logs the column data that is sent to the client.
8
prefixes trace information with a timestamp.
16
logs the data that is retrieved from a single column in a result set.
32
logs the data that is sent to a parameter or column.
The location of the tracing options in a connection string determines whether the
tracing information is on the client or on the server. For example, in the following
connection strings that are submitted by a client-side driver, the first connection string
requests tracing on the client and the second connection string requests tracing on the
server:
tracefile=’\Mytrace.log’; server="host"; port=2171; conopts=(dsn=MYDATADSN);

server="host"; port=2171; conopts=(tracefile=’\Mytrace.log’; dsn=MYDATADSN);

Activate Tracing with the SAS Table Server Start-up Options
The SAS Table Server supports start-up options that activate specialized tracing,
which includes the tracing of interface method calls as well as data access services and
driver calls.
The tracing options are specified in the OBJECTSERVERPARMS start-up argument,
which can be included in the start-up command or in the sasv9_usermods.cfg
configuration file.
APPLEVEL=two-digit-integer
specifies a two-digit value that activates the global tracing of interface method
calls by the IOM subsystem for all clients. The trace information is written to the
trace log. By default, the trace log is located in the directory where the server is
started with the name tracefile.txt.
To invoke tracing, you must have Administer permission on the SAS Table
Server definition.
Tracing of client activity can adversely affect server performance. You must
contact SAS Technical Support to obtain a valid APPLEVEL= two-digit value.
IOMLEVEL=0 | 1 | 2 | 3
specifies an integer value that determines the tracing level of interface method
calls by the IOM subsystem. The tracing captures input and output XML strings
in the SAS log. It is recommended that you not set this option unless you are
instructed to do so by SAS Technical Support.
0
disables interface method call tracing. This is the default.
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1
turns on interface method call tracing.
2
prints interface method call information and logic.
3
invokes verbose output of interface method call information and logic.
JNLSTRMAX=number
specifies the maximum journal string length for XML input and output strings
when used in conjunction with IOMLEVEL=. The default is 500 characters.
JNLLINEMAX=number
specifies the maximum journal line length for XML input and output strings when
used in conjunction with IOMLEVEL= . The default is 1000 characters.
Tracing of client activity can adversely affect server performance. It is recommended
that you not set this parameter unless you are instructed to do so by SAS Technical
Support.

Activate Tracing by Using Data Source Connection Arguments
For the third-party relational databases, data source connection arguments are
supported to request tracing information.
Note: To submit the tracing options, the user must be granted Write permission on
the trace log directory definition by using the Table Server Manager on SAS
Management Console. 4
DRIVER_TRACE=’API | SQL | DRIVER | ALL’;
requests tracing information. For example, driver_trace=’api’ requests that
API method calls be sent to the trace log.
DRIVER_TRACEFILE=’pathname’;
specifies where to write trace information. The content location for the SAS Table
Server resolves a relative pathname. For example,
driver_tracefile=’\Mytrace.log’.
DRIVER_TRACEOPTIONS=APPEND | THREADSTAMP | TIMESTAMP;
specifies options to control formatting and other properties for the trace log. For
example, driver_traceotpions=append adds trace information to the end of an
existing trace log. The contents of the file are not overwritten.
See the following documents for more information about the trace log data source
connection arguments:
“Data Source Connection Arguments for DB2 under UNIX and PC Hosts” on page 171
“Data Source Connection Arguments for MySQL” on page 180
“Data Source Connection Arguments for ODBC” on page 189
“Data Source Connection Arguments for Oracle” on page 197
“Data Source Connection Arguments for Teradata” on page 205

Activate Tracing by Using SAS System Options
When you use the SAS Table Server LIBNAME engine or the TSSQL and TSPL
procedures in a Base SAS session, two SAS system options are available to activate
trace information about a data source.
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SASTRACE=’,,,d’ | ’,,d,’ | ’d,’ | ’,,,s’ | ’,,,sa’ | ’,,t,’
generates trace information about a data source. You can request tracing
information about the SQL statements that are sent to the data source, routine
calls, data source calls such as API and client calls, and so on. For example,
submitting sastrace=’,,,d’ specifies that SQL statements that are sent to the
data source are written to a trace log.
SASTRACELOC=stdout | SASLOG | FILE ’path-and-filename’
specifies where to write trace information. You can send tracing information to a
default output location for your operating environment, to the SAS log, or to a
specific file. For example, sastraceloc=file ’\Mytrace.log’ writes trace
information to the specified filename. The content location for the SAS Table
Server resolves a relative pathname.
For more information about the SASTRACE= and SASTRACELOC= system options,
see SAS Language Interfaces to Table Server.

Secure Access to Trace Logs
To secure access to trace logs, the table server administrator creates a trace log
directory definition and then either grants or denies Write permission on the directory
definition. Because the SAS Table Server supports one root file trace log directory and
multiple subdirectories, you can group trace logs if necessary.
The SAS Table Server writes trace logs only to a registered trace log directory.
For information about metadata definitions, including creating a trace log directory
definition, see Chapter 10, “SAS Table Server Metadata Definition Administration,” on
page 51. For step-by-step instructions about how to create a trace log directory
definition and to set permissions on the directory definition, see the Help topics on the
Table Server Manager on SAS Management Console.
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About File DSNs
A file data source name (DSN) is an XML document that contains connection
properties for one or more data sources. The properties include the table driver name
and the physical location of the data, as well as any necessary authentication
information that is required to retrieve data, such as a user ID and password.
To access data, a user can reference a file DSN in the FILEDSN= connection string
option in order to establish a connection rather than submitting an arbitrary connection
string or referencing a DSN definition.
You can manually define a file DSN by using specific XML elements, or you can
create a file DSN by using a connection string option that specifies the XML document
to which the connection string properties are saved. To define a file DSN by using
specific XML elements, see “XML Elements That Define a File DSN” on page 115. To
create a file DSN by using the SAVEFILE= or SAVEFILEX= connection string options,
see “Create a File DSN by Using Connection String Options” on page 118.

XML Elements That Deﬁne a File DSN
About XML Elements That Deﬁne a File DSN
To define a file DSN, create an XML document that contains specific XML elements.
You can create the XML document as a local file or you can create it with a Uniform
Resource Identifier (URI) specification.
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The following XML elements define a file DSN:
<DataSource>
specifies that data source connection details for one or more data source
connections is enclosed. The DataSource element is the outermost container for
the XML elements that define a file DSN. The DataSource element is required.
<ConnectionGroup>
groups one or more <Connection> subelements that are used to define the data
source connections.
<Connection>
specifies driver and data source connection properties in <Prop> and <PropList>
subelements. At least one Connection element is required.
<Prop>
specifies an attribute-value pair.
<PropList>
specifies a list of attribute-value pairs.

DataSource Element Attributes
The DataSource element contains attributes that label the file DSN and provide
high-level processing instructions, such as the locale. The attributes are specified in the
following form:
<DataSource Title="text" xml:lang="NLS-token"></DataSource>

Title=“text”
specifies an optional descriptive title for the file DSN.
xml:lang=“NLS-token”
is a two-character National Language Support token. “EN”, representing U.S.
English, is the default value.

ConnectionGroup Element Attributes
The ConnectionGroup element contains XML attributes that label the connection
grouping, and define an anchor that enables cross-references to be created from other
file DSNs. The attributes are specified in the following form:
<ConnectionGroup Title="text" ID="value"></ConnectionGroup>

Title=“text”
specifies an optional descriptive title for the grouping.
ID= “value”
is an xlink target for the <FileDSNRef> element’s xlink:href= attribute.

Connection Element Attributes
The Connection element contains XML attributes that define a table driver and
catalog. The attributes are specified in the following form:
<Connection Driver="driver-name" Catalog="catalog" Title="text"></Connection>

File DSNs
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Driver=“driver-name”
specifies the name of the table driver that processes the data request.
Catalog=“catalog”
specifies a catalog name for the data source. This is the first part of the three-part
identifiers which are used in subsequent SQL statements that refer to the data
source that is managed by the connection.
Title=“text”
specifies an optional descriptive title for the connection.

Prop Subelement Attributes
The Prop subelement contains a Name attribute that specifies a driver property and
specifies a value for the driver property within the <Prop></Prop> tag set. The Prop
subelement is specified in the following form:
<Prop Name="property-name">property-value</Prop>

Name=“property-name”
is the name of a driver-specific property or keyword.
If you need to specify a driver keyword that is case sensitive, enclose the
keyword within both single and double quotation marks. That is, use single
quotation marks within double quotation marks or double quotation marks within
single quotation marks. If the value is delimited by only one set of quotation
marks, single or double, it is uppercased, and any leading and trailing blank
spaces are removed before it is passed to the driver. For example, <Prop
Name="aBc">123</Prop> is equivalent to a standard ODBC driver connection
string fragment matching "ABC=123", while <Prop Name=" ’aBc’ ">123</Prop> is
equivalent to "’aBc’=123".

PropList Subelement Attributes
The PropList subelement specifies driver list-valued properties, such as the BASE
driver SCHEMA= attributes. The PropList subelement is specified in the following form:
<PropList>
<Prop></Prop>
<Prop></Prop>
</PropList>
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Sample File DSN
Here is an example of the contents of a file DSN that specifies connection information
for a SAS data set. The XML elements represent the properties shown in the following
connection string:
"driver=base; catalog=cat_base;
schema=(name=one; primarypath=’c:\MySASFiles\Base’)"

Sample file DSN contents:
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<DataSource xml:lang="EN">
<ConnectionGroup id="ConnectionGroup">
<Connection catalog="*" driver="TSSQL" id="Connection1">
<PropList name="CONOPTS">
<Prop name="CATALOG">CAT_BASE</Prop>
<Prop name="DRIVER">BASE</Prop>
<PropList name="SCHEMA">
<Prop name="NAME">ONE</Prop>
<Prop name="PRIMARYPATH">C:\MySASFiles\Base</Prop>
</PropList>
</PropList>
</Connection>
</ConnectionGroup>
</DataSource>

Create a File DSN by Using Connection String Options
You can create a file DSN by specifying either the SAVEFILE= or SAVEFILEX=
connection string option. The connection string option creates an XML document that
can be referenced as a file DSN. The resulting XML document contains the data source
connection string properties.
For the SAVEFILE= option, if the data source connection string properties include a
password, the password is saved in the XML document as a string of X characters. For
the SAVEFILEX= option, a password is encoded by using a base64 encoding method.
See the SAVEFILE= and the SAVEFILEX= connection string options in “Connection
String Options for Client-Side Drivers” on page 124 or the LIBNAME statement for the
SAS Table Server LIBNAME engine in SAS Language Interfaces to Table Server.
Referencing a file DSN is analogous to specifying an arbitrary connection string in
that SAS authorization security is not used for the connection. To secure access to a file
DSN, the table server administrator can create a metadata object for the file DSN
directory, which is the physical location where file DSNs are saved and read, and set
permissions on the directory definition. To control a user’s ability to create a file DSN in
the file DSN directory, grant or deny Write permission on the directory definition. To
control a user’s ability to use a file DSN in the file DSN directory, grant or deny Read
permission on the directory definition.
The SAS Table Server reads only file DSNs that are saved in the registered file DSN
directory. If a user attempts to connect to data by referencing a file DSN that is in a
different location, the SAS Table Server rejects the request.
Note: To prevent unauthorized access through file DSNs, create the directory
definition before creating the file DSNs. 4
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For information about metadata definitions, see Chapter 10, “SAS Table Server
Metadata Definition Administration,” on page 51.
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Cursor Support
Understand Cursor Support
For client applications that consume the JDBC, ODBC, and OLE DB client-side
drivers, the SAS Table Server provides cursor support in two ways:
3 Each table driver supports a specific cursor type or types. In most cases, a query is
faster if supporting cursor functionality is provided at the data source level.
3 The SAS Table Server also includes a cursor library, which provides additional
cursor functionality in cases where the table driver does not provide it.
Because cursor support can affect the performance of an application, you should
understand which data source’s cursor support is best suited for an application’s data
access requirements and whether the data source’s cursor type is appropriate for the
application’s needs. You can then set cursor support in the application as needed. These
cursor types are available with the SAS Table Server data sources:
dynamic cursor

a scrollable cursor that detects changes that are made to the rows in
the result set. All INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE statements that
are made by all users are visible through the cursor. The dynamic
cursor is good for an application that must detect all concurrent
updates that are made by other users.

forward-only
cursor

a non-scrollable cursor that moves only forward through the result
set. Forward-only cursors are dynamic in that all changes are
detected as the current row is processed. If an application does not
require scrolling, the forward-only cursor retrieves data quickly,
with the least amount of overhead processing.
Note: The forward-only cursor type is supported by the SAS
Table Server LIBNAME engine. You cannot request or default to
any other type of cursor. 4
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keyset cursor

a scrollable cursor that detects changes that are made to the values
of rows in the result set but that does not always detect changes to
deletion of rows and changes to the order of rows in the result set. A
keyset cursor is based on row keys, which are used to determine the
order and set of rows that are included in the result set. As the
cursor scrolls the result set, it uses the keys to retrieve the most
recent values in the table.
It is sometimes helpful to have a cursor that can detect changes
in the rows of a result set. A keyset cursor uses a row identifier
rather than caching the entire row into memory. It therefore uses
much less disk space than other row caching mechanisms. Deleted
rows can be detected when a SELECT statement that references the
bookmark/row ID/key column values fails to return a row.

static cursor

a scrollable cursor that displays the result set as it existed when the
cursor was first opened. The static cursor provides forward and
backward scrolling. If the application does not need to detect
changes but requires scrolling, the static cursor is a good choice.

Note: The SAS Table Server does not support named cursors, which provide an
application the ability to declare a cursor. The TSSQL language does not support cursor
manipulation statements such as OPEN CURSOR, CLOSE CURSOR, and DECLARE
CURSOR. 4

Table Driver Cursor Types
Each table driver supports a cursor type or types, as listed in the following table by
data source. Note that a scrollable cursor implies bookmark support to uniquely
identify a row.
Table 18.1

Cursor Support Implemented by Table Drivers

Data
Source

Cursor Type

Cursor Scrollable

Concurrency

Data Source
Bookmark Support

SAS data
set

dynamic

scrollable

read and write

no

SPD data
set

forward-only

non-scrollable

read

no

DB2

forward-only

non-scrollable

read

yes

static

scrollable

read

keyset

scrollable

read and write

MySQL

static

scrollable

read

yes

ODBC

dependent on the
database; not all
cursor types are
supported

dependent on
cursor type

dependent on
cursor type

yes
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Data
Source

Cursor Type

Cursor Scrollable

Concurrency

Data Source
Bookmark Support

Oracle

static

scrollable

read

yes

Teradata

static

scrollable

read

yes, by using a
primary key
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SAS Table Server Cursor Library
The SAS Table Server provides a cursor library that has additional cursor type
functionality in cases where the table driver does not provide cursor functionality that
is needed by an application.
The cursor library provides support for a scrollable, read-only static cursor. With the
static cursor, the entire row is cached, which means that no changes to the data are
detected in the result set.
For example, if a client application needs scrolling and if the selected data source
supports only a non-scrollable cursor, such as a forward-only cursor, then the SAS Table
Server can be set so that the cursor library provides the scrollable cursor functionality.
If a data source provides a scrollable cursor, using that cursor across a network can be a
performance expense; therefore, local cursor support might be advantageous.

Set Cursor Support for the SAS Table Server
You can specify a cursor functionality for JDBC or ODBC client applications. You can
use the table driver’s cursor type, use the SAS Table Server cursor library, or allow the
server to determine whether to use the table driver’s cursor type or the cursor library.
Depending on the performance or cursor functionality that is needed, client
applications can specify which cursor support they want. The cursor functionality is as
follows:

3 Use the cursor or cursors that are supported by the table driver. For example, if a
table driver supports the forward-only cursor, then the application cannot declare
a scrollable cursor.

3 Use the cursor that is provided by the SAS Table Server, which is a static,
read-only scrollable cursor.

3 Allow the SAS Table Server to determine whether the table driver cursor or
cursors are used or whether the server’s static, read-only scrollable cursor is used,
depending on the query that is submitted by the application. For example, if the
application declares a forward-only cursor and if the table driver supports the
forward-only cursor, then the cursor type for the table driver is used. If the
application declares a static cursor, then the cursor library is used. This is the
default setting.
See the client-side driver documentation for the keywords to use in order to specify
cursor support in your application. For example, to specify cursor support in a Java
program, you must specify as a URL. Here is an example.
jdbc:sastkts://d3649.na.abc.com:2171?cursorType=TKTS_USE_DRIVER;
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Connection String Options for Client-Side Drivers
To connect to the SAS Table Server and to access data, a client application submits a
connection string. Each client-side driver supports specific connection string options
such as SERVER= and PORT=. For a list of those connection string options, see the
documentation for the specific client-side driver:

3 SAS Drivers for JDBC: Cookbook
3 SAS ODBC Driver: User’s Guide and Programmer’s Reference
3 SAS Data Providers: ADO/OLE DB Cookbook
Two connection options that are supported by each client-side driver determine how
data is accessed. The DRIVER= option determines the query language, and the
CONOPTS= option specifies data source connection information.
DRIVER=TSSQL|TSPL;
requests either the TSSQL or TSPL language driver to query the data source or
data sources. By using TSSQL or TSPL statements, an application can access SAS
files as well as third-party database tables. The language driver takes advantage
of the capabilities of a data source by passing operations to it when possible. If the
data source cannot do the operation, then the language driver handles the
operation.
Default: If an application does not explicitly request a language driver in the

connection string, the default is that the application submits the SQL
statements that are implemented by a third-party database. All subsequent
SQL statements are passed directly to the data source for execution. For SAS
data sets and SPD data sets, DRIVER=TSSQL is the default.
To submit a query that references multiple tables from different
data sources, you must request the TSSQL language driver. That is, you cannot
construct joins between multiple data sources unless they are constructed
through TSSQL.

Requirement:

CONOPTS=(connection-options);
specifies the connection options in order to connect to a particular data source or
data sources. To access data, the client application specifies either a DSN
definition, a file DSN, or data source connection arguments.
Requirement:

Enclose the connection options in parentheses.

If a language driver is specified with DRIVER=, precede the
connection options with the keyword CONOPTS=. The CONOPTS= keyword is
required to access more than one data source.

Requirement:

See:

For the data source connection arguments, see the appropriate reference:

3 “Data Source Connection Arguments for SAS Data Sets” on page 131
3 “Data Source Connection Arguments for SPD Data Sets” on page 147
3 “Data Source Connection Arguments for DB2 under UNIX and PC Hosts”
on page 171

3 “Data Source Connection Arguments for MySQL” on page 180
3 “Data Source Connection Arguments for ODBC” on page 189
3 “Data Source Connection Arguments for Oracle” on page 197
3 “Data Source Connection Arguments for Teradata” on page 205
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The following connection options are also supported:
DSN=dsn-definition;
references either a DSN definition, which is a metadata object that
encapsulates all of the information that is necessary to connect to a particular
data source, or a grouping DSN definition, which is a metadata object that
combines two or more existing DSN definitions. For example, dsn=MyDSN.
FILEDSN=file-dsn;
references a file DSN, which is an XML document that contains connection
properties for one or more data sources. For example,
filedsn=c:\MyXML\connect.xml;.
SAVEFILE=XML-document;
creates an XML document that can be referenced as a file DSN. The resulting
XML document saves the connection string properties. If the data source
connection string properties include a password, it is saved in the XML
document as a string of X characters. That is, XXXXXXXX.
The XML document specification must be a local file. For example, the
following connection string creates a file DSN for connecting to a SAS data
set:
conopts=(driver=base; catalog=cat_base;
schema=(name=schema_base; primarypath=’c:\MyData\BaseData’));
savefile=c:\MyData\BaseDSN.xml

Restriction: Only specific users can create a file DSN.
Interaction: If the resulting file DSN includes a string of X characters that

represent a password, the file DSN is not usable “as is”. You can edit the
file DSN to specify the password, or you can remove the user ID (for
example, to use the file DSN as a template for other users).
Tip: To create a file DSN that encrypts a password, use SAVEFILEX=.

SAVEFILEX=XML-document;
creates an XML document that can be referenced as a file DSN. The resulting
XML document saves the connection string properties. If the data source
connection string properties include a password, it is encoded by using a
base64 encoding method.
The XML document specification can be either a local file or a Uniform
Resource Identifier (URI) format.
Restriction: Only specific users can create a file DSN.
Interaction: If the resulting file DSN includes an encoded password, the file

DSN is usable “as is”. The encoded password is contained within a CDATA
section as character data. That is, <Prop
name="PWD"><![CDATA[{{sas001}}VGVzdgVyMQ==}]]></Prop>.
Tip: To save a password as a string of X characters, use SAVEFILE=.
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Overview: SAS Data Set Reference
This chapter provides the functionality details and guidelines for SAS data sets that
are supported by the BASE table driver.
The SAS data set is a SAS proprietary file format, which contains data values that
are organized as a table of rows (SAS observations) and columns (SAS variables). The
supported file format is the same as a SAS data set that is created by the BASE engine
in SAS for Version 7 and later. A supported SAS data set uses the extension .sas7bdat.

Understand the BASE Table Driver
The BASE table driver is a SAS proprietary table driver that provides read and
update access to legacy SAS data sets and creates SAS data sets that can be accessed
by both the legacy and the SAS Table Server data access services.
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The driver supports much of the Base SAS functionality, such as SAS indexing and
general integrity constraints, as well as much of the TSSQL and TSPL functionality.
The BASE driver is an in-process driver, which means that it accesses data in the
same process that executes the data access services. The driver does not communicate
with another process or server to access data.

Database Functionality Support for SAS Data Sets
The following table lists the database functionality support level for a SAS data set.
See “Database Functionality Supported by Data Sources” on page 26 for general
information about database functionality.
Table 19.1

SAS Data Set Functionality Support

Functionality

Description

Support

Comment

bookmark

stored location used for quick
retrieval and scrollable cursors.

supports with a
SAS data set RID,
which is a unique
record identifier
that identifies each
row.

Bookmarks are automatically
used in update, delete, and fetch
operations in the TSSQL and
TSPL statements.

bulk operations

ability to add, delete, or update a
large quantity of data with one
operation.

automatic by using
the TSSQL
INSERT statement.

cursor support

functionality that keeps track of
the position in a result set and
enables multiple operations on
the result set .

dynamic and keyset
cursors.

Cursor functionality is supported
by the driver or by specifying that
the SAS Table Server provides
additional cursor support. See
“Cursor Support” on page 121.

index

component of a database that
contains information about the
physical location of data stored in
a file.

supports simple and
composite indexes.

See “Indexes for SAS Data Sets”
on page 136.

integrity constraint

functionality that ensures
correctness, completeness, and
compliance of data.

supports general
integrity
constraints.

For more information, see
“Integrity Constraints for SAS
Data Sets” on page 137.

locking

process by which a database
restricts access in a multi-user
environment.

file-level and read
locking.

Record-level (row-level) locking,
which is supported by the BASE
engine, is not supported by the
BASE driver.

multi-row fetch

enables an application to request
more than one row at a time.

supported.

stored routines

TSPL programs that can be
executed from TSPL or TSSQL
programs.

supported by
TSSQL and TSPL
language drivers.

uses only one index
per query.
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Functionality

Description

Support

threaded I/O
processing

efficient method of processing a
query with multiple threads.

not supported.

transactions

process of protecting data by
ensuring the integrity of data
during multi-user update
sessions.

not supported.
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Data Source Connection Arguments for SAS Data Sets
To access data that is hosted on the SAS Table Server, a client must submit a
connection string, which defines how to connect to the data. For information about a
connection string, see Chapter 7, “Data Source Connection,” on page 39.
The data source connection arguments for a SAS data set include the following:
CATALOG=catalog-identifier;
specifies an arbitrary identifier for an SQL catalog, which groups logically related
schemas. Any identifier is valid (for example, catalog=base). A catalog name can
be up to 32 characters long.
Requirement:

You must specify a catalog.

Interaction: You can specify more than one catalog. For example:
"driver=tssql;
conopts=((driver=base;catalog=basea;
schema=(name=one;primarypath=’c:\data\basedata’));
(driver=base;catalog=baseb;
schema=(name=two;primarypath=’c:\myfiles’)))";

DRIVER=BASE;
identifies the data source that you want to access, which is a SAS data set.
Requirement:

You must specify DRIVER=BASE to access a SAS data set.

SCHEMA=(attributes);
specifies schema attributes that are specific to a SAS data set. A schema is a data
container object that groups tables. The schema contains a name, which is unique
within the catalog that qualifies table names. For a SAS data set, a schema is
similar to a SAS library, which is a collection of tables and which has assigned
attributes.
Include the attributes within parentheses, and separate each
attribute with a semicolon. For example:

Requirement:

schema=(name=one;primarypath=’c:\data\basedata’)

Interaction: You can specify more than one schema. For example:
driver=base;catalog=base;
schema=(name=one;primarypath=’c:\data\basedata’)
schema=(name=two;primarypath=’c:\temp’)
schema=(name=three;primarypath=’c:\myfiles’)
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ACCESS=READONLY | TEMP;
READONLY
assigns a read-only attribute to the schema. You cannot open a SAS
data set to update or write new information.
TEMP
specifies that the SAS data sets be treated as scratch files. That is, the
system will not consume CPU cycles to ensure that the files do not
become corrupted.
Tip: Use ACCESS=TEMP to save resources only when the data is

recoverable. If TEMP is specified, data in memory might not be
written to disk on a regular basis. This saves I/O, but could cause a
loss of data if there is a crash.
COMPRESS=NO | YES | CHAR | BINARY;
controls the compression of rows in created SAS data sets.
NO
specifies that the rows in a newly created SAS data set are
uncompressed (fixed-length records). This is the default.
YES | CHAR
specifies that the rows in a newly created SAS data set are compressed
(variable-length records) by using RLE (Run Length Encoding). RLE
compresses rows by reducing repeated consecutive characters (including
blanks) to two- or three-byte representations.
Tip: Use this compression algorithm for character data.

BINARY
specifies that the rows in a newly created SAS data set are compressed
(variable-length records) by using RDC (Ross Data Compression). RDC
combines run-length encoding and sliding-window compression to
compress the file.
Tip: This method is highly effective for compressing medium to large

(several hundred bytes or larger) blocks of binary data (numeric
columns). Because the compression function operates on a single
record at a time, the record length must be several hundred bytes or
larger for effective compression.
Default: NO
See also: For more information about compressing, see SAS Language

Reference: Concepts.
LOCKTABLE=SHARE | EXCLUSIVE
places exclusive or shared locks on SAS data sets. You can lock tables only if
you are the owner or have been granted the necessary privilege.
SHARE
locks tables in shared mode, allowing other users or processes to read
data from the tables, but preventing other users from updating.
EXCLUSIVE
locks tables exclusively, preventing other users from accessing any table
that you open.
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Default: The default value is SHARE if you access a SAS data set either

through a remote client application that connects to the SAS Table Server
or through the SAS Table Server LIBNAME engine. The default value is
EXCLUSIVE if you access a SAS data set through the TSSQL or TSPL
procedure.
NAME=schema-identifier;
specifies an arbitrary identifier for an SQL schema. Any identifier is valid (for
example, name=myfiles). The schema identifier is an alias for the physical
location of the SAS library, which is much like the Base SAS libref. A schema
name must be a valid SAS name and can be up to 32 characters long.
Requirement: You must specify a schema identifier.

PRIMARYPATH=physical-location;
specifies the physical location for the SAS library, which is a collection of one
or more SAS files. For example, in directory-based operating environments, a
SAS library is a group of SAS files that are stored in the same directory.
Requirement: You must specify a primary path.

SCKEY=security-access-key;
specifies the security access key, which is a password that enables security
coupling by locking a SAS data set to the SAS Table Server. When security
coupling is enabled, the SAS data set can be accessed only through a
connection to the SAS Table Server. The security access key for a SAS data
set is a SAS password. See “Security for SAS Data Sets” on page 140.
Requirement: The security access key value is case sensitive.
Tip: To modify a security access key for a SAS data set, use the TSSQL

ALTER TABLE statement.

Data Types for SAS Data Sets
When an application submits the TSSQL or TSPL statements, the BASE driver
supports the data types that are listed in the following table. For some data type
definitions, the BASE driver defaults to CHAR, which is a SAS character data type, or
DOUBLE, which is a SAS numeric data type. For data types that are not listed in the
following table, an error occurs if the data type is defined for a SAS data set. For
information about the SAS Table Server data types, see Chapter 5, “Data Source Data
Types,” on page 31. For information about the SAS numeric and SAS character data
types, see SAS Language Reference: Concepts.
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The following table lists the data type support for a SAS data set:

Table 19.2

Data Types for SAS Data Sets

Table Server
Language
Keyword
1

BIGINT

4

Data Source
Type Name

Data Source Type Definition

Table Server
Type Returned

DOUBLE

64-bit double precision, floating-point
number.

DOUBLE

Note: Because DOUBLE is
an approximate numeric data
type rather than an exact
numeric data type like BIGINT,
there is potential for loss of
precision. 4
CHAR(n)

CHAR(n)

Fixed-length character string from 1
to 32,767 bytes; the default is 1. For
example, char(100) stores 100
single-byte characters.

CHAR(n)

Note: CHAR columns for a
SAS data set cannot contain
ANSI SQL null values. 4
DATE

13

DOUBLE
FLOAT

1

DOUBLE

64-bit double precision, floating-point
number. By default, applies the
DATE9 SAS format, which results in
writing or displaying a column’s
values in the format ddmmmyyyy.
Valid SAS date values are in the range
from 1582-01-01 to 9999-12-31. Dates
outside the SAS date range are not
supported and are treated as invalid
dates.

DOUBLE

4

DOUBLE

64-bit double precision, floating-point
number.

DOUBLE

4

DOUBLE

64-bit double precision, floating-point
number.

DOUBLE

DOUBLE

64-bit double precision, floating-point
number.

DOUBLE

DOUBLE

64-bit double precision, floating-point
number.

DOUBLE

DOUBLE

64-bit double precision, floating-point
number.

DOUBLE

DOUBLE

64-bit double precision, floating-point
number. By default, applies the
TIME8 SAS format, which results in
writing or displaying a column’s
values in the format hh:mm:ss.

DOUBLE

INTEGER
REAL

1

1

4

SMALLINT
TIME

13

4

1

4
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Table Server
Language
Keyword
TIMESTAMP

TINYINT

1

13

4

VARCHAR(n)

2
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Data Source
Type Name

Data Source Type Definition

Table Server
Type Returned

DOUBLE

64-bit double precision, floating-point
number. By default, applies the
DATETIME19.2 SAS format, which
results in writing or displaying a
column’s values in the format
ddmmmyyyy:hh:mm:ss.

DOUBLE

DOUBLE

64-bit double precision, floating-point
number.

DOUBLE

CHAR(n)

Fixed-length character string from 1
to 32,767 bytes; the default is 1. For
example, char(100) stores 100
single-byte characters.

CHAR(n)
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Note: CHAR columns for a
SAS data set cannot contain
ANSI SQL null values. 4
1 Accepts data type keyword but defaults to DOUBLE, which is a SAS numeric data type.
2 Accepts data type keyword but defaults to CHAR, which is a SAS character data type.
3 Because the values are stored as a double precision, floating-point number, you can use the
values in arithmetic expressions.
4 Do not apply date and time SAS formats to a numeric data type. For date and time values, use
the DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP data types.

SAS Column Labels for SAS Data Sets
A SAS column label is descriptive text that describes the content of a column. The
label can be printed in output instead of the column name. A SAS column label can be
up to 256 characters long.
The SAS Table Server support of SAS column labels is determined by the table
driver’s implementation. The BASE driver supports SAS column labels as follows:

3 SAS column labels are supported for all SAS data set data types.
3 Using the SAS Table Server LIBNAME engine, you can submit DATA steps and
PROC steps to define and print column labels.

3 You can store labels on columns by defining them with the TSSQL CREATE
TABLE statement. For example, the following statement stores a label on column
EMPSTART:
create table base.table1
(empnum double,
empname char(20),
empstart double having label ’Employee Start Date’);
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3 You can specify a column alias, which is a temporary, alternate name for a column,
when you use the TSSQL SELECT statement. Aliases are specified in the
SELECT clause to name or rename columns in the result table in order to be
clearer or easier to read. For example, the following statement specifies an alias
for the column EMPNUM:
select empnum as "Employee Number" from base.table1;

Optimize Performance for SAS Data Sets
A SAS data set has several options that you can use to further improve performance.
See the information about optimizing system performance in SAS Language Reference:
Concepts.

Indexes for SAS Data Sets
A SAS data set supports a simple index, which consists of the values of one column,
and a composite index, which consists of the values of more than one column that have
been concatenated to form a single value.
In addition to deciding whether you want a simple index or a composite index, you
can also limit an index (and its data) to unique values and exclude missing values from
the index.
The BASE driver supports indexes as follows:

3 By using the TSSQL language, you can create an index for any column.
3 You can submit the TSSQL CREATE INDEX statement to create an index on
columns.

3 You can submit the TSSQL DROP INDEX statement to remove a specified index.
For the SAS data set, you must include the FROM table-name syntax to specify
the name of the table where the index resides. For a SAS data set, the index file is
a SAS file that has the same name as its associated data set and that has a
member type of INDEX. There is only one index file per data set; that is, all
indexes for a data set are stored in a single file. The index file is considered to be
part of the table to which it refers and cannot be specified without reference to its
associated table.

3 In indexes exist, the TSSQL and TSPL languages use the indexes for processing
the tables. You can also specify IDXWHERE= and IDXNAME= options in TSSQL
and with the SAS Table Server LIBNAME engine.

3 Centiles are partially supported. When a SAS data set index is created, statistics
called cumulative percentiles (or centiles for short) are automatically stored with
the index and refreshed after five percent of the values for an indexed column are
updated. The BASE driver supports storing centiles, and uses them to determine
which index to use in order to optimize a WHERE clause. However, the BASE
driver and the SAS Table Server languages do not provide the ability to
manipulate centiles (for example, to request that centiles be refreshed or change
how often centiles are automatically refreshed).

3 When you use the SAS Table Server LIBNAME engine, the following SAS
functionality is not supported:
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3 You cannot create an index by using the engine with a DATA step or with a
PROC step. You must use PROC TSSQL or the BASE engine in Base SAS.

3 The CONTENTS procedure does not display index information.
3 For the SET and MODIFY statements, the KEY= option, which enables you
to specify an index to retrieve particular observations, is not supported.

3 The MODIFY statement in the DATASETS procedure is not supported by the
engine, which means that, for a SAS data set, you cannot submit the INDEX
CENTILES statement to request that centiles be refreshed nor can you
change how often centiles are refreshed.

3 For the SQL procedure, an index cannot be used to optimize a join query.
3 Using the fast-append method in order to append to an indexed SAS data set
is not supported.

For more information about SAS data set indexes in Base SAS, see SAS Language
Reference: Concepts.

Audit Trail for SAS Data Sets
In Base SAS, a SAS data set supports an audit trail, which is an optional SAS file
that can be created in order to log modifications to a SAS data set. Each time data is
added, deleted, or updated, information is written to the audit trail about who made the
modification, what was modified, and when.
The BASE driver does not support an audit trail, and the SAS Table Server
languages do not provide functionality for initiating or controlling an audit trail. If a
SAS data set has an initiated or suspended audit trail, the SAS Table Server cannot
process the SAS data set for updates. When accessing a SAS data set with an audit
trail, the following actions occur:

3 Opening for input processing provides read-only access.
3 Opening for update processing fails.
To update a SAS data set with the SAS Table Server, you must terminate the event
logging and delete the audit file. In Base SAS, use the BASE engine and submit the
AUDIT statement in the DATASETS procedure.
For more information about an audit trail, see SAS Language Reference: Concepts.

Integrity Constraints for SAS Data Sets
For a SAS data set, the BASE driver supports general integrity constraints, which
enable you to restrict the values of columns within a single file. The BASE driver
supports the check, unique, and primary key types of general constraints. ANSI SQL
NOT NULL integrity constraints are supported through the TSSQL CREATE TABLE
statement.
The BASE driver does not support referential integrity constraints. A referential
integrity constraint occurs when a primary key integrity constraint in one table is
referenced by a foreign key integrity constraint in another table.
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For more information about integrity constraints for a SAS data set, see SAS
Language Reference: Concepts.

Generation Data Sets for SAS Data Sets
In Base SAS, a SAS data set supports generation data sets, which are archived
versions of a SAS data set that is stored as part of a generation group. A generation
data set is created each time the file is updated. Each generation data set in a
generation group has the same root member name, but each has a different version
number. The most recent version of the generation data set is called the base version.
The BASE driver does not support generation data sets, and TSSQL does not provide
functionality for requesting or specifying generations.
When you use the SAS Table Server LIBNAME engine to access a legacy SAS data
set with generations, the following actions occur:

3 Opening for input processing provides read-only access to the latest generation
version.

3 Opening for update processing fails.

Cross-Environment Data Access (CEDA) for SAS Data Sets
Cross-environment data access (CEDA) is a Base SAS feature that enables a SAS
data set that was created in a directory-based operating environment (for example,
UNIX or Windows) to be processed by a different directory-based environment.
CEDA for a SAS data set is supported by the BASE driver.
For more information about CEDA, see SAS Language Reference: Concepts.

Identiﬁer Case Sensitivity for SAS Data Sets
The SAS Table Server languages support both case-sensitive and case-insensitive
identifiers. The languages support the following identifier behavior:
delimited
identifier

a name that is enclosed in double quotation marks. A delimited
identifier is case sensitive. The name is preserved as specified and
enables the SAS Table Server to distinguish between identifiers that
differ with respect to case.

non-delimited
identifier

an unquoted name. A non-delimited identifier is case insensitive.
The name is changed to uppercase.

Identifier behavior for a SAS data set ensures that the file can be processed by the
data access services that are provided by both the SAS Table Server and Base SAS. The
following table describes identifier behavior for a SAS data set:
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Identiﬁer Behavior for SAS Data Sets

Identifier

Data Source Behavior

Understanding Base SAS Behavior

table name

The BASE driver ensures that a table
name, whether delimited or
non-delimited, can be processed by the
data access services that are provided by
both the SAS Table Server and Base
SAS. To ensure compatibility, all
non-delimited table names are stored on
disk in lowercase. However, when using
the SAS Table Server languages, you see
non-delimited table names returned in
uppercase, which is appropriate
behavior.

Table names are handled in a
host-dependent way. On UNIX and
Windows, table names are stored on
disk in lowercase. When you are
retrieving an existing file on UNIX,
because UNIX is case sensitive, a table
name must be specified in lowercase; on
Windows, a table name is normalized to
uppercase or mixed case.

Duplicate table names depend on
whether the operating system is case
sensitive or case insensitive. You cannot
have duplicate table names on Windows,
but they are acceptable on UNIX.
column name

You cannot define column names that
differ only in case for the same table.
This restriction applies to both a
delimited identifier and a non-delimited
identifier.

Note: On UNIX, to avoid
unpredictable results between the
SAS Table Server and Base SAS
data access services, it is
recommended that you do not
specify delimited, lowercase table
names. 4
Column names are handled the same on
all hosts. Column names are stored on
disk as specified, such as in mixed case,
but column names are not case
sensitive. Mixed case is stored and used
for presentation purposes only.
Therefore, you cannot use the same
letters with different combinations of
lowercase and uppercase to represent
different columns in the same table.
You can have MyColumn or myColumn,
but you cannot specify both column
names in one table. When Base SAS
processes column names, however, it
internally uppercases them.

For example, on the SAS Table Server on UNIX the following TSSQL statements
specify non-delimited identifiers:
create table base.MyTable (MyColumn double);
insert into base.MyTable values (5.0);
insert into base.MyTable values (3.0);
select MyColumn from base.MyTable;

Because the identifiers are non-delimited, the SAS Table Server uppercases specified
identifiers, which are stored in the system catalog. However, on UNIX, table names are
always stored on disk in lowercase. In the SAS Table Server, the SELECT statement
produces the following output with the column name in uppercase:
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MYCOLUMN
________
5
3

In a UNIX Base SAS session, the following code accesses the SAS data set that was
created with TSSQL. Because the table was created without a delimited identifier,
either upper or lowercase can be used:
libname base ’/u/myfiles’;
proc print data=base.mytable;
run;

The PRINT procedure produces the following output with the column name in
uppercase:
Obs

MYCOLUMN

1
2

5
3

Security for SAS Data Sets
SAS Passwords
The BASE driver supports SAS passwords, which enable you to restrict access to SAS
data sets by assigning passwords to the files. You can specify three levels of protection:
read

protects against reading the file.

write

protects against changing the data in the file. Write protection
prevents adding, modifying, or deleting rows.

alter

protects against deleting or replacing the entire file. Alter protection
also prevents modifying column attributes and creating or deleting
indexes.

The BASE driver supports assigning passwords when a table is created, and also
supports specifying passwords for a password-protected file.
Password-protected files that are created in Base SAS are supported on the SAS
Table Server; password-protected files that are created on the SAS Table Server are
compatible in Base SAS.
To assign or specify a password, submit the ALTER=, PW=, READ=, and WRITE=
table options on TSSQL and TSPL statements:
3 You can specify password table options in TSSQL statements after a specified table
name. For example, the following CREATE TABLE statement specifies the PW=
table option in order to assign a password to the new SAS data set:
create table scores {option pw=luke}
(score1 double, score2 double);

The following SELECT statement specifies the PW= option to access the
password-protected file:
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select * from scores {option pw=luke};

3 In the TSPL TABLE statement, you can reference table options when accessing,
creating, and altering a table. For example, the following TABLE statement
specifies the READ= table option in order to assign a read password to the new
SAS data set:
table newscores (read=mypass);

The following are considerations for specifying SAS passwords:
3 You cannot manipulate SAS passwords for SAS files by using the SAS Table
Server LIBNAME engine and the DATASETS procedure.
3 You cannot create a SAS data set that has a SAS password if the physical location
for the new SAS data set is secured with either security coupling or a DSN
definition that enforces SAS authorization.
3 You cannot assign SAS passwords if security coupling is enabled. See “Security
Coupling to Control SAS Data Set Access” on page 141.

Security Coupling to Control SAS Data Set Access
The SAS Table Server enables you to control access to a SAS data set. When security
coupling is enabled for a SAS data set, the file can be accessed only through a
connection to the SAS Table Server. For more information about security coupling, see
“Enable Security Coupling” on page 65.

Numeric Column Length for SAS Data Sets
A column’s length refers to the number of bytes that are used to store each of the
column’s values in a file. For example, a column that is defined as a DOUBLE has a
storage size of 8 bytes.
In Base SAS, you can control the length with the LENGTH statement in the DATA
step. However, the TSSQL and TSPL languages and the SAS Table Server LIBNAME
engine do not support specifying a shorter numeric storage size.
You can read and update a legacy SAS data set that has a shorter numeric storage
size, but you cannot specify a shorter numeric size or create a new SAS data set that
has a shorter numeric storage size.

Naming Conventions and Attributes for SAS Data Sets
Rules for Table and Column Names
Here are rules for SAS data set column and table names:
3 SAS table and column names can be up to 32 bytes long. If you specify a name
that is longer than 32 bytes, an error occurs.
3 The first character in the name must be a letter (A, B, C, . . ., Z) or underscore (_).
Subsequent characters can be letters, numeric digits (0, 1, . . ., 9), or underscores.
3 You can use uppercase or lowercase letters.
3 When creating columns, do not use these names: _N_ , _ERROR_,
_CHARACTER_, _NUMERIC_, and _ALL_.
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3 When creating tables, do not use these names: _NULL_, _DATA_, _LAST_.
3 A column name can contain mixed case. However, to ensure compatibility across
SAS software, follow the guidelines in “Identifier Case Sensitivity for SAS Data
Sets” on page 138.
3 A table name or a column name cannot contain blanks or any special characters
other than the underscore unless VALIDVARNAME=ANY.

Maximum Lengths
Table 19.4

Maximum Lengths for SAS Data Sets

Element

Maximum Length

catalog name

32 characters

column label

256 bytes

column name

32 bytes

index name

32 bytes

password

8 bytes

schema name

32 characters

table name

32 bytes

National Language Support (NLS)
Transcoding
The BASE driver cannot access a SAS data set that is created with the
TRANSCODE=NO attribute, which specifies that character variables cannot be
transcoded.
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Overview: SPD Data Set Reference
This chapter provides the functionality details and guidelines for SPD data sets that
are supported by the SPD table driver.
The SPD data set is a SAS proprietary file format that provides performance for very
large amounts of data. The data source supports threaded I/O processing by using
multiple CPUs in order to read data and deliver it rapidly to applications. Very large
files can be processed because the data can span volumes but is referenced as a single
file. The data in the files is also partitioned, which allows the data to be read in
multiple threads per CPU.
The SPD data set delivers data to applications rapidly because it organizes the data
into a streamlined file format where the data is separate from the metadata. In
addition, the files are partitioned, which enables the use of multiple CPUs to perform
parallel I/O functions.
For information about how the SPD data set organizes data, features of an SPD data
set that boost processing performance, and information about creating and loading an
SPD data set, see the SAS Scalable Performance Data Engine: Reference.
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Understand the SPD Table Driver
The SPD table driver is a SAS proprietary table driver. The driver supports two file
formats. One is the file format that is used by legacy SPD data sets that were created
by the SPD Engine. The other is a new file format that is created only by the SPD table
driver by means of the SAS Table Server. The new file format provides functionality
that is not supported in the SPD Engine.
The SPD table driver provides the following:

3 read and update access to legacy SPD data sets
3 the ability to create SPD data sets that can be accessed by both the SAS Table
Server and Base SAS
3 the ability to create SPD data sets with a new file format, which provides
enhanced functionality. The new file format, however, can be accessed only by the
SAS Table Server
The driver supports much of the SPD Engine functionality, such as indexing and
threaded I/O processing, as well as much of the TSSQL and TSPL capabilities.
The SPD driver is an in-process driver, which means that it accesses data in the
same process that executes the data access services. The driver does not communicate
with another process or server to access data.

File Formats for SPD Data Sets
Understand the File Formats
The SPD data set supports two file formats, which is the proprietary way in which
data is structured in the physical file. The file formats are as follows:
SPDD file
format

a new file format that provides additional functionality. The SPDD
file format is supported only by the SPD driver in the SAS Table
Server. The additional functionality includes
3 data types beyond the standard SAS character and SAS
numeric data types, such as BIGINT, DATE, and INTEGER, as
well as an identity column.
3 indicator fields that store metadata such as column length and
whether the column contains an ANSI SQL null value. Each
value for a column has the indicator field.
3 wide characters for metadata.

3 character encoding.
SPDC file
format

the compatibility file format. The SPDC file format is supported by
the SPD driver in the SAS Table Server as well as the SPD Engine
in Base SAS.
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The COMPAT= connection string argument determines the file format.
COMPAT=NO, which is the default, specifies the SPDD file format; COMPAT=YES
specifies the SPDC file format format. For example, to process a legacy table that was
created by the SPD Engine, specify COMPAT=YES. For information about the
COMPAT= connection string argument, see “Data Source Connection Arguments for
SPD Data Sets” on page 147.

File Format Filename Extensions
To identify the file format, filename extensions are different. The following table lists
the extensions for the file formats:
Table 20.1

SPD Data Set Filename Extensions

File Format

File Extension

SPDD file format

.spdd9

SPDC file format

.spds9

Process an SPD Data Set in Different Environments
The ability to process an SPD data set in different environments depends on the file
format. For example, the SPD driver can process a table whether the file format is
SPDD or SPDC. However, the SPD Engine cannot process an SPDD file format, because
the SPDD file format is not compatible with the SPD Engine.
The following table lists the processing capabilities for the two file formats:
Table 20.2

SPD Data Set Processing Compatibility

Environment

SPDD File Format

SPDC File Format

SPD table driver

output

output

input

input

update

update

not supported

output

SPD Engine in Base SAS

input
update
PROC OLAP and SAS OLAP Server

not supported

output
input
update
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Database Functionality Support for SPD Data Sets
The following table lists the database functionality support level for an SPD data set.
See “Database Functionality Supported by Data Sources” on page 26 for general
information about database functionality.
Table 20.3

SPD Data Set Functionality Support

Functionality

Description

Support

bookmark

stored location used for
quick retrieval and
scrollable cursors

not supported

bulk operations

ability to add, delete, or
update a large quantity of
data with one operation

automatic using
the TSSQL
INSERT
statement

cursor support

functionality that keeps
track of the position in a
result set and enables
multiple operations on the
result set

forward-only
cursor

Cursor functionality is
supported by the driver or
by specifying that the SAS
Table Server provide
additional cursor support.
See “Cursor Support” on
page 121.

index

component of a database
that contains information
about the physical location
of data stored in a file

supports global
view and
segment view
for each indexed
column

See “Indexes for SPD Data
Sets” on page 164.

well suited for
large tables
uses multiple
indexes per
query
integrity
constraint

functionality that ensures
correctness, completeness,
and compliance of data

not supported

locking

process by which a database
restricts access in a
multi-user environment

file-level and
read locking

multi-row fetch

enables an application to
request more than one row
at a time

supported

stored routines

TSPL programs that can be
executed from a TSPL
program or a TSSQL
program

supported by
TSSQL and
TSPL language
drivers

Comment
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Functionality

Description

Support

Comment

threaded I/O
processing

efficient method of
processing a query using
multiple threads

supported

Returned rows might not be
in physical order. If the
results must be sorted,
specify the ORDER BY
clause.

transactions

process of protecting data by
ensuring the integrity of
data during multi-user
update sessions

not supported
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Data Source Connection Arguments for SPD Data Sets
To access data that is hosted on the SAS Table Server, a client must submit a
connection string, which defines how to connect to the data. For information about a
connection string, see Chapter 7, “Data Source Connection,” on page 39.
The data source connection arguments for an SPD data set include the following:
CATALOG=catalog-identifier;
specifies an arbitrary identifier for an SQL catalog, which groups logically related
schemas. Any identifier is valid (for example, catalog=spd). A catalog name can
be up to 32 characters long.
Requirement: You must specify a catalog.
Interaction: You can specify more than one catalog. For example:
"driver=tssql; conopts=((driver=spd;catalog=spda;compat=yes;
schema=(name=one;primarypath=’c:\data\spddata’));
(driver=spd;catalog=spdb;compat=yes;
schema=(name=two;primarypath=’c:\myfiles’)))";

COMPAT=NO|YES;
determines the file format:
NO
indicates the SPDD file format, which is the default setting. The SPDD
format provides additional functionality that is not supported by the SPD
Engine.
YES
indicates the SPDC file format. The SPDC format is the compatibility format,
which is supported by the SPD Engine.
Default: NO
Restriction: Use the compatibility file format cautiously. It is recommended that

you use the default SPDD file format, which is developed for the SAS Table
Server and provides additional functionality that is not available to the SPDC
format, as well as better performance.
Interaction: The file format option is specified per connection. If you specify
multiple schemas for the connection, COMPAT= determines the file format for
all specified schemas.
See also: For more information about the file formats, see “File Formats for SPD
Data Sets” on page 144.
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DRIVER=SPD;
identifies the data source that you want to access, which is an SPD data set.
Requirement: You must specify DRIVER=SPD to access an SPD data set.
MAXSEGRATIO=n;
when the software is evaluating a WHERE clause that contains indexed columns,
controls what percentage of index segments to identify as candidate segments
before processing the WHERE clause.
n
specifies an upper limit for the percentage of index segments that the SPD
driver identifies as containing the value that is referenced in the WHERE
clause.
The range of valid values is integers between 0 and 100. For example:
3 Specifying maxsegratio=0 causes the SPD driver to apply the WHERE
clause to all segments without first identifying any candidate segments.
3 Specifying maxsegratio=65 causes the SPD driver to begin identifying
index segments that might satisfy the WHERE clause until the
percentage of identified segments, compared to the total number of
segments, exceeds 65. If the percentage exceeds 65, the SPD driver
stops identifying candidate segments and simply applies the WHERE
clause to all segments.
3 Specifying maxsegratio=100 causes the SPD driver to check 100
percent of the segments in order to identify candidate segments and
then to apply the WHERE clause only to those candidate segments.
For WHERE queries on indexed columns, the SPD driver can first determine
the number of index segments that contain one or more column values that match
one or more of the conditions in the WHERE clause. Often a substantial
performance gain can be realized if the WHERE clause is applied only to the
segments that contain observations that satisfy the WHERE clause.
The SPD driver uses the value of MAXSEGRATIO= to determine at what point
the cost of applying the WHERE clause to every segment would be less than the
cost of continuing to identify candidate segments. When the calculated ratio
exceeds the ratio that is specified in MAXSEGRATIO=, the SPD driver stops the
process of identifying candidate segments and instead applies the WHERE clause
to all segments.
Default: The default is 75, which specifies to use the index to identify segments
that contain the particular WHERE clause value and to stop identifying
candidate segments when more than 75 percent of all segments are found to
contain the value.
Interaction: For a few tables, 75 percent might not be the optimal setting. To
determine a better setting, run a performance benchmark, adjust the
percentage, and then rerun the performance benchmark. Comparing results
shows you how the specific data population that you are querying responds to
shifting the index-segment ratio.
MSGLEVEL=I;
specifies to print additional notes pertaining to index usage, along with standard
notes, warnings, and error messages. For example, if an index is used, a message
appears that specifies the name of the index.
SPDEWHEVAL=COST | EVAL1 | EVAL3EVAL4;
specifies the process that is used to determine which rows meet the condition or
conditions of a WHERE clause.
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COST
specifies that the SPD driver decides which evaluation strategy to use in
order to optimize the WHERE clause. This process also calculates the
number of threads to be used, which minimizes the overhead of spawning
underused threads. This is the default.
COST analyzes the WHERE clause and any available indexes. Based on
the analysis, the SPD driver chooses an evaluation strategy to optimize the
WHERE clause. The evaluation strategy can be EVAL1, EVAL3, EVAL4, or a
strategy that sequentially reads the data if no indexes are available or if the
analysis shows that using the index does not improve processing time.
COST also optimizes the number of threads to use for processing the
WHERE clause. COST determines and spawns the number of threads that
can be efficiently used. Based on the value of THREADNUM=, COST can
save significant processing time by not spawning threads that are underused.
EVAL1
is a multi-threaded index evaluation strategy that can quickly determine the
rows that satisfy the WHERE clause by using multiple threads. The number
of threads that are spawned to retrieve the rows is equal to the
THREADNUM= value.
EVAL3EVAL4
is a single-threaded index evaluation strategy that is used for a simple or
compound WHERE clause in which all of the key columns have a simple
index and in which no condition tests for non-equality. Multi-threading can
be used to retrieve the rows.
Default: COST
Interaction: COST is the recommended value for SPDEWHEVAL= unless the
WHERE clause exactly meets one of the other evaluation strategy criteria. It is
strongly recommended that benchmark tests be used to determine whether a
value other than COST is more efficient. For example, EVAL1 might be more
efficient if the WHERE clause is complex and if there are multiple indexes for
the columns. EVAL1 spawns multiple threads to determine which segments
meet the conditions of the WHERE clause. Multiple threads can also be used to
retrieve the rows.
Interaction: In a few situations, COST might not perform the best. To determine
whether changing the value to EVAL1 or EVAL3EVAL4 can produce better
performance, run a performance benchmark, change the value, and rerun the
performance benchmark. Comparing results shows you how the specific data
population that you are querying responds to rules-based WHERE planning.
SCHEMA=(attributes);
specifies schema attributes that are specific to an SPD data set. A schema is a data
container object that groups tables. The schema contains a name, which is unique
within the catalog that qualifies table names. For an SPD data set, a schema is
similar to a SAS library, which is a collection of tables and has assigned attributes.
Requirement: Include the attributes within parentheses, and separate each
attribute with a semicolon. For example:
schema=(name=spd;primarypath=’c:\data\spddata’)

Interaction: You can specify more than one schema. For example:
driver=spd;catalog=spd;compat=yes;
schema=(name=one;primarypath=’c:\data\spddata’);
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schema=(name=two;primarypath=’c:\temp’);
schema=(name=three;primarypath=’c:\myfiles’)

Interaction: Some schema attributes can be specified as attributes for all of the

schemas in the connection (that is, at the catalog level). The attributes include
ACCESS=, COMPRESS=, ENDOBS=, PARTSIZE=, SCKEY=, and STARTOBS=.
To apply a schema attribute to all of the schemas, specify the attribute outside
the SCHEMA= syntax. For example:
driver=spd;catalog=spd;compat=yes; compress=yes;
schema=(name=one;primarypath=’c:\data\spddata’);
schema=(name=two;primarypath=’c:\myfiles’)

ACCESS=READONLY;
assigns a read-only attribute to the schema. You cannot open an SPD data
set to update or write new information.
Interaction: The attribute can be applied to all schemas in the connection by

specifying it outside the SCHEMA= syntax.
COMPRESS=NO | YES | CHAR | BINARY;
controls the compression of rows in created SPD data sets. COMPRESS=
cannot be used with ENCRYPT= because SPD data sets cannot be both
compressed and encrypted.
NO
specifies that the rows in a newly created SPD data set be
uncompressed (fixed-length records). This is the default.
YES | CHAR
specifies that the rows in a newly created SPD data set be compressed
(variable-length records) by using SPDSRLE (Run Length Encoding).
Tip: Use this compression algorithm for character data.

BINARY
specifies that the rows in a newly created SPD data set be compressed
(variable-length records) by using SPDSRDC (Ross Data Compression).
Default: NO
Interaction: The attribute can be applied to all schemas in the connection by

specifying it outside the SCHEMA= syntax.
Tip: This option can be used in conjunction with the IOBLOCKSIZE= and

the PADCOMPRESS= table options
DATAPATH=(’path1’ ; ’path2’...);
specifies a list of paths in which to store data partitions (.dpf) for an SPD
data set. Each path is a complete pathname, enclosed in single or double
quotation marks. Separate multiple paths with semicolons, and enclose the
path or paths within parentheses.
The SPD driver creates as many partitions as are needed to store all the
data. The size of the partitions is set by using the PARTSIZE= argument,
and partitions are created in the specified paths by using the DATAPATH=
argument in a cyclical fashion.
The following connection string creates data partitions that randomly
select the first path, and then cycles through the other specified paths. For
example, if c:\spddata1 is randomly selected as the first path, the first
partition is created there. The second location is c:\spddata2, and so on.
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driver=spd; catalog=spd; schema=(name=spd;
primarypath=’c:\spd’;
datapath=(’c:\spddata1’; ’c:\spddata2’; ’c:\spddata3’);
metapath=’c:\spdmeta’)

Requirement: Pathnames that are specified on DATAPATH= must be unique

for each schema. Schemas that are different but that reference the same
pathnames can result in lost data.
Requirement: When you create an SPD data set, pathnames are stored
internally in the data set. When you access an existing SPD data set, you
must specify the identical location. If you specify a different path, the
driver might not find the data set or might damage the data set.
Tip: If your data is in the zFS file system, only one path specification is
required. The zFS system automatically spreads the partitions across
multiple logical volumes.
Tip: If you store data in locally mounted drives and access the data from a
remote computer, use the remote pathname. For example, if /data01 and
/data02 are locally mounted drives on the localA computer and you plan
to access these drives from another computer, use the pathnames /nfs/
localA/data01 and /nfs/localA/data02 in the connection string.
Default: The physical location specified with PRIMARYPATH=.
ENDOBS=n;
specifies the end row number in a user-defined range of rows to be processed.
By default, the entire table is processed unless you specify a range of rows
with STARTOBS= and ENDOBS=. If STARTOBS= is used without
ENDOBS=, the implied value of ENDOBS= is the end of the table. When
both options are used, the value of ENDOBS= must be greater than the value
of STARTOBS=.
Default: The last row in the table.
Interaction: The attribute can be applied to all schemas in the connection by
specifying it outside the SCHEMA= syntax.
Interaction: Use this option with the STARTOBS= connection string
argument.
Restriction: Do not use OBS= to specify the end row number.
INDEXPATH=(’path1’ ; ’path2’...);
specifies a path or list of paths in which to store two types of index component
files (.hbx and .idx) that are associated with an SPD data set. Each path is a
complete pathname, enclosed in single or double quotation marks. Separate
multiple paths with semicolons, and enclose the paths within parentheses.
If multiple pathnames are specified, the first path is randomly selected.
When there is not enough space in the path, the index component files
overflow into the second file path specified, and so on.
The following connection string specifies to create index component files
that span the paths c:\spdindex1 and c:\spdindex2. The path for the first
index component files is randomly selected. SAS puts the index component
files in the first location until that location is full, and then continues in a
cyclical fashion. If c:\spdindex1 is randomly selected as the first location
and fills up, the index files will overflow to c:\spdindex2.
driver=spd; catalog=spd; schema=(name=spd;
primarypath=’c:\spd’;
indexpath=(’c:\spdindex1’; ’c:\spdindex2’))
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Requirement: When you create an SPD data set, pathnames are stored

internally in the data set. When you access an existing SPD data set, you
must specify the identical location. If you specify a different path, the
driver might not find the data set or might damage the data set.
Tip: If you are planning to store data in locally mounted drives and access
the data from a remote computer, use the remote pathname. For example,
if /data01 and /data02 are locally mounted drives on the localA
computer and you plan to access these drives from another computer, use
the pathnames /nfs/localA/data01 and /nfs/localA/data02 in the
connection string.
Default: The physical location specified with PRIMARYPATH=.
METAPATH=(’path1’ ; ’path2’...);
specifies a list of overflow paths to store metadata (.mdf) component files for
SPD data sets. Each path is a complete pathname, enclosed in single or
double quotation marks. Separate multiple paths with semicolons, and
enclose the paths within parentheses.
METAPATH= specifies overflow space for a metadata component file. The
metadata component file begins in the primary path, and then overflows to
the METAPATH= location when the primary path is full.
This example creates overflow metadata file partitions as needed. When
/DISK1SPDE is full, the metadata overflows to /DISK1/METAFLOW1.
driver=spd; catalog=spd; schema=(name=spd;
primarypath=’/disk1spde’;
metapath=(’/disk1/metaflow1’));

Requirement: When you create an SPD data set, pathnames are stored

internally in the data set. When you access an existing SPD data set, you
must specify the identical location. If you specify a different path, the
driver might not find the data set or might damage the data set.
Requirement: Pathnames that are specified on METAPATH= must be
unique for each schema. Schemas that are different but that reference the
same pathnames can result in lost data.
Tip: If you are planning to store data in locally mounted drives and access
the data from a remote computer, use the remote pathname. For example,
if /data01 and /data02 are locally mounted drives on the localA
computer and you plan to access these drives from another computer, use
the pathnames /nfs/localA/data01 and /nfs/localA/data02 in the
connection string arguments.
Default: The physical location that is specified with PRIMARYPATH=.
NAME=schema-identifier;
specifies an arbitrary identifier for an SQL schema. Any identifier is valid (for
example, name=myfiles). The schema identifier is an alias for the physical
location of the SAS library, which is much like the Base SAS libref. A schema
name must be a valid SAS name and can be up to 32 characters long.
Requirement: You must specify a schema identifier.
PARTSIZE=n|nM|nG|nT;
when creating an SPD data set, specifies the largest size for the data
component partitions. This is a fixed size. This specification applies only to
the data component files.
An SPD data set must be stored in multiple partitions for it to be
subsequently processed in parallel. Specifying PARTSIZE= forces the
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software to partition SPD data sets at the given size. The actual size of the
partition is computed to accommodate the largest number of rows that will fit
in the specified size. If you have a table that has a row length greater than
65K, you might find that the PARTSIZE= that you specify and the actual
partition size do not match. To ensure that these numbers match, specify a
PARTSIZE= value that is a multiple of 32 and the row length.
By splitting (partitioning) the data portion of an SPD data set into
fixed-sized files, the software can introduce a high degree of scalability for
some operations. The SPD driver can spawn threads in parallel (up to one
thread per partition for WHERE evaluations, for example). Separate data
partitions also enable the SPD driver to process the data without the
overhead of file access contention between the threads. Because each
partition is one file, the trade-off for small partition size is that an increased
number of files (for example, UNIX i-nodes) are required to store the rows.
Scalability limitations that use PARTSIZE= depend on how you configure
and spread the file systems that are specified in the DATAPATH= connection
string argument across striped volumes. (You should spread each individual
volume’s striping configuration across multiple disk controllers/SCSI channels
in the disk storage array.) The goal for the configuration is to maximize
parallelism during data retrieval. For information about disk striping, see
"Disk I/O Setup" located under "SPD Engine" on the Scalability and
Performance Community at http://support.sas.com/rnd/scalability.
The PARTSIZE= specification is limited by the MINPARTSIZE= value,
which is usually set and maintained by the system administrator.
MINPARTSIZE= ensures that an inexperienced user does not arbitrarily
create small partitions, thereby generating a large number of files.
The partition size determines a unit of work for many of the parallel
operations that require full SPD data set scans. However, keep in mind that
more partitions does not always mean faster processing. The trade-offs
involve balancing the increased number of physical files (partitions) that are
required to store the SPD data set against the amount of work that can be
done in parallel by having more partitions. More partitions means more open
files to process the SPD data set, but it also means a smaller number of rows
in each partition. A general rule is to specify 10 or fewer partitions per data
path, and 3 to 4 partitions per CPU.
To determine an adequate partition size for a new SPD data set, you
should be aware of the following:
3 the types of applications that will run against the data
3 how much data you have
3 how many CPUs will be available to the applications
3 which disks are available for storing the partitions
For example, if each CPU controls only one disk, an appropriate partition
size would be one in which each disk contains approximately the same
amount of data. If each CPU controls two disks, an appropriate partition size
would be one in which the load is balanced so that each CPU does
approximately the same amount of work.
For example, when you specify the partition size in a connection string,
you must select a size that is appropriate for most of the data sets that are
stored in that library. For example, assume you have an 8-disk configuration.
The smallest data set has 20 gigabytes of data, the largest has 50 gigabytes
of data, and the remaining data sets have 36 gigabytes of data each. A
partition size of 1250M is optimal for the 36-gigabyte data set (4 partitions
per disk). The 20-gigabyte data set uses 2 partitions per disk, and the
50-gigabyte data set will use 5 partitions per disk.
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driver=spd; catalog=spd;
schema=(name=spd; primarypath=’/primdisk’; partsize=1250M;
datapath=(’/disk01’ ’/disk02’ ’/disk03’ ’/disk04’
’/disk05’ ’/disk06’ ’/disk07’ ’/disk08’;

Default: 128 megabytes
Restriction: Maximum value is 2047 megabytes
Restriction: The PARTSIZE= value for an SPD data set cannot be changed

after the file is created. To change the PARTSIZE=, you must recreate the
SPD data set and specify a different value.
Interaction: The attribute can be applied to all schemas in the connection by
specifying it outside the SCHEMA= syntax.
PRIMARYPATH=’physical-location’;
specifies the physical location of the primary path for the SAS library, which
is a collection of one or more SAS files. For example, in directory-based
operating environments, a SAS library is a group of SAS files that are stored
in the same directory.
Requirement: You must specify a primary path.
Requirement: A pathname that is specified on PRIMARYPATH= must be

unique for each schema. Schemas that are different but that reference the
same pathnames can result in lost data.
Requirement: When you create an SPD data set, pathnames are stored

internally in the data set. When you access an existing SPD data set, you
must specify the identical location. If you specify a different path, the
driver might not find the data set or might damage the data set.
Interaction: The index and data component files are stored in the primary

path location unless you specify the DATAPATH= and INDEXPATH=
options.
SCKEY="security-access-key";
specifies the security access key, which is a password that enables security
coupling by locking an SPD data set to the SAS Table Server. When security
coupling is enabled, the SPD data set can be accessed only through a
connection to the SAS Table Server. The security access key for an SPD data
set is a SAS password. See “Security for SPD Data Sets” on page 165.
Requirement: The security access key value is case sensitive.
Interaction: The attribute can be applied to all schemas in the connection by

specifying it outside the SCHEMA= syntax.
Tip: To modify a security access key for an SPD data set, use the TSSQL

ALTER TABLE statement.
STARTOBS=n;
specifies the start row number in a user-defined range of rows to be processed.
By default, the entire table is processed unless you specify a range of rows
with STARTOBS= and ENDOBS=. If ENDOBS= is used without
STARTOBS=, the implied value of STARTOBS= is 1. When both options are
used, the value of STARTOBS= must be less than the value of ENDOBS=.
Default: The first row in the table.
Interaction: Use with ENDOBS= connection string argument.
Interaction: The attribute can be applied to all schemas in the connection by

specifying it outside the SCHEMA= syntax.
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Restriction: Do not use FIRSTOBS= to specify the starting row number.

Conﬁguration Settings for SPD Data Sets
An SPD data set requires several configuration settings that affect the input,
processing, and output of files. When the SAS Table Server is invoked, configuration
settings are initialized by using a configuration file. The configuration file stores SAS
system options with the settings that you want. For more information, see
“Configuration Files” on page 102.
The following SAS system options are supported for an SPD data set. For details
about these system options, see the SAS Scalable Performance Data Engine: Reference.
MINPARTSIZE=n | nK | nM | nG
specifies the minimum partition size for creating SPD data sets. The default is 16
megabytes.
SPDEINDEXSORTSIZE=n | nK | nM | nG
specifies the memory that the sorting utility can use when sorting values for
creating an index. The default is 32 megabytes.
SPDEMAXTHREADS=n
specifies the upper limit on the number of threads that can be spawned for I/O
processing. The default is 0.
SPDESORTSIZE=n | nK | nM | nG
specifies the size of memory that is needed for sorting operations. The default is
32 megabytes.
SPDEUTILLOC=location | (location-1 ...location-n)
specifies one or more file system locations to temporarily store utility files. The
default is the location of the SAS Work library or the location that is specified by
the UTILLOC= option.

Data Types for SPD Data Sets
When an application submits the TSSQL or TSPL statements, the SPD driver
supports the data types that are listed in the following tables, which are presented by
file format. For some data type definitions, the SPD driver defaults to CHAR, which is
a SAS character data type, or DOUBLE, which is a SAS numeric data type. For data
types that are not listed in the following table, an error occurs if the data type is
defined for an SPD data set. For information about the SAS Table Server data types,
see Chapter 5, “Data Source Data Types,” on page 31. For information about the SAS
numeric and SAS character data types, see SAS Language Reference: Concepts.
The following table lists the data type support for the SPDD file format:
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Data Types for SPD Data Sets: SPDD File Format

Table Server
Language
Keyword

Data Source Type
Name

Data Source Type Definition

Table Server Type
Returned

BIGINT

Large signed, exact whole number.

BIGINT

CHAR(n)

CHAR(n)

Fixed-length character string, where
n is the maximum number of
single-byte or multibyte characters
to store; the default is 1. The number
of characters that can be specified
depends on the character set, which
determines the number of bytes
required to store each character. For
example, char(100) stores 100
characters in either 100 bytes for a
single-byte character set or in 200
bytes for a double-byte character set.
The maximum number of characters
cannot exceed 32,767 bytes.

CHAR(n)

DATE

DATE

Date values in the range 1582-01-01
to 32767-12-31. The values cannot
be used in arithmetic expressions.

DATE

DOUBLE

64-bit double precision,
floating-point number.

DOUBLE

DOUBLE or
REAL, depending
on specified
precision

Signed, single precision or double
precision, floating-point number
with a precision range of 1 to 24
(single precision) or 25 to 53 (double
precision); the default is DOUBLE.

DOUBLE or REAL

BIGINT

An IDENTITY attribute can be set
to designate the column an identity
column, which stores a unique,
system-generated integer used by an
application for locating a row. For
details, see “Identity Column for
SPD Data Sets” on page 160.

BIGINT

INTEGER

Regular signed, exact whole number
with a precision of 10.

INTEGER

BIGINT

1

DOUBLE

1

FLOAT(p)

1

IDENTITY

INTEGER

1
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Table Server
Language
Keyword

Data Source Type
Name

Data Source Type Definition

Table Server Type
Returned

NCHAR(n)

NCHAR(n)

Fixed-length character string, where
n is the maximum number of
multibyte characters to store; the
default is 1. NCHAR uses a Unicode
national character set that,
depending on the platform, uses
either two or four bytes per
character. The maximum number of
characters that can be specified is
determined by the number of bytes
required to store each character. The
maximum is 32,767 bytes. For
example, depending on the platform,
specifying nchar(100) stores 100
characters in either 200 bytes or 400
bytes.

NCHAR(n)

NVARCHAR(n)

NVARCHAR(n)

Varying-length character string,
where n is the maximum number of
multibyte characters to store; the
default is 1. NVARCHAR uses a
Unicode national character set that,
depending on the platform, uses
either two or four bytes per
character. The maximum number of
characters that can be specified is
determined by the number of bytes
required to store each character. The
maximum is 32,767 bytes. For
example, depending on the platform,
specifying nvarchar(100) stores
100 characters in either 200 bytes or
400 bytes.

NVARCHAR(n)

REAL

Signed, single precision,
floating-point number with a
precision of 24.

REAL

SMALLINT

Small signed, exact whole number
with a precision of 5.

SMALLINT

TIME

Time values in the range 00:00:00 to
23:59:61. The values cannot be used
in arithmetic expressions. The SPD
data set does not support the
seconds precision parameter.

TIME

REAL

1

SMALLINT
TIME

1
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Table Server
Language
Keyword

Data Source Type
Name

Data Source Type Definition

Table Server Type
Returned

TIMESTAMP

TIMESTAMP

Date and time values in the range
1582-01-01:00:00:00 to
9999-12-31:23:59:61. The values
cannot be used in arithmetic
expressions. The SPD data set does
not support the seconds precision
parameter.

TIMESTAMP

TINYINT

Very small signed, exact whole
number with a precision of 3.

TINYINT

VARCHAR(n)

Varying-length character string,
where n is the maximum number of
single-byte or multibyte characters
to store; the default is 1. The
maximum number of characters that
can be specified depends on the
character set, which determines the
number of bytes required to store
each character. The maximum is
32,767 bytes. For example,
varchar(100) stores 100
characters in either 100 bytes for a
single-byte character set or in 200
bytes for a double-byte character set.

VARCHAR(n)

TINYINT

1

VARCHAR(n)

1 Do not apply date and time SAS formats to a numeric data type. For date and time values, use
DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP data types.

The following table lists the data type support for the SPDC file format:
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Data Types for SPD Data Sets: SPDC File Format

Table Server
Language
Keyword
1

BIGINT

4

4

Data Source Type
Name

Data Source Type Definition

Table Server Type
Returned

DOUBLE

64-bit double precision,
floating-point number.

DOUBLE

Note: Because DOUBLE is
an approximate numeric data
type rather than an exact
numeric data type like
BIGINT, there is potential for
loss of precision. 4
CHAR(n)

CHAR(n)

Fixed-length character string from 1
to 32,767 bytes; the default is 1. For
example, char(100) stores 100
single-byte characters.

CHAR(n)

Note: CHAR columns for
an SPD data set in the SPDC
file format cannot contain
ANSI SQL null values. 4
DATE

1 3

DOUBLE
FLOAT

1

DOUBLE

64-bit double precision, floating-point
number. By default, applies the
DATE9 SAS format, which results in
writing or displaying a column’s
values in the format ddmmmyyyy.
Valid SAS date values are in the
range from 1582-01-01 to
9999-12-31. Dates outside the SAS
date range are not supported and
are treated as invalid dates.

DOUBLE

4

DOUBLE

64-bit double precision,
floating-point number.

DOUBLE

4

DOUBLE

64-bit double precision,
floating-point number.

DOUBLE

DOUBLE

64-bit double precision,
floating-point number.

DOUBLE

DOUBLE

64-bit double precision,
floating-point number.

DOUBLE

DOUBLE

64-bit double precision,
floating-point number.

DOUBLE

DOUBLE

64-bit double precision, floating-point
number. By default, applies the
TIME8 SAS format, which results in
writing or displaying a column’s
values in the format hh:mm:ss.

DOUBLE

INTEGER
REAL

1

1

4

SMALLINT
TIME

1

4

3

1

4
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Data Source Type
Name

Data Source Type Definition

Table Server Type
Returned

DOUBLE

64-bit double precision,
floating-point number. By default,
applies the DATETIME19.2 SAS
format, which results in writing or
displaying a column’s values in the
format ddmmmyy:hh:mm:ss.ss (for
example 09JUL05:10:34:12.30).

DOUBLE

DOUBLE

64-bit double precision,
floating-point number.

DOUBLE

CHAR(n)

Fixed-length character string from 1
to 32,767 bytes; the default is 1. For
example, char(100) stores 100
single-byte characters.

CHAR(n)

1 Accepts data type keyword, but defaults to DOUBLE, which is a SAS numeric data type.
2 Accepts data type keyword, but defaults to CHAR, which is a SAS character data type.
3 Because the values are stored as double precision, floating-point numbers, you can use the values
in arithmetic expressions.
4 Do not apply date and time SAS formats to a numeric data type. For date and time values, use
DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP data types.

Identity Column for SPD Data Sets
For the SPDD file format, you can create an identity column, which stores a unique,
system-generated integer. An identity column enables an application to have a
sequential, ascending identifier, that is used for locating a row.
You create an identity column by defining the IDENTITY data type in the TSSQL
CREATE TABLE statement. When a row is added to the table, the SPD driver
automatically generates a unique, incremental value for the column. The driver does
the work to ensure that the number is incremented and inserted properly.
An identity column has the following requirements:

3
3
3
3

An identity column is available only for the SPD data set in the SPDD file format.
The IDENTITY data type stores 64-bit integers.
Each table can have only one identity column.
Data cannot be inserted directly into an identity column. When a row is added,
the SPD driver generates the value.

3 When a row is updated, an identity column cannot be modified.
3 Using the INSERT statement to add data to a table that includes an identity
column, you must specify a column list. For example, the following code adds data
to a table that includes an identity column:

create table spd.tableid (custnum bigint,
custid identity,
custval integer);
insert into spd.tableid (custnum, custval) values(50, 5);
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3 An identity column cannot have null values.
3 An index can be created for an identity column.
3 To retrieve rows by using an identity column value, it is suggested that you use
the equal to operator, such as in the following WHERE clause:
where idcol = 100;

3 To create a new table from an existing table that contains an identity column, you
can use the CREATE TABLE...AS statement along with the AUTOINCREMENT=
table option. If the AUTOINCREMENT= table option is set to TRUE (the default
value), the values for the identity column are regenerated. If
AUTOINCREMENT= is set to FALSE, the identity values in the existing table are
preserved in the new table.

SAS Column Labels for SPD Data Sets
A SAS column label is descriptive text that describes the content of a column. The
label can be printed in output instead of the column name. A SAS column label can be
up to 256 characters long.
The SAS Table Server support of SAS column labels is determined by the table
driver’s implementation. The SPD driver supports SAS column labels as follows:
3 SAS column labels are supported for all SPD data set data types.
3 By using the SAS Table Server LIBNAME engine, you can submit DATA steps and
PROC steps to define and print column labels.

3 You can store labels on columns by defining them with the TSSQL CREATE
TABLE statement. For example, the following statement stores a label on the
column EMPSTART:

create table base.table1
(empnum double,
empname char(20),
empstart double having label ’Employee Start Date’);

3 You can specify a column alias, which is a temporary, alternate name for a column,
when you use the TSSQL SELECT statement. Aliases are specified in the
SELECT clause to name or rename columns in the result table in order to be
clearer or easier to read. For example, the following statement specifies an alias
for the column EMPNUM:
select empnum as "Employee Number" from base.table1;
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Optimize Performance for SPD Data Sets
The SPD data set file format provides performance for very large amounts of data.
There are several measures that you can take to optimize the performance of an SPD
data set, and there are several data source features that provide enhanced performance.
The following list provides tips and recommendations for performance optimization
for an SPD data set:
3 The SPD data set in the SPDD file format is optimized to provide enhanced
performance for the COUNT function.
3 When querying data by using a WHERE clause, note that performance is best for
the following formats under the following conditions:
3 For the SPDC file format if SAS missing value behavior is set
3 For the SPDD file format if ANSI SQL null value behavior is set
For information about how TSSQL and TSPL process nulls and SAS missing
values, see the SAS Table Server: TSSQL Language Reference and the SAS Table
Server: TSPL Language Reference.

Identiﬁer Case Sensitivity for SPD Data Sets
The SAS Table Server languages support both case-sensitive and case-insensitive
identifiers. The languages support the following identifier behavior:
delimited
identifier

a name that is enclosed in double quotation marks. A delimited
identifier is case sensitive. The name is preserved as specified and
enables the SAS Table Server to distinguish between identifiers that
differ with respect to case.

non-delimited
identifier

an unquoted name. A non-delimited identifier is case insensitive.
The name is changed to uppercase.

Identifier behavior for an SPD data set ensures that the file can be processed by the
data access services that are provided by both the SAS Table Server and Base SAS. The
following table describes identifier behavior for an SPD data set:
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Table 20.6

Identiﬁer Behavior for SPD Data Sets

Identifier

Data Source Behavior

Understanding Base SAS Behavior

table name

The SPD driver ensures that a
table name, whether delimited or
non-delimited, can be processed by
the data access services that are
provided by both the SAS Table
Server and Base SAS.

Table names are handled in a
host-dependent way. On UNIX and
Windows, table names are stored on
disk in lowercase. When you are
retrieving an existing file on UNIX,
because UNIX is case sensitive, a
table name must be specified in the
case that it was specified; on
Windows, a table name is
normalized to uppercase or mixed
case.

Duplicate table names depend on
whether the operating system is
case sensitive or case insensitive.
For example, in a case-insensitive
system such as Windows, specifying
Cat is the same as specifying CAT
or cat. However, in a case-sensitive
system such as UNIX, the name
Cat is different from CAT and cat.
column name

You cannot define duplicate column
names that differ only in case for
the same table. This restriction
applies to both a delimited
identifier and a non-delimited
identifier.
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Column names are handled the
same on all hosts. Column names
are stored on disk as specified, such
as in mixed case, but column names
are not case sensitive. Mixed case is
stored and used for presentation
purposes only. Therefore, you
cannot use the same letters with
different combinations of lowercase
and uppercase to represent different
columns in the same table. You can
specify MyColumn or myColumn,
but you cannot specify both column
names in one table. When Base SAS
processes column names, however, it
internally uppercases them.

For example, on the SAS Table Server on UNIX, the following TSSQL statements
specify non-delimited identifiers:
create table spd.MyTable (MyColumn double);
insert into spd.MyTable values (5.0);
insert into spd.MyTable values (3.0);
select MyColumn from spd.MyTable;

Because the identifiers are non-delimited, the SAS Table Server uppercases specified
identifiers, which are stored in the system catalog. However, on UNIX, table names are
always stored on disk in lowercase. On the SAS Table Server, the SELECT statement
produces the following output with the column name in uppercase:
MYCOLUMN
________
5
3
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In a UNIX Base SAS session, the following code accesses the SPD data set that was
created with TSSQL. Because the table was created without a delimited identifier,
either uppercase or lowercase can be used.
libname spd spde ’/u/myfiles’;
proc print data=spd.mytable;
run;

The PRINT procedure produces the following output with the column name in
uppercase:
Obs
1
2

MYCOLUMN
5
3

Indexes for SPD Data Sets
An SPD data set supports a global view and a segment view for each indexed column.
These views are stored in separate index files with the same name as the SPD data set.
For information about SPD data set indexes in Base SAS, see the SAS Scalable
Performance Data Engine: Reference.
The SPD driver supports indexes as follows:
3 An index is supported for columns that are defined with the following data types:
BIGINT, CHAR, DOUBLE, FLOAT, INTEGER, REAL, SMALLINT, TINYINT, and
VARCHAR. You cannot create an index for a column defined as DATE, NCHAR,
NVARCHAR, TIME, or TIMESTAMP.
3 You can submit the TSSQL CREATE INDEX statement to create an index on
columns. Two index files result. The global index view is stored in one or more
files with .hdx in the name (for example, newtab.hbx1.0.4.spdd9).
The segmented index is stored in one or more files that have .idx in the name
(for example, newtab.idx1.0.4.spdd9).
Both types of files are required for any use of the index, and both types of files
are considered to be part of the table to which they refer and they cannot be
specified without reference to the associated data table.

3 You can submit the TSSQL DROP INDEX statement to remove a specified index.
You must include the FROM table-name syntax to specify the name of the table
where the index files reside. Both the .idx and .hdx index files are dropped.

3 You can use an index with TSSQL and TSPL statements.
3 By using the SAS Table Server LIBNAME engine, the following SAS functionality
is not supported:
3 You cannot submit DATA steps and PROC steps to create an index.
3 The CONTENTS procedure does not display index information.
3 For the SQL procedure, an index cannot be used to optimize a join query.
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Security for SPD Data Sets
SAS Passwords
The SPD driver supports SAS passwords, which enable you to restrict access to SPD
data sets by assigning passwords to the files. You can specify three levels of protection:
read

protects against reading the file.

write

protects against changing the data in the file. Write protection
prevents adding, modifying, or deleting rows.

alter

protects against deleting or replacing the entire file. Alter protection
also prevents modifying column attributes and creating or deleting
indexes.

The SPD driver supports assigning passwords when a table is created and specifying
passwords for a password-protected file.
Password-protected files that are created in Base SAS are supported on the SAS
Table Server; password-protected files that are created on the SAS Table Server are
compatible in Base SAS.
To assign or specify a password, submit the ALTER=, PW=, READ=, and WRITE=
table options in TSSQL and TSPL statements:

3 You can specify password table options in TSSQL statements after a specified table
name. For example, the following CREATE TABLE statement specifies the PW=
table option in order to assign a password to the new SPD data set:
create table scores {option pw=’luke’}
(score1 double, score2 double);

The following SELECT statement specifies the PW= option to access the
password-protected file:
select * from scores {option pw=’luke’};

3 In the TSPL TABLE statement, you can reference table options when accessing,
creating, and altering a table. For example, the following TABLE statement
specifies the READ= table option in order to assign a read password to the new
SPD data set:
table

newscroes (read=’mypass’);

The following are considerations for specifying SAS passwords:

3 You cannot manipulate SAS passwords on SAS files by using the SAS Table Server
LIBNAME engine and the DATASETS procedure.

3 You cannot create an SPD data set with a SAS password if the physical location
for the new SPD data set is secured with either security coupling or a DSN
definition that enforces SAS authorization.

3 You cannot assign SAS passwords if security coupling is enabled. See “Security
Coupling to Control SPD Data Set Access” on page 166.
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Security Coupling to Control SPD Data Set Access
The SAS Table Server enables you to control access to an SPD data set. When
security coupling is enabled for an SPD data set, the file can be accessed only through a
connection to the SAS Table Server. For more information about security coupling, see
“Enable Security Coupling” on page 65.

Numeric Column Length for SPD Data Sets: SPDC File Format
A column’s length refers to the number of bytes that are used to store each of the
column’s values in a file. For example, a column that is defined as a DOUBLE has a
storage size of 8 bytes, but an INTEGER column uses 4 bytes to store each value.
For the SPDC file format, the only numeric data type is DOUBLE, which has a
storage size of 8 bytes. Unlike Base SAS where you can control the length with the
LENGTH statement in the DATA step, the SAS Table Server does not support
specifying a shorter numeric storage size.
Using the SAS Table Server, the SPD driver supports the ability to read and update
a legacy SPD data set, which is the SPDC file format, with a shorter numeric storage
size. However, you cannot create a new SPD data set and specify a shorter numeric
storage size.
Note: The SPDD file format supports additional numeric data types such as
INTEGER, SMALLINT, and TINYINT, which provide shorter numeric storage sizes.

4

Naming Conventions and Attributes for SPD Data Sets
Here are rules for SPD data set column and table names:
3 SAS table and column names can be up to 32 characters long. If you specify a
name that is longer than 32 characters, an error occurs.
3 The first character must begin with a letter (A, B, C, . . ., Z) or underscore (_).
Subsequent characters can be letters, numeric digits (0, 1, . . ., 9), or underscores.
3 You can use uppercase or lowercase letters.

3 When creating columns, do not use the names: _N_ , _ERROR_, _CHARACTER_,
_NUMERIC_, and _ALL_.
3 When creating tables, do not use these names: _NULL_, _DATA_, _LAST_.
3 A column name can contain mixed case. However, to ensure compatibility across
SAS software, follow the guidelines in “Identifier Case Sensitivity for SPD Data
Sets” on page 162.
3 A table or column name cannot contain blanks or any special characters other
than the underscore unless VALIDVARNAME=ANY.
A schema name and a catalog name can be up to 32 characters long.

Utility File Workspace for SPD Data Sets
For an SPD data set, utility files are used for certain operations that need extra
space (for example, when creating indexes or sorting very large files). Default locations
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exist, but if you have large amounts of data to process, the default location might not be
large enough, which means that you might need to increase space for a utility file.
The following table lists the operations that require a utility file and the SAS system
options that allocate space for a utility file. For example, to increase space for index
creation, use the SPDEUTILLOC= option, and to increase space for an ordering
operation, use the UTILLOC= option. For more information about the options, see the
UTILLOC= system option in SAS Language Reference: Dictionary and the
SPDEUTILLOC= system option in SAS Scalable Performance Data Engine: Reference.

Table 20.7

Utility Files for SPD Data Sets

Operation

Utility File Allocation

BY processing using SAS Table Server
LIBNAME engine

UTILLOC= option

TSPL BY statement

UTILLOC= option

TSSQL index creation

SPDEUTILLOC= option

TSSQL SELECT statement with GROUP BY
clause

UTILLOC= option

TSSQL SELECT statement with ORDER BY
clause

UTILLOC= option

For information about SAS system options and SPD data set configuration settings,
see “Configuration Settings for SPD Data Sets” on page 155.
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Overview: DB2 for UNIX and PC Hosts Reference
This chapter provides functionality details and guidelines for DB2 that are supported
by the DB2 table driver under UNIX and PC hosts.

Understand the DB2 Table Driver
The DB2 table driver enables the SAS Table Server to read and update legacy DB2
tables. In addition, the driver creates DB2 tables that can be accessed by both the SAS
Table Server and the DB2 DBMS.
The DB2 driver supports most of the TSSQL functionality. The driver also supports
an application’s ability to submit native DB2 SQL statements.
The DB2 driver is a remote driver, which means that it connects to a server process
in order to access data. The process might be running on the same machine as the SAS
Table Server, or it might be running on another machine in the network.

Database Functionality Support for DB2 under UNIX and PC Hosts
The following table lists the database functionality support level for DB2 that is
provided by the DB2 table driver under UNIX and PC hosts. See “Database
Functionality Supported by Data Sources” on page 26 for general information about
database functionality.
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Functionality

Description

Support

Comment

bookmark

stored location used for
quick retrieval and
scrollable cursors

bulk
operations

ability to add, delete, or
update a large quantity
of data with one
operation

supports additions,
deletions, and updates

See “Load Data by Using
Bulk Operations for DB2
under UNIX and PC
Hosts” on page 175.

cursor support

functionality that keeps
track of the position in a
result set and enables
multiple operations on
the result set

forward-only, static, and
keyset cursors

Cursor functionality is
supported by the DB2
driver or by specifying
that the SAS Table
Server provide additional
cursor support. See
“Cursor Support” on page
121.

index

component of a database
that contains information
about the physical
location of data stored in
a file

supports

integrity
constraint

functionality that
ensures correctness,
completeness, and
compliance of data

supports

locking

process by which a
database restricts access
in a multi-user
environment

row-level (optimistic),
column-level, and read
locking

multi-row
fetch

enables an application to
request more than one
row at a time

supports

stored
procedures

SQL programs that
perform computations or
other tasks consistently

result set stored
procedures with
parameters

threaded I/O
processing

efficient method of
processing a query by
using multiple threads

supported if result set
contains an integer type
of column that can be
used by the SQL MOD()
scalar function

transactions

process of protecting data
by ensuring the integrity
of data during multi-user
update sessions

supports

See “Locking for DB2
under UNIX and PC
Hosts” on page 176.
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Data Source Connection Arguments for DB2 under UNIX and PC Hosts
To access data that is hosted on the SAS Table Server, a client must submit a
connection string, which defines how to connect to the data. For information about a
connection string, see Chapter 7, “Data Source Connection,” on page 39.
The data source connection arguments for DB2 include the following:
CATALOG=catalog-identifier;
specifies an arbitrary identifier for an SQL catalog, which groups logically related
schemas. Any identifier is valid (for example, catalog=db2).
Requirement: You must specify a catalog. For the DB2 database, this is a logical
catalog name to use as an SQL catalog identifier.
CLIENT_ENCODING=encoding-value;
specifies the encoding of the DB2CODEPAGE to the DB2 data source driver.
When the encoding of the DB2 client layer (stored in DBCODEPAGE) is
different from the encoding value of the DB2 operating system value, which is
generally the SAS session encoding value, the DB2 client layer attempts to convert
incoming data to the DB2 encoding value that is stored in DB2CODEPAGE. You
must first determine the correct value for DB2CODEPAGE and then set the
CLIENT_ENCODING= option to match the corresponding encoding value in
DB2CODEPAGE in order to prevent the client layer from converting the data
incorrectly.
For example, suppose you are storing Japanese characters in a DB2 database
and the client machine where the DB2 data source driver is executing is a Windows
machine running CP1252 encoding. When the application tries to extract the data
into the SAS Table Server, the DB2 client layer attempts to convert these Japanese
characters into Latin1 representation, which does not contain Japanese characters.
As a result, a garbage character appears to indicate a failure in transcoding.
To resolve this situation, you must first set the DB2CODEPAGE value to 1208
(the IBM code page value that matches UTF-8 encoding) to specify that the DB2
client layer send the data to the application in UTF-8 instead of converting it into
Latin1. In addition, you must specify to the DB2 data source driver the
corresponding encoding value of DB2CODEPAGE because the DB2 driver cannot
derive this information from a DB2 session. For this particular Windows case, set
the CLIENT_ENCODING= option to the UTF-8 to match the DB2CODEPAGE
value (1208) in order to specify the DB2CODEPAGE value to the DB2 data source
driver.
However, changing the value of DB2CODEPAGE affects all applications that
run on that machine. You should reset the value to the usual DB2CODEPAGE
value, which was derived when the database was created.
CAUTION:

Setting the DB2CODEPAGE value or the CLIENT_ENCODING= value incorrectly can
cause unpredictable results. You should set these values only when a situation
such as the example above occurs. 4
Note: You can specify any valid encoding value for CLIENT_ENCODING=
option. For more information about CEI values, see the SAS National Language
Support (NLS): Reference Guide. 4
DATABASE|DB=database-specification;
specifies the name of the DB2 database. For example, database=sample.
Requirement: You must specify a database name.
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DRIVER=DB2;
identifies the data source to which you want to connect, which is a DB2 database.
Requirement:

You must specify the driver.

DRIVER_TRACE=’API|SQL|DRIVER|ALL’;
requests tracing information, which logs transaction records to an external file
that can be used for debugging purposes. The table driver writes a record of each
command that is sent to the DBMS to the trace log based on the specified tracing
level, which determines the type of tracing information. The tracing levels are as
follows:
API
specifies that API method calls be sent to the trace log. This option is most
useful if you are having a problem and need to send a trace log to technical
support for troubleshooting.
SQL
specifies that SQL statements that are sent to the DBMS be sent to the trace
log. Tracing information is DBMS specific, but most table drivers log SQL
statements such as SELECT and COMMIT.
DRIVER
specifies that driver-specific information be sent to the trace log.
ALL
activates all trace levels.
Default: Tracing is not activated.
If you activate tracing, you must also specify the location of the
trace log with DRIVER_TRACEFILE=. (Optional) You can control trace log
formatting with DRIVER_TRACEOPTIONS=.
Interaction: You can specify one trace level, or you can concatenate more than
one by including the | (OR) symbol. For example: driver_trace=’api|sql’
specifies to generate tracing information for API calls and SQL statements.
Requirement:

DRIVER_TRACEFILE=’path-and-filename’;
is the physical location of the trace log that is activated with DRIVER_TRACE=.
The trace log is a text file. Include the complete pathname, filename, and
extension. Enclose the location in single or double quotation marks. For example:
driver_tracefile=’c:\temp\mytrace.log’.
Default: There is no default trace log location.
You must specify a location for a trace log if you activate tracing
with DRIVER_TRACE=.

Requirement:

Interaction: (Optional) You can control trace log formatting with

DRIVER_TRACEOPTIONS=.
DRIVER_TRACEOPTIONS=APPEND|THREADSTAMP|TIMESTAMP;
specifies options to control formatting and other properties for the trace log:
APPEND
adds trace information to the end of an existing trace log. The contents of the
file are not overwritten.
THREADSTAMP
prepends each line of the trace log with a thread identification.
TIMESTAMP
prepends each line of the trace log with a time stamp.
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Default: The trace log is overwritten with no thread identification or time stamp.

PWD=password;
specifies the DB2 password.
UID=userid;
specifies the DB2 login user ID.

Data Types for DB2 under UNIX and PC Hosts
Data types for a DB2 database are supported as follows:

3 When an application submits the SAS Table Server language statements, only the
SAS Table Server data types are supported for column definition, and native DB2
data types that are not supported by SAS Table Server are mapped to similar SAS
Table Server data types for data retrieval. For information about the SAS Table
Server data types, see Chapter 5, “Data Source Data Types,” on page 31.

3 When an application submits DB2 SQL statements, native DB2 data types are
supported. Submitting DB2 SQL statements is available only to applications that
consume JDBC, ODBC, or OLE DB client-side drivers. For more information
about the native DB2 SQL data types, see your IBM documentation.
The following table lists the data types that are supported for DB2 under UNIX and
PC hosts:

Table 21.2

Data Types for DB2 under UNIX and PC Hosts

SAS Table
Server Language
Keyword

Data Source Type
Name

Data Source Type Definition

SAS Table Server
Type Returned

BIGINT

BIGINT

Large signed, exact whole number
with a precision of 19.

BIGINT

*

BLOB(n[K|M|G]
)

Varying-length binary large object
string of up to 2 gigabytes
(2,147,483,647 bytes). Maximum
length specified in multiples of 1
(bytes); 1,024 (kilobytes); 1,048,576
(megabytes); 1,073,741,824
(gigabytes).

*

CHAR(n)

CHAR(n)

Fixed-length character string from 1
to 254 characters; the default is 1.

CHAR

*

CHAR(n) FOR
BIT DATA

Fixed-length binary string from 1 to
254 characters; the default is 1.

*

*

CLOB(n[K|M|G]
)

Varying-length character large object
string up to 2 gigabytes (2,147,483,647
bytes). Maximum length specified in
multiples of 1 (bytes); 1,024
(kilobytes); 1,048,576 (megabytes);
1,073,741,824 (gigabytes).

*
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SAS Table
Server Language
Keyword

Data Source Type
Name

Data Source Type Definition

SAS Table Server
Type Returned

DATE

DATE

Date values in the range 01-01-0001
to 12-31-9999 in the format
mm-dd-yyyy (United States) and
dd.mm.yyyy (European standard
format).

DATE

*

DBCLOB
(n[K|M|G])

Varying-length double-byte character
large object string of up to 1 gigabyte
(1,073,741,823 bytes). Maximum
length specified in multiples of 1
(bytes); 1,024 (kilobytes); 1,048,576
(megabytes); 1,073,741,824
(gigabytes).

*

*

DECIMAL(p,s)

Signed, fixed-point decimal number.
Precision range is 1 to 31; the default
is 5. Scale range is 1 to 31; the
default is 0. Precision can be greater
than what is specified; scale must be
less than or equal to precision.

*

DOUBLE

DOUBLE

Signed, double precision,
floating-point number with a precision
of 53.

DOUBLE

FLOAT(p)

FLOAT(p)

Signed, single precision or double
precision, floating-point number with
a precision range of 1 to 24 (single
precision) or 25 to 53 (double
precision); the default is 53.

FLOAT

*

GRAPHIC(n)

Fixed-length graphic string from 1 to
127 double-byte characters; the
default is 1.

*

INTEGER

INTEGER

Regular signed, exact whole number
with a precision of 10.

INTEGER

*

LONG VARCHAR
[FOR BIT DATA]

Varying-length character or binary
string from 1 to 32,700 characters.

*

*

LONG
VARGRAPHIC(n)

Varying-length graphic string from 1
to 32,700 double-byte characters.

*

*

NUMERIC(p,s)

Signed, fixed-point decimal number.
Precision range is 1 to 31; the default
is 5. Scale range is 1 to 31; the
default is 0. Scale must be less than
or equal to precision.

*

REAL

REAL

Signed, single precision, floating-point
number with a precision of 24.

REAL

SMALLINT

SMALLINT

Small signed, exact whole number
with a precision of 5.

SMALLINT
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SAS Table
Server Language
Keyword

Data Source Type
Name

Data Source Type Definition

SAS Table Server
Type Returned

TIME(p)

TIME(p)

Time values in the format hh.mm.ss
(United States) and hh.mm[.ss]
European standard.

TIME

TIMESTAMP(p)

TIMESTAMP(p)

Date, time, and optional microsecond
values in the range of 00-01-0001, 00
hours, 00 minutes, 00 seconds, and
000000 microseconds to 12-31-9999,
24 hours, 00 minutes, 00 seconds, and
000000 microseconds in the format
yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss[.nnnnnn].

TIMESTAMP

VARCHAR(n)

VARCHAR(n)

Varying-length character string from
1 to 4,000 characters.

VARCHAR

VARBINARY(n)

VARCHAR(n)
FOR BIT DATA

Varying-length binary string from 1 to
4,000 characters.

VARBINARY

*

VARGRAPHIC(n)

Varying-length graphic string from 1
to 2,000 double-byte characters.

*
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* For the SAS Table Server languages, the data type cannot be defined, and when data is retrieved,
the SAS Table Server maps the native DB2 data type to a similar SAS Table Server data type.

Load Data by Using Bulk Operations for DB2 under UNIX and PC Hosts
Bulk loading is the fastest way to insert large numbers of rows into a DB2 table.
This facility enables you to insert rows two to ten times more quickly than using
regular SQL INSERT statements. To use the bulk load facility, specify the TSSQL table
option BULKLOAD=YES.
The DB2 table driver under UNIX and PC hosts supports the CLI LOAD bulk
loading method, which is available only in DB2 Version 7 FixPak 4 and later clients and
servers. To use CLI LOAD, you must have system administrator authority, database
administrator authority, or load authority on the database and the insert privilege on
the table that is being loaded.
The following are DB2 bulk-loading options that can be specified as data set options
when using the SAS Table Server LIBNAME engine or in TSSQL SELECT statements:

3 BL_LOG= to specify the path to a DB2 load log.
3 BL_LOAD_REPLACE= to specify whether DB2 appends (NO) or replaces (YES)
rows during bulk loading.

3 BL_OPTIONS= to pass DB2 file type modifiers to CLI LOAD for additional loading
and processing specifications. See your DB2 documentation for the list of file type
modifiers available for CLI LOAD.
To specify options in TSSQL, use curly braces:
insert into db2.db2table {options bulkload=yes
bulkopts=(bl_log=c:\temp\cliload.log bl_replace=yes)}
select * from work.sastable;

See the SAS Table Server: TSSQL Language Reference for more information about
using options in TSSQL.
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Locking for DB2 under UNIX and PC Hosts
The following options control how the DB2 table driver under UNIX and PC hosts
handles locking and isolation levels when you are using the SAS Table Server
LIBNAME engine to access data:
READ_LOCK_TYPE= ROW | TABLE
UPDATE_LOCK_TYPE= ROW | TABLE
READ_ISOLATION_LEVEL= RR | RS | CS | UR
The DB2 driver supports the RR, RS, CS, and UR isolation levels that are defined
in the following table. Regardless of the isolation level, the driver places exclusive
locks on every row that is inserted, updated, or deleted. Thus, all isolation levels
ensure that any row that is changed by this application process during a unit of
work is not changed by any other application process until the unit of work is
complete.
Table 21.3

Isolation Levels for DB2 under UNIX and PC Hosts

Isolation Level

Definition

RR (Repeatable Read)

Does not allow dirty reads, nonrepeatable reads, phantom reads.

RS (Read Stability)

Does not allow dirty reads, nonrepeatable reads; does allow
phantom reads.

CS (Cursor Stability)

Does not allow dirty reads; does allow nonrepeatable reads and
phantom reads.

UR (Uncommitted Read)

Allows dirty reads, nonrepeatable reads, and phantom reads.

The terms in the table are defined as follows:
dirty reads

A transaction that exhibits this phenomenon has very minimal
isolation from concurrent transactions. In fact, it is able to see
changes that are made by those concurrent transactions even
before they commit. For example, suppose that transaction T1
performs an update on a row, transaction T2 then retrieves
that row, and transaction T1 then terminates with rollback.
Transaction T2 has then seen a row that no longer exists.

nonrepeatable
reads

If a transaction exhibits this phenomenon, it is possible that it
might read a row once and, if it attempts to read that row
again later in the course of the same transaction, the row might
have been changed or even been deleted by another concurrent
transaction. Therefore, the read is not (necessarily) repeatable.
For example, suppose that transaction T1 retrieves a row,
transaction T2 then updates that row, and transaction T1 then
retrieves the same row again. Transaction T1 has now retrieved
the same row twice but has seen two different values for it.

phantom reads

When a transaction exhibits this phenomenon, a set of rows
that it reads once might be a different set of rows if the
transaction attempts to read them again. For example, suppose
that transaction T1 retrieves the set of all rows that satisfy
some condition. Suppose that transaction T2 then inserts a
new row that satisfies that same condition. If transaction T1
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now repeats its retrieval request, it sees a row that did not
previously exist, which is a phantom.
UPDATE_ISOLATION_LEVEL= CS | RS | RR
The DB2 database manager supports the CS, RS, and RR isolation levels that are
defined in the preceding table. Uncommitted reads are not allowed when you use
this option.

Naming Conventions for DB2 under UNIX and PC Hosts
DB2 is case insensitive. All names default to uppercase unless they are quoted.
DB2 objects include tables, views, columns, and indexes. Use the following naming
conventions for them:

3 A name can start with a letter or with one of the following symbols: the dollar sign
($), the number (or pound) sign (#), or the at symbol (@).

3 A name can be from 1 to 18 characters long.
3 A name can contain the letters A through Z, any valid letter that has an accent
(such as the letter a), the digits 0 through 9, the underscore (_), the dollar sign ($),
the number or pound sign (#), or the at symbol (@).

3 A name is not case sensitive (for example, the table name CUSTOMERS is the
same as Customers), but object names are converted to uppercase when they are
typed. If a name is enclosed in quotation marks, then the name is case sensitive.

3 A name cannot be a DB2 or an SQL reserved word, such as WHERE or VIEW.
3 A name cannot be the same as another DB2 object that has the same type.
Schema and database names have similar conventions, except that they are each
limited to eight characters. For more information, see your DB2 SQL reference manual.
If you are using the SAS Table Server LIBNAME engine, you can use case-sensitive
names or reserved words as column or table names when creating a table by specifying
the PRESERVE_TAB_NAMES= or PRESERVE_COL_NAMES= option.
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Overview: MySQL Reference
This chapter provides functionality details and guidelines for the MySQL server 4.1.
that are supported by the MySQL table driver.

Understand the MySQL Table Driver
The MySQL table driver enables the SAS Table Server to read and update legacy
MySQL tables. In addition, the driver creates MySQL tables that can be accessed by
both the SAS Table Server and the MySQL database.
The MySQL table driver supports most of the TSSQL functionality. The driver also
supports an application’s ability to submit native MySQL SQL statements.
The MySQL table driver is a remote driver, which means that it connects to a server
process in order to access data. The process might be running on the same machine as
the SAS Table Server, or it might be running on another machine in the network.

Database Functionality Support for MySQL
The following table lists the database functionality support level for MySQL that is
provided by the MySQL table driver. See “Database Functionality Supported by Data
Sources” on page 26 for general information about database functionality.
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MySQL Database Functionality Support

Functionality

Description

Support

bookmark

stored location used for
quick retrieval and
scrollable cursors

supported

bulk operations

ability to add, delete, or
update a large quantity of
data by means of one
operation

not supported

cursor support

functionality that keeps
track of the position in a
result set and enables
multiple operations on the
result set

static cursor

index

component of a database
that contains information
about the physical location
of data stored in a file

integrity
constraint

functionality that ensures
correctness, completeness,
and compliance of data

supported

locking

process by which a database
restricts access in a
multi-user environment

row-level
(optimistic) and
read locking

multi-row fetch

enables an application to
request more than one row
at a time

supported

stored
procedures

SQL programs that perform
computations or other tasks
consistently

stored
procedures with
parameters

threaded I/O
processing

efficient method of
processing a query by using
multiple threads

not supported

transactions

process of protecting data by
ensuring the integrity of
data during multi-user
update sessions

not supported

Comment

Cursor functionality is
supported by the table
driver or by specifying that
the SAS Table Server
provides additional cursor
support. See “Cursor
Support” on page 121.

Data Source Connection Arguments for MySQL
To access data that is hosted on the SAS Table Server, a client must submit a
connection string, which defines how to connect to the data. For more information
about a connection string, see Chapter 7, “Data Source Connection,” on page 39.
The data source connection arguments for MySQL Server include the following:
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Note: To preserve lowercase table or column names, you must also set the
PRESERVE_COL_NAMES= and PRESERVE_TAB_NAMES= LIBNAME statement
options to YES. 4
BASEDIR=pathname;
specifies the base directory location where MySQL is installed. For example,
basedir=’c:\ProgramFiles\mysql’.
CATALOG=catalog-identifier;
specifies an arbitrary identifier for an SQL catalog, which groups logically related
schemas. Any identifier is valid (for example, catalog=mysql).
Requirement: You must specify a catalog. For the MySQL database, this is a
logical catalog name to use as an SQL catalog identifier.
Interaction: Connecting to multiple catalogs by specifying catalog=* is not
supported for the MySQL database.
DATABASE=database;
specifies the name of the MySQL database to which you want to connect. If the
database name contains spaces or non-alphanumeric characters, you must enclose
the database name in quotation marks. For example, database=sample.
Requirement: You must specify a database.
Alias: DB
DBCREATE_TABLE_OPTS=’DBMS-SQL-clauses’;
specifies one or more DBMS-specific clauses that can be appended to the end of a
CREATE TABLE statement. The MySQL driver passes the CREATE TABLE
statement and its clauses to the DBMS, which executes the statement and creates
the DBMS table.
DEFAULT_TXN_ISOLATION=REPEATABLE_READ|
READ_COMMITTED|READ_UNCOMMITED|SERIALIZABLE;
specifies the default transaction isolation level for the connection. Transaction
isolation levels specify the behavior for transactions when you are attempting to
access the same tables as other simultaneous transactions. Therefore, transaction
isolation levels control such transaction processing phenomena as dirty reads,
nonrepeatable reads, and phantom reads.
REPEATABLE_READ
specifies that if a row is read once and that if, later in the same transaction,
the row is read again, then that row is guaranteed not to have been updated
or deleted by another concurrent transaction. Phantom reads, however, are
not prevented.
Alias: RR
READ_COMMITTED
specifies that a transaction cannot read a row that an earlier transaction
changed but did not commit the change (thereby preventing a dirty read).
However, the read might not be repeatable. This argument does not prevent
reads in which a set of rows read once and then read again by the same
transaction do not match. This is called a phantom read.
Alias: RC
READ_UNCOMMITED
specifies that a transaction can access uncommitted changes that have been
made by other transactions (in either this application or in other
applications). A transaction that uses the READ_UNCOMMITED isolation
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level cannot lock other transactions out of the row of data that it is reading.
Therefore, transactions are not isolated from each other. If the
READ_UNCOMMITED isolation level is used by a transaction that is
working with a data source that supports other transaction isolation levels,
the data source ignores the mechanism that it uses to implement those levels.
Alias: RU

SERIALIZABLE
specifies that all transactions interact only in ways that guarantee there is
some serial ordering of the transactions that will return the same result.
Serializable reads are repeatable and prevent both dirty reads and phantom
reads. This selection provides the most data integrity protection but also
costs the most in overhead because other transactions must wait until the
current transaction finishes.
Alias: SER
Default: READ_COMMITTED

DESCRIBE_UTF8_COLUMNS=CHAR|CHARUTF8|WCHAR;
specifies how the MySQL driver describes UTF-8 character columns to the
application. By default, character columns that are created in the MySQL
database are encoded in UTF-8 and therefore might contain Unicode data. Use
this option to control how the MySQL driver describes these columns, based on the
type of data that is stored in the columns. For more information about encoding
values, see the SAS National Language Support (NLS): Reference Guide.
CHAR
specifies that the MySQL driver report UTF-8 character columns to the
application as type CHAR with no encoding (CEI) value. This is the default.
Use this value when the MySQL UTF-8 character columns contain only Latin
1 encoded data.
CHARUTF8
specifies that the MySQL driver report UTF-8 character columns to the
application as CHAR with an encoding (CEI) value of UTF-8. Use this value
when the MySQL UTF-8 character columns contain non-Latin1 data. If the
SAS session encoding is not UTF-8, specifying the value CHARUTF8 causes
the data to be transcoded into the SAS session encoding value, and the
described column length might also be changed.
WCHAR
specifies that the MySQL driver report UTF-8 character columns as WCHAR.
This argument might cause errors if the application is moving the data to a
data source such as a SAS data set that does not support WCHAR.
Default:

CHAR

DRIVER=MYSQL;
identifies the data source to which you want to connect, which is a MySQL
database.
Requirement:

You must specify the driver.

DRIVER_TRACE=’API|SQL|ALL’;
requests tracing information, which logs transaction records to an external file
that can be used for debugging purposes. The table driver writes a record of each
command that is sent to the DBMS to the trace log based on the specified tracing
level, which determines the type of tracing information. The tracing levels are as
follows:
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ALL
activates all trace levels.
API
specifies that API method calls be sent to the trace log. This option is most
useful if you are having a problem and need to send a trace log to SAS
Technical Support for troubleshooting.
DRIVER
specifies that driver-specific information be sent to the trace log.
SQL
specifies that SQL statements that are sent to the DBMS be sent to the trace
log. Tracing information is DBMS specific, but most table drivers log SQL
statements such as SELECT and COMMIT.
Default: Tracing is not activated.
Requirement: If you activate tracing, you must also specify the location of the
trace log with DRIVER_TRACEFILE=. (Optional) You can control trace log
formatting with DRIVER_TRACEOPTIONS=.
Interaction: You can specify one trace level, or you can concatenate more than
one by including the | (OR) symbol. For example: driver_trace=’api|sql’
specifies to generate tracing information for API calls and SQL statements.
DRIVER_TRACEFILE=’path-and-filename’;
is the physical location of the trace log that is activated with DRIVER_TRACE=.
The trace log is a text file. Include the complete pathname, filename, and
extension. Enclose the location in single or double quotation marks. For example:
driver_tracefile=’c:\temp\mytrace.log’.
Default: There is no default trace log location.
Requirement: You must specify a location for a trace log if you activate tracing
with DRIVER_TRACE=.
Interaction: (Optional) You can control trace log formatting with
DRIVER_TRACEOPTIONS=.
DRIVER_TRACEOPTIONS=APPEND|THREADSTAMP|TIMESTAMP;
specifies options in order to control formatting and other properties for the trace
log:
APPEND
adds trace information to the end of an existing trace log. The contents of the
file are not overwritten.
THREADSTAMP
prepends each line of the trace log with a thread identification.
TIMESTAMP
prepends each line of the trace log with a time stamp.
Default: The trace log is overwritten with no thread identification or time stamp.
HOST=address;
specifies the network IP (Internet Protocol) address of the computer that hosts the
MySQL server.
PASSWORD=password;
specifies the password that corresponds to the user ID in the MySQL database. If
the password contains spaces or non-alphanumeric characters, you must enclose
the password in quotation marks.
Alias: PWD=
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PORT=number;
specifies the TCP/IP port that the MySQL server is listening to for connections. An
example is port=5282.
SOCKET=path;
specifies the socket file to use for the connection.
STORE_RESULTS=YES|NO;
specifies whether to transfer a result set from the last query.
USER=id;
specifies the user ID for logging on to the MySQL server. If this argument is not
specified, the current user is assumed. If the user ID contains spaces or
non-alphanumeric characters, you must enclose the user ID in quotation marks.
Alias:

UID=

Data Types for MySQL
Data types for a MySQL database are supported as follows:

3 When an application submits the SAS Table Server language statements, only the
SAS Table Server data types are supported for column definition, and native
MySQL data types that are not supported are mapped to similar SAS Table Server
data types for data retrieval. For information about the SAS Table Server data
types, see Chapter 5, “Data Source Data Types,” on page 31.

3 When an application submits MySQL SQL statements, native MySQL data types
are supported. Submitting MySQL SQL statements is available only to
applications that consume the JDBC, ODBC, or OLE DB client-side drivers. For
information about the native MySQL SQL data types, see your MySQL
documentation.
The following table lists the data types that are supported for MySQL:

Table 22.2

Data Types for MySQL

SAS Table Server
Language
Keyword

Data Source
Type Name

Data Source Type Definition

SAS Table Server
Type Returned

BIGINT

BIGINT

Large signed, exact whole number
with a precision of 19.

BIGINT

*

BLOB

Varying-length binary large object
string up to 64 kilobytes.

*

CHAR(n)

CHAR(n)

Fixed-length character string from 1 to
255 characters; the default is 1.

CHAR(n)

DATE

DATE

Date values in the range January 1,
1000 to December 31, 9999, in the
format YYYY-MM-DD.

DATE

*

DATETIME

Date and time values in the range
00:00:00 on January 1, 1000 to
23:59:59 on December 31, 9999, in the
format YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS.

*
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SAS Table Server
Language
Keyword

Data Source
Type Name

Data Source Type Definition

SAS Table Server
Type Returned

*

DECIMAL(p,s)

Signed, fixed-point decimal number.

*

DOUBLE

DOUBLE

Signed, double precision, floating-point
number with a precision of 53.

DOUBLE

*

ENUM(values)

Character values that can be chosen
from the list of allowed values. You
can specify up to 65,535 ENUM values.

*

FLOAT(p)

FLOAT(p)

Signed, single-precision or
double-precision, floating-point
number with a precision range of 1 to
24 (single precision) or 25 to 53
(double precision); the default is 53.

FLOAT(p)

INTEGER

INT

Regular signed, exact whole number
with a precision of 10.

INTEGER

*

LONGBLOB

Varying-length binary data up to 4
gigabytes.

*

*

LONGTEXT

Varying-length character string up to 4
gigabytes.

*

*

MEDIUMBLOB

Varying-length binary data up to 16
megabytes.

*

*

MEDIUMINT

*

MEDIUMTEXT

Varying-length character string up to
16 megabytes.

*

*

SET(values)

Character values that must be chosen
from the list of allowed values. You
can specify up to 64 SET values.

*

SMALLINT

SMALLINT

Small signed, exact whole number
with a precision of 5.

SMALLINT

*

TEXT

Varying-length text data up to 64
kilobytes.

*

TIME

TIME

Time values in the range -838 hours,
59 minutes, 59 seconds to 838 hours,
59 minutes, 59 seconds in the format
HH:MM:SS.

TIME

TIMESTAMP

TIMESTAMP

Date and time values in the range from
00:00:00 on January 1, 1970 to 2037 in
the format YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS.

TIMESTAMP

*

TINYBLOB

Varying-length binary large object
string up to 256 bytes.

*

TINYINT

TINYINT

Very small signed, exact whole number
with a precision of 3.

TINYINT

*
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SAS Table Server
Language
Keyword

Data Source
Type Name

Data Source Type Definition

SAS Table Server
Type Returned

*

TINYTEXT

Varying-length text data up to 256
bytes.

*

VARCHAR(n)

VARCHAR(n)

Varying-length character string from 1
to 255 characters.

VARCHAR(n)

* For the SAS Table Server languages, the data type cannot be defined, and when data is retrieved,
the SAS Table Server maps the native MySQL data type to a similar SAS Table Server data
type.

Naming Conventions for MySQL
MySQL database identifiers that can be named include databases, tables, and
columns. The MySQL documentation contains extensive information about naming
conventions. Here are some of the naming conventions that you must use:
3 All identifier names must be from 1 to 64 characters long, except for aliases, which
can be 255 characters long.

3 Database names must be unique. For each user within a database, names of
database objects must be unique across all users (for example, if a database
contains a department table created by user A, no other user can create a
department table in the same database).
Note: MySQL does not support schemas. Consequently, tables are
automatically visible to all users who have appropriate privileges. Column names
and index names must be unique within a table. 4

3 Database names can use any character that is allowed in a directory name except
for periods and backward and forward slashes.
3 Table names can use any character that is allowed in a filename except for periods
and forward slashes.

3 Column and alias names allow all characters.
3 A name cannot be a MySQL reserved word unless the name is enclosed in
quotation marks. See the MySQL documentation for more information about
reserved words.

3 Embedded spaces and other special characters are not permitted unless the name
is enclosed in quotation marks.
3 Embedded quotation marks are not permitted.

3 Case sensitivity is set when a server is installed. By default, the names of
database objects are case sensitive on UNIX and not case sensitive on Windows.
For example, the names CUSTOMER and customer are different on a
case-sensitive server.
Note: By default, column and table names are not quoted. If you are using the SAS
Table Server LIBNAME engine, you can quote the table and column names by using
the LIBNAME or data set options PRESERVE_COL_NAMES= and
PRESERVE_TAB_NAMES=. 4
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Overview: ODBC Reference
This chapter provides functionality details and guidelines for the ODBC databases
that are supported by the ODBC table driver.
Open database connectivity (ODBC) standards provide a common interface to a
variety of databases, including dBASE, Microsoft Access, Oracle, Paradox, and
Microsoft SQL Server databases. Specifically, ODBC standards define APIs that enable
an application to access a database if both the application and the database conform to
the specification. ODBC also provides a mechanism to enable dynamic selection of a
database that an application is accessing, so that users have the flexibility of selecting
databases other than those that are specified by the application developer.

Understand the ODBC Table Driver
The ODBC table driver enables the SAS Table Server to read and update legacy
ODBC database tables. In addition, the driver creates tables that can be accessed by
both the SAS Table Server and an ODBC database.
The ODBC table driver supports most of the TSSQL functionality. The driver also
supports an application’s ability to submit native database-specific SQL statements.
The ODBC table driver is a remote driver, which means that it connects to a server
process in order to access data. The process might be running on the same machine as
the SAS Table Server, or it might be running on another machine in the network.

Database Functionality Support for ODBC
The following table lists the database functionality support level for an ODBC
database that is provided by the ODBC table driver. See “Database Functionality
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Supported by Data Sources” on page 26 for general information about database
functionality.

Table 23.1

ODBC Database Functionality Support

Functionality

Description

Support

bookmark

stored location used for
quick retrieval and
scrollable cursors

supported

bulk operations

ability to add, delete, or
update a large quantity of
data with one operation

supports
additions,
deletions, and
updates

cursor support

functionality that keeps
track of the position in a
result set and enables
multiple operations on the
result set

dependent on
the DBMS; not
all cursor types
are supported

index

component of a database
that contains information
about the physical location
of data stored in a file

integrity
constraint

functionality that ensures
correctness, completeness,
and compliance of data

supported

locking

process by which a database
restricts access in a
multi-user environment

row-level
(optimistic if
supported,
otherwise
pessimistic),
column-level,
and read locking

multi-row fetch

enables an application to
request more than one row
at a time

supported

stored
procedures

SQL programs that perform
computations or other tasks
consistently

result set stored
procedures with
parameters

threaded I/O
processing

efficient method of
processing a query by using
multiple threads

supported

transactions

process of protecting data by
ensuring the integrity of
data during multi-user
update sessions

supported

Comment

Cursor functionality is
supported by the table
driver or by specifying that
the SAS Table Server
provides additional cursor
support. See “Cursor
Support” on page 121.

See “Locking for ODBC” on
page 192
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Data Source Connection Arguments for ODBC
To access data that is hosted on the SAS Table Server, a client must submit a
connection string, which defines how to connect to the data. For more information
about a connection string, see Chapter 7, “Data Source Connection,” on page 39.
The data source connection arguments for an ODBC-compliant database include the
following:
Note: To preserve lowercase column names or table names when you are querying
databases that allow lowercase names, you must set the PRESERVE_COL_NAMES=
and the PRESERVE_TAB_NAMES= LIBNAME statement options to YES. 4
CATALOG=catalog-identifier;
specifies an arbitrary identifier for an SQL catalog, which groups logically related
schemas. For single-catalog databases, any identifier is valid (for example,
catalog=myodbc). For the SQL Server, which is a multi-catalog database,
CATALOG= is not required. The connection defaults to CATALOG=* unless you
specify a logical name for the catalog and map it to the native catalog name in the
SQL Server. For example, to map the logical catalog mycat to the native catalog
named newusers, specify the following code:
catalog=(mycat=newusers);

You must specify a catalog name for all databases except the SQL
Server, which can omit the CATALOG= option, or else specify a catalog name
map. Catalog name maps can be used with TSSQL only. They cannot be used to
access native DBMS SQL.

Requirement:

CONOPTS=(valid-ODBC-compliant-database-connection-string);
specifies, within parentheses, an ODBC-compliant database connection string,
including any valid ODBC driver connection options that are not provided by the
SAS Table Server connection options.
For connections that do not use a DSN, include the ODBC-specific DRIVER=
keyword; that is, if you do not include a DSN= connection option to specify an
ODBC DSN. For example, specify DRIVER={SQL Server} followed by appropriate
connection options that are valid in SQL Server connections.
If you include a DSN= or FILEDSN= specification with the CONOPTS= option,
do not use the ODBC_DSN= connection option. However, you can specify the
ODBC database-specific connection options by using CONOPTS= and then you can
specify an ODBC DSN that contains other connection information by using the
ODBC_DSN= connection option.
DRIVER=ODBC;
calls the SAS Table Server ODBC table driver. This specifies that the data source
to which you want to connect must be an ODBC-compliant database.
Requirement:

You must specify the driver.

DRIVER_TRACE=’API|SQL|ALL’;
requests tracing information, which logs transaction records to an external file
that can be used for debugging purposes. The table driver writes a record of each
command that is sent to the DBMS to the trace log that is based on the specified
tracing level. The tracing levels are as follows:
ALL
activates all trace levels.
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API
specifies that API method calls be sent to the trace log. This option is most
useful if you are having a problem and need to send a trace log to SAS
Technical Support for troubleshooting.
DRIVER
specifies that driver-specific information be sent to the trace log.
SQL
specifies that SQL statements that are sent to the DBMS be sent to the trace
log. Tracing information is DBMS specific, but most table drivers log SQL
statements such as SELECT and COMMIT.
Default: Tracing is not activated.

If you activate tracing, you must also specify the location of the
trace log with DRIVER_TRACEFILE=. (Optional) You can control trace log
formatting with DRIVER_TRACEOPTIONS=.

Requirement:

Interaction: You can specify one trace level, or you can concatenate more than
one by including the | (OR) symbol. For example: driver_trace=’api|sql’

specifies to generate tracing information for API calls and SQL statements.
DRIVER_TRACEFILE=’path-and-filename’;
is the physical location of the trace log that is activated with DRIVER_TRACE=.
The trace log is a text file. Include the complete pathname, filename, and
extension. Enclose the location in single or double quotation marks. For example:
driver_tracefile=’c:\temp\mytrace.log’.
Default: There is no default trace log location.

You must specify a location for a trace log if you activate tracing
with DRIVER_TRACE=.

Requirement:

Interaction: (Optional) You can control trace log formatting with

DRIVER_TRACEOPTIONS=.
DRIVER_TRACEOPTIONS=APPEND|THREADSTAMP|TIMESTAMP;
specifies options to control formatting and other properties for the trace log:
APPEND
adds trace information to the end of an existing trace log. The contents of the
file are not overwritten.
THREADSTAMP
prepends each line of the trace log with a thread identification.
TIMESTAMP
prepends each line of the trace log with a time stamp.
Default: The trace log is overwritten with no thread identification or time stamp.

ODBC_DSN=ODBC DSN name;
specifies a valid ODBC-compliant database DSN that contains connection
information for connecting to the ODBC-compliant database. You can use the
CONOPTS= option in addition to ODBC_DSN= option to specify database-specific
connection options not provided by the SAS Table Server. Do not specify the
ODBC DSN in both CONOPTS= and ODBC_DSN=.
PASSWORD=password;
specifies the password that corresponds to the user ID in the database.
Alias:

PWD=
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USER=id;
specifies the user ID for logging on the ODBC-compliant database, such as
Microsoft SQL Server, with a user ID that is different than the default ID.
Alias: UID=
Examples of valid connection strings are as follows:
This connection string specifies an ODBC DSN:
driver=odbc; uid=scott; pw=roger; odbc_dsn=myOracleDSN;
catalog=odbc_oracle;

This connection string specifies catalog name maps to access multiple catalogs on
Microsoft SQL Server.
driver=odbc; uid=jfox; pw=mypw; odbc_dsn=mySQLdsn;
catalog=(cat1=mycat; cat2=testcat; cat3=users;

Data Types for ODBC
Data types for an ODBC-compliant database are supported as follows:
3 When an application submits SAS Table Server language statements, only the
SAS Table Server data types are supported for column definitions, and native
database data types that are not supported data types are mapped to similar SAS
Table Server data types for data retrieval. For information about the SAS Table
Server data types, see Chapter 5, “Data Source Data Types,” on page 31.
3 When an application submits native SQL statements, native database data types
are supported. Submitting native SQL statements is available only to applications
that consume the JDBC, ODBC, or OLE DB client-side drivers. For information
about the native database SQL data types, see your database documentation.
The following table lists the data types that are supported for ODBC databases:

Table 23.2

Data Types for ODBC

SAS Table
Server Language
Keyword

Data Source Type
Name

Data Source Type Definition

SAS Table
Server Type
Returned

BIGINT

BIGINT

Large signed, exact whole number with
a precision of 19.

BIGINT

CHAR(n)

CHAR(n)

Fixed-length binary string from 1 to
200 characters; the default is 1.

CHAR(n)

DATE

DATE

Date values in the range from 1582 AD
to 9999 AD in the format mm-dd-yyyy.

DATE

*

DECIMAL(p,s)

Signed, fixed-point decimal number.
Precision range is 1 to 31; the default
is 5. Scale range is 1 to 31; the default
is 0.

*

DOUBLE

DOUBLE

Signed, double precision, floating-point
number with a precision of 53.

DOUBLE

INTEGER

INTEGER

Regular signed, exact whole number
with a precision of 10.

INTEGER
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SAS Table
Server Language
Keyword

Data Source Type
Name

Data Source Type Definition

SAS Table
Server Type
Returned

NCHAR(n)

WCHAR(n)

Fixed-length character string.

NCHAR(n)

*

NUMERIC(p,s)

Signed, fixed-point decimal number.
Precision range is 1 to 38. Scale range
is -84 to 127; the default is 0.

*

NVARCHAR(n)

WVARCHAR(n)

Varying-length character string.

NVARCHAR(n)

SMALLINT

SMALLINT

Small signed, exact whole number with
a precision of 5.

SMALLINT

TIME(p)

TIME(p)

Time values from 00:00:00 to 23:59:59.

TIME(p)

TIMESTAMP(p)

TIMESTAMP(p)

Date, time, and optional microsecond
values in the range from 1582 AD to
9999 AD with 24-hour day (00:00:00 to
23:59:59).

TIMESTAMP(p)

TINYINT

TINYINT

Very small signed, exact whole number
with a precision of 3.

TININT

VARCHAR(n)

VARCHAR(n)

Varying-length character string from 1
to 32,767 characters.

VARCHAR(n)

* For the SAS Table Server languages, the data type cannot be defined, and when data is retrieved,
the SAS Table Server maps the native database data type to a similar SAS Table Server data
type.

Locking for ODBC
If you are using the SAS Table Server LIBNAME engine, use these options to control
how the ODBC table driver handles locking. ODBC details are presented below.
READ_LOCK_TYPE= ROW|TABLE|NOLOCK
UPDATE_LOCK_TYPE=ROW|TABLE|NOLOCK
READ_ISOLATION_LEVEL= S|RR|RC|RU|V
The ODBC driver manager supports the S, RR, RC, RU, and V isolation levels
that are defined in the following table.
Table 23.3

Isolation Levels for ODBC

Isolation Level

Definition

S (serializable)

Does not allow dirty reads, nonrepeatable reads, or
phantom reads.

RR (repeatable read)

Does not allow dirty reads or nonrepeatable reads; does
allow phantom reads.

RC (read committed)

Does not allow dirty reads or nonrepeatable reads; does
allow phantom reads.
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Isolation Level

Definition

RU (read uncommitted)

Allows dirty reads, nonrepeatable reads and phantom
reads.

V (versioning)

Does not allow dirty reads, nonrepeatable reads, or
phantom reads. These transactions are serializable but
higher concurrency is possible than with the serializable
isolation level. Typically, a nonlocking protocol is used.
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The terms in the table are defined as follows:
dirty reads

A transaction that exhibits this phenomenon has very minimal
isolation from concurrent transactions. In fact, it is able to see
changes that are made by those concurrent transactions even
before they commit. For example, suppose that transaction T1
performs an update on a row, transaction T2 then retrieves
that row, and transaction T1 then terminates with rollback.
Transaction T2 has then seen a row that no longer exists.

nonrepeatable
reads

If a transaction exhibits this phenomenon, it is possible that it
might read a row once and, if it attempts to read that row
again later in the course of the same transaction, the row might
have been changed or even been deleted by another concurrent
transaction. Therefore, the read is not (necessarily) repeatable.
For example, suppose that transaction T1 retrieves a row,
transaction T2 then updates that row, and transaction T1 then
retrieves the same row again. Transaction T1 has now retrieved
the same row twice but has seen two different values for it.

phantom reads

When a transaction exhibits this phenomenon, a set of rows
that it reads once might be a different set of rows if the
transaction attempts to read them again. For example, suppose
that transaction T1 retrieves the set of all rows that satisfy
some condition. Suppose that transaction T2 then inserts a
new row that satisfies that same condition. If transaction T1
now repeats its retrieval request, it sees a row that did not
previously exist, which is a phantom.

UPDATE_ISOLATION_LEVEL=S|RR|RC|V
The ODBC driver manager supports the S, RR, RC, and V isolation levels that are
defined in the preceding table.

Naming Conventions for ODBC
Because ODBC is not a database but rather is an API, table and column names are
determined at run time. The ODBC driver supports table and column names that are
up to 32 characters long. If the DBMS column names are longer than 32 characters,
they are truncated to 32 characters. If truncating a column’s name results in identical
names, then unique names are generated by replacing the last character with a
number. DBMS table names must be 32 or fewer characters because SAS does not
truncate a longer name. If you already have a table name that is longer than 32
characters, it is recommended that you create a table view.
If you are using the SAS Table Server LIBNAME engine, you can specify the
PRESERVE_COL_NAMES= and PRESERVE_TAB_NAMES= options to control how the
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SAS Table Server handles case sensitivity, spaces, and special characters. The default
value for both options is YES for Microsoft Access, Microsoft Excel, and Microsoft SQL
Server; and NO for all others.
The following example specifies Sybase as the DBMS:
libname mydblib sasts
connect_string="driver=tssql;
conopts=(driver=odbc; catalog=*; uid=testuser;

pwd=testpass; odbc_dsn=sybdsn)";

data mydblib.a;
x=1;
y=2;
run;

Sybase is generally case sensitive. Therefore, this example would produce a Sybase
table that is named a and columns that are named x and y.
If the DBMS being accessed were Oracle, which is not case sensitive, the example
would produce an Oracle table that is named A and columns that are named X and Y.
The object names would be normalized to uppercase.
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Overview: Oracle Reference
This chapter provides the functionality details and guidelines for the Oracle tables
that are supported by the Oracle table driver.

Understand the Oracle Table Driver
The Oracle table driver enables the SAS Table Server to read and update legacy
Oracle tables. In addition, the driver creates Oracle tables that can be accessed by both
the SAS Table Server and Oracle.
The Oracle table driver supports most of the TSSQL functionality. The driver also
supports the application’s ability to submit native Oracle SQL statements.
The Oracle driver is a remote driver, which means that it connects to a server
process in order to access data. The process might be running on the same machine as
the SAS Table Server, or it might be running on another machine in the network.
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Database Functionality Support for Oracle
The following table lists the database functionality support level for an Oracle table
that is provided by the Oracle driver. See “Database Functionality Supported by Data
Sources” on page 26 for general information about database functionality.

Table 24.1

Oracle Database Functionality Support

Functionality

Description

Support

Comment

bookmark

stored location used for
quick retrieval and
scrollable cursors

supported

bulk operations

ability to add, delete, or
update a large quantity of
data with one operation

supports
additions,
deletions, and
updates

See “Load Data by Using
Bulk Operations for Oracle”
on page 200.

cursor support

functionality that keeps
track of the position in a
result set and enables
multiple operations on the
result set

static cursor

Cursor functionality is
supported by the table
driver or by specifying that
the SAS Table Server
provides additional cursor
support. See “Cursor
Support” on page 121.

index

component of a database
that contains information
about the physical location
of data stored in a file

integrity
constraint

functionality that ensures
correctness, completeness,
and compliance of data

supported

locking

process by which a database
restricts access in a
multi-user environment

row-level
(optimistic) and
read locking

multi-row fetch

enables an application to
request more than one row
at a time

supported

stored
procedures

SQL programs that perform
computations or other tasks
consistently

stored
procedures with
parameters

threaded I/O
processing

efficient method of
processing a query using
multiple threads

not supported

transactions

process of protecting data by
ensuring the integrity of
data during multi-user
update sessions

supported

See “Locking for Oracle” on
page 200.
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Data Source Connection Arguments for Oracle
To access data that is hosted on the SAS Table Server, a client must submit a
connection string, which defines how to connect to the data. For more information
about a connection string, see Chapter 7, “Data Source Connection,” on page 39.
The data source connection arguments for an Oracle database include the following:
CATALOG=catalog-identifier;
specifies an arbitrary identifier for an SQL catalog, which groups logically related
schemas. Any identifier is valid (for example, catalog=oracle_test).
Requirement: You must specify a catalog. For the Oracle database, this is a
logical catalog name to use as an SQL catalog identifier.
DRIVER=ORACLE;
identifies the data source to which you want to connect, which is an Oracle
database.
Requirement: You must specify the driver.
DRIVER_TRACE=’API|SQL|ALL’;
requests tracing information, which logs transaction records to an external file
that can be used for debugging purposes. The table driver writes a record of each
command that is sent to the database to the trace log based on the specified
tracing level, which determines the type of tracing information. The tracing levels
are as follows:
ALL
activates all trace levels.
API
specifies that API method calls be sent to the trace log. This option is most
useful if you are having a problem and need to send a trace log to SAS
Technical Support for troubleshooting.
DRIVER
specifies that driver-specific information be sent to the trace log.
SQL
specifies that SQL statements that are sent to the database be sent to the
trace log. Tracing information is database specific, but most table drivers log
SQL statements such as SELECT and COMMIT.
Default: Tracing is not activated.
Requirement: If you activate tracing, you must also specify the location of the
trace log with DRIVER_TRACEFILE=. (Optional) You can control trace log
formatting with DRIVER_TRACEOPTIONS=.
Interaction: You can specify one trace level, or you can concatenate more than
one by including the | (OR) symbol. For example: driver_trace=’api|sql’
specifies to generate tracing information for API calls and SQL statements.
DRIVER_TRACEFILE=’path-and-filename’;
is the physical location of the trace log that is activated with DRIVER_TRACE=.
The trace log is a text file. Include the complete pathname, filename, and
extension. Enclose the location in single or double quotation marks. For example:
driver_tracefile=’c:\temp\mytrace.log’.
Default: There is no default trace log location.
Requirement: You must specify a location for a trace log if you activate tracing
with DRIVER_TRACE=.
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Interaction: (Optional) You can control trace log formatting with

DRIVER_TRACEOPTIONS=.
DRIVER_TRACEOPTIONS=APPEND|THREADSTAMP|TIMESTAMP;
specifies options in order to control formatting and other properties for the trace
log:
APPEND
adds trace information to the end of an existing trace log. The contents of the
file are not overwritten.
THREADSTAMP
prepends each line of the trace log with a thread identification.
TIMESTAMP
prepends each line of the trace log with a time stamp.
Default: The trace log is overwritten with no thread identification or time stamp.
ORA_ENCODING=UNICODE;
specifies that the Oracle data be returned in Unicode to the SAS Table Server. By
default Oracle data is returned in WLATIN1, independent of the NLS_LANG
environment variable setting. This option must be specified if the SAS Table
Server or SAS client is encoded for multibyte encoding because data is lost during
the transcoding to single-byte encoding. For example, a SAS client in a Chinese
environment cannot read data in an Oracle UTF-8 database unless this option is
set, which causes the Unicode data to be successfully transcoded to Chinese by the
SAS Table Server.
PATH=database-specification;
specifies the Oracle connect identifier. A connect identifier can be a net service
name, a database service name, or a net service alias.
PWD=password;
specifies an optional Oracle database password that is associated with the Oracle
user ID. If you omit PWD=, the password for the default Oracle user ID
OPS$sysid is used, if it is enabled. PWD= must be used with UID=.
UID=userid;
specifies an optional Oracle user ID. If the user ID contains blanks or national
characters, enclose it in quotation marks. If you omit an Oracle user ID and
password, the default Oracle user ID OPS$sysid is used, if it is enabled. UID=
must be used with PWD=.

Data Types for Oracle
Data types for an Oracle database are supported as follows:
3 When an application submits TSSQL statements, only the SAS Table Server data
types are supported for column definition, and native Oracle data types that are
not supported by the SAS Table Server are mapped to similar SAS Table Server
data types for data retrieval. For information about the SAS Table Server data
types, see Chapter 5, “Data Source Data Types,” on page 31.
3 When an application submits Oracle SQL statements, native Oracle data types are
supported. Submitting Oracle SQL statements is available only to applications
that consume the JDBC, ODBC, or OLE DB client-side drivers. For information
about the native Oracle SQL data types, see your Oracle documentation.
The following table lists the data types that are supported for Oracle:
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Data Types for Oracle

SAS Table Server
Language
Keyword

Data Source Type
Name

Data Source Type Definition

SAS Table Server
Type Returned

BIGINT

BIGINT

Large signed, exact whole number
with a precision of 19.

BIGINT

CHAR(n)

CHAR(n)

Fixed-length character string from 1
to 255 (Oracle 7) 2,000 (Oracle 8)
characters; the default is 1. Note that
the Oracle7 Server CHAR data type is
not equivalent to the Oracle Version 6
CHAR data type. The Oracle7 Server
CHAR data type is new with the
Oracle7 Server and uses blank-padded
comparison semantics.

CHAR

DATE

DATE

Date values in the range 0001-01-01
to 9999-12-31.

DATE

*

DECIMAL(p,s)

Signed, fixed-point decimal number.
Precision range is 1 to 31; the default
is 5. Scale range is 1 to 31; the default
is 0. Precision can be greater than
what is specified; scale must be less
than or equal to precision.

*

DOUBLE

DOUBLE

Signed, double precision, floating-point
number with a precision of 53.

DOUBLE

FLOAT(p)

FLOAT(p)

Signed, single precision or double
precision floating-point number with a
precision rang of 1 to 24 (single
precision) or 25 to 53 (double
precision).

FLOAT

INTEGER

INTEGER

Regular signed, exact whole number
with a precision of 10.

INTEGER

*

LONG

Varying-length character string data
with a maximum length of 2
gigabytes. You can define only one
LONG column per table. Available
memory considerations might also
limit the size of a LONG data type.

*

NCHAR(n)

NCHAR(n)

NUMERIC

NUMBER

NVARCHAR(n)

NVARCHAR(n)

REAL

REAL

Signed, single precision floating-point
number with a precision of 24.

REAL

SMALLINT

SMALLINT

Small signed, exact whole number
with a precision of 5.

SMALLINT

NCHAR
Signed, double precision, floating-point
number with a precision of 38.

NUMERIC
NVARCHAR
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SAS Table Server
Language
Keyword

Data Source Type
Name

Data Source Type Definition

SAS Table Server
Type Returned

TIME(p)

TIME(p)

Time values in the range
00:00:00.000000 to 23:59:61.999999.

TIME

TIMESTAMP(p)

TIMESTAMP(p)

Date and time values in range
0001-01-01:00:00:00.000000 to
9999-12-31:23:59:61.999999.

TIMESTAMP

TINYINT

TINYINT

Very small signed, exact whole
number with a precision of 3.

TINYINT

VARBINARY(n)

VARBINARY(n)

Varying-length binary string.

VARBINARY

VARCHAR(n)

VARCHAR2(n)

Varying-length character string from 1
to 2,000 (Oracle 7) 4,000 (Oracle 8)
characters.

VARCHAR

* For the SAS Table Server languages, the data type cannot be defined, and when data is retrieved,
the SAS Table Server maps the native Oracle data type to a similar SAS Table Server data type.

Load Data by Using Bulk Operations for Oracle
To use the Oracle bulk-load API, which improves performance for large amounts of
data, specify the TSSQL table option BULKLOAD=YES.

Locking for Oracle
If you are using the SAS Table Server LIBNAME engine, you can use these
LIBNAME statement and data set options to control locking behavior. For general
information about an option, see the option documentation in SAS Language Interfaces
to Table Server.
READ_LOCK_TYPE=NOLOCK|ROW|TABLE
the valid values for this option are as follows:
NOLOCK
specifies that table locking not be used during the reading of tables and
views. This is the default value.
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ROW
specifies that the Oracle ROW SHARE table lock be used during the reading
of tables and views.
TABLE
specifies that the Oracle SHARE table lock be used during the reading of
tables and views.
Note: If you set READ_LOCK_TYPE= to either TABLE or ROW, you must also
set the CONNECTION= option to UNIQUE. If not, an error occurs. 4
UPDATE_LOCK_TYPE=NOLOCK|ROW|TABLE
the valid values for this option are as follows:
ROW
specifies that the Oracle ROW SHARE table lock be used during the reading
of tables and views for update. This is the default value.
TABLE
specifies that the Oracle EXCLUSIVE table lock be used during the reading
of tables and views for update.
NOLOCK
specifies that table locking not be used during the reading of tables and views
for update.

3 If OR_UPD_NOWHERE=YES, updates are performed by using serializable
transactions.

3 If OR_UPD_NOWHERE=NO, updates are performed by using an extra
WHERE clause to ensure that the row has not been updated since it was first
read. Updates might fail under these conditions, because other users might
modify a row after the row was read for update.
READ_ISOLATION_LEVEL=READCOMMITTED|SERIALIZABLE
Oracle supports the READCOMMITTED and SERIALIZABLE read isolation
levels, as defined in the following table. The SPOOL= option overrides the
READ_ISOLATION_LEVEL= option. The READ_ISOLATION_LEVEL= option
should be rarely needed because the Oracle driver chooses the appropriate
isolation level based on other locking options.
Table 24.3 Isolation Levels for Oracle
Isolation Level

Definition

SERIALIZABLE

Does not allow dirty reads, non-repeatable reads, or
phantom reads.

READCOMMITED

Does not allow dirty reads; does allow non-repeatable reads
and phantom reads.

UPDATE_ISOLATION_LEVEL=READCOMMITTED|SERIALIZABLE
Oracle supports the READCOMMITTED and SERIALIZABLE isolation levels, as
defined in the preceding table, for updates.
This option should be rarely needed because the Oracle driver chooses the
appropriate isolation level based on other locking options.
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Naming Conventions for Oracle
If you are using the SAS Table Server LIBNAME engine, you can control how case
sensitivity, spaces, and special characters are handled by using the
PRESERVE_COL_NAMES= and PRESERVE_TAB_NAMES= LIBNAME statement and
data set options.
Oracle objects that can be named include tables, views, columns, and indexes. For the
Oracle7 Server, objects also include database triggers, procedures, and stored functions.
Use the following Oracle naming conventions:

3 A name must start with a letter. However, if the name appears within double
quotation marks, it can start with any character.

3 A name must be from 1 to 30 characters long, except for database names, which
are limited to 8 characters, and link names, which are limited to 128 characters.

3 A name can contain the letters A through Z, the digits 0 through 9, the underscore
(_), $, and #. If the name appears within double quotation marks, it can contain
any characters, except double quotation marks.

3 A name is not case sensitive. For example, CUSTOMER is the same as customer.
However, if the name of the object appears within double quotation marks when it
is used, then it is case sensitive.

3 A name cannot be an Oracle reserved word.
3 A name cannot be the same name as another Oracle object in the same schema.
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Overview: Teradata Reference
This chapter provides the functionality details and guidelines for the Teradata
database that is supported by the Teradata (TERA) table driver.

Understand the Teradata (TERA) Table Driver
The Teradata (TERA) table driver provides read and update access to Teradata
database tables and creates tables that can be accessed by both the SAS Table Server
and Teradata.
The TERA table driver supports most of the TSSQL functionality. The driver also
supports an application’s ability to submit native Teradata SQL statements.
The TERA table driver is a remote driver, which means that it connects to a server
process to access data. The process might be running on the same machine as the SAS
Table Server, or it might be running on another machine in the network.

Database Functionality Support for Teradata
The following table lists the database functionality support level for Teradata that is
provided by the TERA table driver. See “Database Functionality Supported by Data
Sources” on page 26 for general information about database functionality.
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Teradata Database Functionality Support

Functionality

Description

Support

Comment

bookmark

stored location used for
quick retrieval and
scrollable cursors

supported

The table must have a
primary key.

bulk operations

ability to add, delete, or
update a large quantity of
data by means of one
operation

supports
additions,
deletions, and
updates

cursor support

functionality that keeps
track of the position in a
result set and enables
multiple operations on the
result set

static cursor

index

component of a database
that contains information
about the physical location
of data stored in a file

integrity
constraint

functionality that ensures
correctness, completeness,
and compliance of data

supported

locking

process by which a database
restricts access in a
multi-user environment

row-level
(optimistic) and
read locking

multi-row fetch

enables an application to
request more than one row
at a time

supported

stored
procedures

SQL programs that perform
computations or other tasks
consistently

stored
procedures with
parameters

threaded I/O
processing

efficient method of
processing a query using
multiple threads

not supported

transactions

process of protecting data by
ensuring the integrity of
data during multi-user
update sessions

supported

Cursor functionality is
supported by the table
driver or by specifying that
the SAS Table Server
provide additional cursor
support. See “Cursor
Support” on page 121.

See “Locking in Teradata” on
page 208.
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Data Source Connection Arguments for Teradata
To access data that is hosted on the SAS Table Server, a client must submit a
connection string, which defines how to connect to the data. For more information
about a connection string, see Chapter 7, “Data Source Connection,” on page 39.
The data source connection arguments for a Teradata database include the following:
ACCOUNT=account-ID;
specifies an optional account number that you want to charge for the Teradata
session.
CATALOG=catalog-identifier;
specifies an arbitrary identifier for an SQL catalog, which groups logically related
schemas. Any identifier is valid (for example, catalog=tera).
Requirement:

You must specify a catalog.

DATABASE=database-name;
specifies the Teradata database. If you do not specify DATABASE=, you connect to
the default Teradata database, which is often named the same as your user ID. If
the database value that you specify contains spaces or non-alphanumeric
characters, you must enclose it in quotation marks.
DRIVER=TERA;
identifies the data source to which you want to connect, which is a Teradata
database.
Requirement:

You must specify the driver.

DRIVER_TRACE=’API|SQL|ALL’;
requests tracing information, which logs transaction records to an external file
that can be used for debugging purposes. The table driver writes a record of each
command that is sent to the database to the trace log based on the specified
tracing level, which determines the type of tracing information. The tracing levels
are as follows:
ALL
activates all trace levels.
API
specifies that API method calls be sent to the trace log. This option is most
useful if you are having a problem and need to send a trace log to SAS
Technical Support for troubleshooting.
DRIVER
specifies that driver-specific information be sent to the trace log.
SQL
specifies that the SQL statements, such as SELECT and COMMIT, that are
sent to the database be sent to the trace log.
Default: Tracing is not activated.

If you activate tracing, you must also specify the location of the
trace log with DRIVER_TRACEFILE=. (Optional) You can control trace log
formatting with DRIVER_TRACEOPTIONS=.

Requirement:

Interaction: You can specify one trace level, or you can concatenate more than
one by including the | (OR) symbol. For example: driver_trace=’api|sql’

specifies to generate tracing information for API calls and SQL statements.
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DRIVER_TRACEFILE=’path-and-filename’;
is the physical location of the trace log that is activated with DRIVER_TRACE=.
The trace log is a text file. Include the complete pathname, filename, and
extension. Enclose the location in single or double quotation marks. For example:
driver_tracefile=’c:\temp\mytrace.log’.
Default: There is no default trace log location.
You must specify a location for a trace log if you activate tracing
with DRIVER_TRACE=.
Interaction: (Optional) You can control trace log formatting with
DRIVER_TRACEOPTIONS=.
Requirement:

DRIVER_TRACEOPTIONS=APPEND|THREADSTAMP|TIMESTAMP;
specifies options in order to control formatting and other properties for the trace
log:
APPEND
adds trace information to the end of an existing trace log. The contents of the
file are not overwritten.
THREADSTAMP
prepends each line of the trace log with a thread identification.
TIMESTAMP
prepends each line of the trace log with a time stamp.
Default: The trace log is overwritten with no thread identification or time stamp.

PASSWORD=password;
specifies a Teradata password. The password that you specify must be correct for
your USER= value.
Requirement:
Alias:

You must specify the PASSWORD= option.

PWD=

ROLE= ;
specifies the current role for the session.
SERVER= ;
specifies the Teradata server identifier.
TDPID=dbcname;
is a required connection option if you run more than one Teradata server. TDPID=
operates differently for network-attached and channel-attached systems, as
described below.
USER=userid;
specifies a Teradata user ID. If the ID contains blanks or national characters,
enclose it in quotation marks.
Requirement: You must specify the USER= option.
Alias:

UID=

Data Types for Teradata
Data types for a Teradata database are supported as follows:

3 When an application submits the SAS Table Server language statements, only the
SAS Table Server data types are supported for column definitions, and native
Teradata database data types that are not supported by the SAS Table Server are
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mapped to similar SAS Table Server data types for data retrieval. For information
about the SAS Table Server data types, see Chapter 5, “Data Source Data Types,”
on page 31.
3 When an application submits Teradata SQL statements, native Teradata database
data types are supported. Submitting Teradata SQL statements is available only
to applications that consume the JDBC, ODBC, or OLE DB client-side drivers. For
information about the native Teradata database SQL data types, see your
Teradata documentation.
The following table lists the data types that are supported for Teradata:
Table 25.2

Data Types for Teradata

Table Server
Language
Keyword

Data Source
Type Name

Data Source Type Definition

Table Server Type
Returned

BIGINT

BIGINT

Large signed, exact whole number
with a precision of 19.

BIGINT

*

BLOB

Large Binary Object.

*

*

BYTE(n)

Fixed-length binary string from 1 to
64,000 bytes.

*

*

BYTEINT

Single-byte signed binary integer
from -128 to 127.

*

CHAR(n)

CHAR(n)

Fixed-length character string from 1
to 64,000 bytes; the default is 1.

CHAR(n)

*

CLOB

Large Character Object

*

DATE

DATE

Date values in the range of
0001-01-01 through 9999-12-31 in the
format YYYY-MM-DD.

DATE

*

DECIMAL(p,s)

Signed, fixed-point decimal number.
Precision range is 1 to 18. Scale
default is 0.

*

DOUBLE

FLOAT

Signed, double precision,
floating-point number with a
precision of 53.

DOUBLE

INTEGER

INTEGER

Regular signed, exact whole number
with a precision of 10.

INTEGER

*

LONG
VARCHAR

Varying-length character string from
1 to 64,000 bytes.

*

SMALLINT

SMALLINT

Small signed, exact whole number
with a precision of 5.

SMALLINT

TIME(p)

TIME(p)

Time values from 00:00:00:000000 to
23:59:61:999999 in the format
HH:MM:SS.S(6).

TIME(p)

TIMESTAMP(p)

TIMESTAMP(p)

Date, time, and optional microsecond
values in the range from 0001-01-01
00:00:00.000000 to 9999-12-31
23:59:61.999999 in the format
YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS.S(6).

TIMESTAMP(p)
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Table Server
Language
Keyword

Data Source
Type Name

Data Source Type Definition

Table Server Type
Returned

TINYINT

BYTEINT

Very small signed, exact whole
number with a precision of 3.

TINYINT

VARBINARY(n)

VARBYTE(n)

Varying-length binary string from 1
to 64,000 bytes.

VARBINARY(n)

VARCHAR(n)

VARCHAR(n)

Varying-length character string from
1 to 64,000 bytes.

VARCHAR(n)

* For the SAS Table Server languages, this data type cannot be defined, and when data is retrieved,
the SAS Table Server maps the native Teradata database data type to a similar SAS Table
Server data type if possible.

Locking in Teradata
If you are using the SAS Table Server LIBNAME engine, you can control the locking
behavior for concurrency by using these LIBNAME and data set options.
READ_LOCK_TYPE= TABLE | VIEW
UPDATE_LOCK_TYPE= TABLE | VIEW
READ_MODE_WAIT= YES | NO
UPDATE_MODE_WAIT= YES | NO
READ_ISOLATION_LEVEL= ACCESS | READ | WRITE
The valid values for this option, ACCESS, READ, and WRITE, are defined in
the following table.
Table 25.3

Read Isolation Levels for Teradata

Isolation Level

Definition

ACCESS

Obtains an ACCESS lock by ignoring other users’ ACCESS,
READ, and WRITE locks. Permits other users to obtain a lock on
the table or view.
Can return inconsistent or unusual results.

READ

Obtains a READ lock if no other user holds a WRITE or
EXCLUSIVE lock. Does not prevent other users from reading the
object.
Specify this isolation level whenever possible, it is usually
adequate for most SAS/ACCESS processing.

WRITE

Obtains a WRITE lock on the table or view if no other user has a
READ, WRITE, or EXCLUSIVE lock on the resource. You cannot
explicitly release a WRITE lock. It is released only when the
table is closed. Prevents other users from acquiring any lock but
ACCESS.
This is unnecessarily restrictive, because it locks the entire table
until the read operation is finished.

UPDATE_ISOLATION_LEVEL=ACCESS|READ|WRITE
The valid values for this option, ACCESS, READ, and WRITE, are defined in the
following table.
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Table 25.4 Update Isolation Levels for Teradata
Isolation Level

Definition

ACCESS

Obtains an ACCESS lock by ignoring other users’ ACCESS,
READ, and WRITE locks. Avoids a potential deadlock but can
cause data corruption if another user is updating the same data.

READ

Obtains a READ lock if no other user holds a WRITE or
EXCLUSIVE lock. Prevents other users from being granted a
WRITE or EXCLUSIVE lock. Locks the entire table or view,
allowing other users to acquire READ locks. Can lead to deadlock
situations.

WRITE

Obtains a WRITE lock on the table or view if no other user has a
READ, WRITE, or EXCLUSIVE lock on the resource. You cannot
explicitly release a WRITE lock. It is released only when the
table is closed.
Prevents other users from acquiring any lock but ACCESS.
Prevents all users, except those with ACCESS locks, from
accessing the table. Prevents the possibility of a deadlock, but
limits concurrent use of the table.

These locking options cause the TERA table driver to transmit a locking request to
the database; Teradata performs all the data locking. If you correctly specify a set of
read or update locking options, the driver generates locking modifiers that override the
Teradata standard locking.
Note: If you specify an incomplete set of locking options, an error message is
returned. If you do not use locking options, the Teradata lock defaults are in effect. For
a complete description of Teradata locking, see the LOCKING statement in your
Teradata SQL reference manual. 4

Naming Conventions for Teradata
The data objects that you can name in Teradata include tables, views, columns,
indexes and macros. When naming a Teradata object, use the following conventions:

3 A name must start with a letter unless you enclose it in double quotation marks.
3 A name must be from 1 to 30 characters long.
3 A name can contain the letters A through Z, the digits 0 through 9, the underscore
(_), $, and #. A name in double quotation marks can contain any characters except
double quotation marks.

3 A name, even when enclosed in double quotation marks, is not case sensitive. For
example, CUSTOMER is the same as customer.

3 A name cannot be a Teradata reserved word.
3 The name must be unique between objects. That is, a view and table in the same
database cannot have the identical name.
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Recommended Reading
Here is the recommended reading list for this title:

3
3
3
3
3

SAS Table Server Manager Plug-In: Help
SAS Language Interfaces to Table Server
SAS Table Server: TSSQL Language Reference
SAS Table Server: TSPL Language Reference
Appropriate client-side driver documentation:

3 SAS Drivers for JDBC: Cookbook
3 SAS Drivers for ODBC: User’s Guide
3 SAS Providers for OLE DB: Cookbook
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

SAS Language Reference: Concepts
SAS Language Reference: Dictionary
SAS Scalable Performance Data Engine: Reference
SAS Intelligence Platform: Installation and Configuration Guide
SAS Intelligence Platform: System Administration Guide
SAS Intelligence Platform: Security Administration Guide
SAS Logging: Configuration and Programming Reference

For a complete list of SAS publications, go to support.sas.com/bookstore. If you
have questions about which titles you need, please contact a SAS Publishing Sales
Representative at:
SAS Publishing Sales
SAS Campus Drive
Cary, NC 27513
Telephone: 1-800-727-3228
Fax: 1-919-531-9439
E-mail: sasbook@sas.com
Web address: support.sas.com/bookstore
* For other SAS Institute business, call (919) 677-8000.
Customers outside the United States should contact their local SAS office for assistance.
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Glossary
access control template

a reusable named authorization pattern that you can apply to multiple resources. An
access control template consists of a list of users and groups and indicates, for each
user or group, whether permissions are granted or denied. Short form: ACT.
ANSI (American National Standards Institute)

an organization in the United States that coordinates voluntary standards and
conformity to those standards. ANSI works with ISO to establish global standards.
See also ISO (International Organization for Standardization).
API

See application programming interface.
application programming interface

a set of software functions that facilitate communication between applications and
other kinds of programs or services. Short form: API.
Application Response Measurement

the name of an application programming interface that was developed by an industry
partnership and which is used to monitor the availability and performance of
software applications. ARM monitors the application tasks that are important to a
particular business. Short form: ARM.
ARM

See Application Response Measurement.
authentication

the process of verifying the identity of a person or process within the guidelines of a
specific security policy.
authorization

the process of determining which users have which permissions for which resources.
The outcome of the authorization process is an authorization decision that either
permits or denies a specific action on a specific resource, based on the requesting
user’s identity and group memberships.
client

a computer or application that requests services, data, or other resources from a
server. See also server.
client-side driver
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software that connects to a server in order to make data services available to a client
application. In the SAS Table Server, client-side drivers include JDBC, ODBC, and
OLE DB drivers.
connection string

information that defines how to connect an application to the data. In the SAS Table
Server, a connection string identifies the query language syntax that the application
submits as well as the information that is required to connect to a data source or
data sources.
connection string privileges

security privileges enabled by the SAS Table Server administrator that authorize a
user to access data by submitting an arbitrary connection string.
cursor

a device that keeps track of the current position in an SQL result set and that enables
multiple operations by traversing the result set row by row. See also scrollable cursor.
data source

a generic term that refers to both the type of data and its origin.
data source name

a symbolic name that encapsulates the information that is contained in a connection
string. The data source name contains the table driver name, the physical location of
the data, authentication information that is required to retrieve data, such as the
credentials for each user. Short form: DSN.
data source name definition

a metadata object that encapsulates all of the information that is necessary to connect
to a particular data source, configures the authorization that is enforced for data
access, and identifies the SQL dialect that the application submits to the data source.
The data source name definition is created on SAS Management Console by using the
Table Server Manager. Short form: DSN definition. See also data source name.
data type

an attribute of every column in a table that tells the data source how much physical
space to set aside for the column, and that specifies what type of data the column
contains.
driver

a special-purpose software program that enables two disparate software programs
such as an application and an API to interact. See also client-side driver and table
driver.
DSN

See data source name.
DSN definition

See data source name definition.
encryption

the act or process of converting data to a form that only the intended recipient can
read or use.
Extensible Markup Language

a markup language that structures information by tagging it for content, meaning, or
use. Structured information contains both content (for example, words or numbers)
and an indication of what role the content plays. For example, content in a section
heading has a different meaning from content in a database table. Short form: XML.
file DSN
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an XML document that contains connection properties for one or more data sources.
See also data source name and data source definition.
grouping DSN definition

a metadata object that combines two or more existing DSN definitions in order to
connect to multiple data sources. See also data source name and data source
definition.
identity

See metadata identity.
Integrated Object Model

a set of object-based interfaces to features or services that are provided by Base SAS
software. IOM enables application developers to use industry-standard programming
languages, programming tools, and communication protocols to develop client
programs that access these services on IOM servers. Short form: IOM.
Integrated Object Model server

a SAS object server that is launched in order to fulfill client requests for IOM
services. Short form: IOM server.
International Organization for Standardization

an organization that promotes the development of standards and that sponsors
related activities in order to facilitate the dissemination of products and services
among nations and to support the exchange of intellectual, scientific, and
technological information. Short form: ISO.
IOM

See Integrated Object Model.
IOM server

See Integrated Object Model server.
ISO

See International Organization for Standardization.
Java Database Connectivity

a standard interface for accessing SQL databases. JDBC provides uniform access to a
wide range of relational databases. It also provides a common base on which
higher-level tools and interfaces can be built. Short form: JDBC.
JDBC

See Java Database Connectivity.
join

to combine data from two or more tables into a single result table.
LIBNAME engine

a SAS engine that provides a bridge from a Base SAS session to the SAS Table
Server or to table services that reside in the same process as the SAS session.
locking

the process by which a data source restricts access to a file or a record in a
multi-user environment. The first user who accesses the file or record prevents other
users from accessing it.
metadata identity

a metadata object that represents an individual user or a group of users in a SAS
metadata environment. Each individual and group that accesses secured resources on
a SAS Metadata Server should have a unique metadata identity within that server.
metadata object
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a set of attributes that describe a table, a server, a user, or data access information,
that are created on SAS Management Console.
multi-user server

a computer system that enables multiple clients to use the same SAS process at the
same time. Besides SAS Table Server, other multi-user SAS servers include the
Stored Process Server, the SAS Metadata Server, and the OLAP server.
null value

a special value that indicates the absence of information. The SAS Table Server
LIBNAME engine and the TSSQL procedure process all null values as SAS missing
values by default. When null values are processed in ANSI SQL mode, the results
can be different from the results of processing them as SAS missing values.
ODBC

See Open Database Connectivity.
OLE DB

an open specification that has been developed by Microsoft for accessing both
relational and nonrelational data. OLE DB interfaces can provide much of the same
functionality that is provided by database management systems. OLE DB evolved
from the Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) application programming interface.
See also Object Linking and Embedding.
Open Database Connectivity

an interface standard that provides a common application programming interface
(API) for accessing data. Many software products that run in the Windows operating
environment adhere to this standard so that you can access data that was created
using other software products. Short form: ODBC.
plug-in

a file that modifies, enhances, or extends the capabilities of an application program.
The application program must be designed to accept plug-ins, and the plug-ins must
meet design criteria specified by the developers of the application program. In SAS
Management Console, a plug-in is a JAR file that is installed in the SAS
Management Console directory to provide a specific administrative function. The
plug-ins enable users to customize SAS Management Console to include only the
functions that are needed.
result set

the set of rows or records that a server or other application returns in response to a
query.
SAS Management Console

a Java application that provides a single user interface for performing SAS
administrative tasks.
SAS Metadata Server

a multi-user server that enables users to read metadata from or write metadata to
one or more SAS Metadata Repositories. The SAS Metadata Server uses the
Integrated Object Model (IOM), which is provided with SAS Integration Technologies,
to communicate with clients and with other servers.
SAS Table Server

a SAS server that provides scalable, threaded, high-performance, and
standards-based data access technology to process and seamlessly integrate data
from different data sources.
Scalable Performance Data Engine

a SAS engine that is able to deliver data to applications rapidly because it organizes
the data into a streamlined file format. The SPD Engine also reads and writes
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partitioned data sets, which enable it to use multiple CPUs to perform parallel I/O
functions. Short form: SPD Engine. See also parallel I/O.
schema

See SQL schema.
schema definition

See SQL schema definition.
scrollable cursor

a device that enables an application to position on any row in a result set. For
example, a scrollable cursor can back up and revisit a row, start at the end of the file
and work backward, skip some rows, or go directly to a specific row.
secure DSN

a data source name (DSN) that is created by the Table Server administrator and that
contains security authorizations that control access to data sources.
security access key

a password that enables security coupling by locking a SAS file to an instance of a
SAS Table Server.
server

a computer system that provides data or services to multiple users on a network.
The term "server" sometimes refers to the computer system’s hardware and software,
but it often refers only to the software that provides the data or services. In a client/
server implementation, a server is a program that waits for and fulfills requests from
client sessions for data and services.
SPD Engine

See Scalable Performance Data Engine.
SQL catalog

an implementation of the ANSI SQL:1999 standard for a named collection of logically
related schemas. The catalog is the first-level (top) grouping mechanism in a data
organization hierarchy that qualifies schemas. See also SQL catalog definition.
SQL catalog definition

a metadata object that represents an SQL catalog.
SQL pass through

the process of sending database-specific SQL statements directly from an application
to a data source for processing. In the SAS Table Server, this functionality is similar
to the SQL Pass-Through Facility that is available for SAS/ACCESS databases.
SQL schema

an implementation of the ANSI SQL:1999 standard for a data container object that
groups logically related objects such as tables and views and other objects that are
supported by a data source such as stored procedures. The schema provides a unique
namespace that is used along with a catalog to qualify names. See also SQL schema
definition.
SQL schema definition

a metadata object that represents an SQL schema.
stored procedure

a program or computational procedure that is stored and executed as needed, thereby
enabling computations or other tasks to be performed consistently. The SAS Table
Server implements this functionality in the Table Server Procedural Language
(TSPL) as stored routines.
stored routine
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a Table Server Procedural Language (TSPL) program that can be stored on any
supported data source and executed from TSPL or Table Server SQL (TSSQL)
programs. This functionality is similar to that of SQL stored procedures that are
supported natively by some relational databases.
Structured Query Language

a standardized, high-level query language that is used in data access technology such
as relational DBMS to create and manipulate data. The SAS Table Server
implements SQL through the Table Server SQL language (TSSQL), which can be
used to query data sources from a SAS session as well as from applications that
connect to JDBC, ODBC, and OLE DB interfaces.
table driver

software that interacts with a data source in order to read from and write to
proprietary file formats.
table server definition

a SAS server metadata definition that configures an instance of a SAS Table Server
that provides scalable, threaded, high-performance, and standards-based data access
in a separate process. See also table service definition.
Table Server Programming Language

a SAS proprietary programming language that combines SAS DATA step processing
with standard operations of the ANSI SQL:1999 standard. Table Server
Programming Language statements can be embedded within Table Server SQL
statements. Short form: TSPL. See also Table Server SQL.
Table Server SQL

the SAS implementation of SQL used by threaded table services. The Table Server
SQL language is a subset of the ANSI SQL:1999 standard. Table Server SQL provides
an SQL dialect that accesses data from various data sources. Short form: TSSQL
table service definition

a SAS server definition that configures an instance of the SAS Table Server that
provides data access services as an in-process service without connecting to a
separate table server process. See also table server definition.
thread

a single path of execution of a process in a single CPU, or a basic unit of program
execution in a thread-enabled operating system. In an SMP environment, which uses
multiple CPUs, multiple threads can be spawned and processed simultaneously.
Regardless of whether there is one CPU or many, each thread is an independent flow
of control that is scheduled by the operating system.
threaded I/O

I/O that is performed by multiple threads in order to increase its speed. In order for
threaded I/O to improve performance significantly, the application that is performing
the I/O must be capable of processing the data rapidly as well. See also thread.
TSPL

See Table Server Programming Language
TSSQL

See Table Server SQL.
WHERE processing

a method of conditionally selecting rows for processing.
XML

See Extensible Markup Language.
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